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2015 Rehabilitation Projects

The current rehabilitation projects for Rideau Hall had been planned for several years with
careful consideration of impacts to the Governor General and the ongoing operations of Rideau
Hall.

In order to minimize the disturbance, the construction of several projects was bundled together
into a multi-million dollar project that was awarded to PCL Construction Ltd. with an
accelerated schedule.

Construction began in June 2015 with the following projects:
> Kitchen mechanical repairs and upgrades;
> Roof replacements to the dining room and Princess Anne Room;
> Pantry cooling upgrades;
> Monck Wing HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning);
> Elevator replacement;
> Domestic hot water system replacement;
> Monck wing basement selective demolition;
> Cafeteria rehabilitation.

Completion of phases occurred during September 2015 and October 2015 with final completion
of the elevator and cafeteria scheduled for the end of November 2015.
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Operations Zone - Phases 1A & IB

Phase 1A
Phase 1A represents the first stage of the Rideau Hall Operations Zone Redevelopment,
carrying out the site-related work (demolition of four (4) existing buildings, the removal of
designated substances from those buildings and the removal of contaminated soil) in
preparation for the new construction (PhaselB).

The contract documents for Phase 1A were released by the NCC on the Buy and Sell
network on October 9th, 2015. On November 3rd, the construction tender was cancelled
by the NCC, to be reissued at a later date. The tender of Phase 1A remains subject to the
re-evaluation of the timing of construction work planned for the Operation Zone.
Phase IB
Phase 1 B involves the replacement of existing maintenance and operations facilities
in the Operations Zone with a new building and yards. The final design development is
90 % complete pending final comments from the Federal Heritage Building Committee.
The presentation to the Federal Heritage Building Committee took place on October 8th,
2015.

Preparation of the contract documents is currently underway and preliminary construction
cost estimates remain within the projected cost range reported in November 2014.

Phase IB was originally scheduled to proceed to tender in spring 2016 with a construction
start for summer 2016.
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Landscape plan -Conceptual design

Chauffeurs Garage Rehabilitation and Extension

The re-development of the Operations Zone provides the ideal opportunity to upgrade the
presently inadequate accommodations of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
detachment at the Rideau Hall site. In October 2014, a Memorandum of Understanding
agreement was signed with the RCMP to provide project management services for the design and
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implementation of the Chauffeurs Garage rehabilitation and the construction of a three storey
extension.

The project includes the selective demolition and removal of finishes in the 1913 Chauffeurs
Garage as well as its’ structural seismic reinforcement and stabilization and a three storey above
grade addition.

• Progress as of November 2015. The final concept is at 80% development. The floor plan
layouts have been signed off by the RCMP. The October 2015 presentation of the
proposed preliminary massing and architectural definition of the extension received the
support the Federal Heritage Building Committee.

• The preparation of tender ready contract documents is presently underway and is at 30%
of development on schedule for winter 2016 tender and early spring 2016 start of
construction. The completed rehabilitation is to be transferred to the RCMP in March
2017 for their interior fit-up and occupancy.
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Dairy Building Rehabilitation

The “recognized” heritage Dairy Building will be repurposed and rehabilitated into the Winter
Pavilion and included as one of the NCC’s Confederation Pavilions being developed for 2017.
The building will be relocated in sections during the spring of 2016. Implementation is expected
to be completed by the start of the 2016/2017 skating season. The site will include interpretation
components based on Canadian hockey and winter sports, and will be open to the public.
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Operation Zone Redevelopment - Temporary Accommodations

The Operation Zone Redevelopment project calls for the replacement of the NCC Site Office
Building, the Seamstress, the Garage and the Ice Shed. Phase IA -Demolition and Soil
Removal, is scheduled to start in 2016.
In order to address the temporary office and storage space requirements, the NCC has installed
temporary office trailers by the 11 Lisgar administration offices and an agricultural dome
structure in the Sugar Bush area to house seasonal equipment.

STORNOWAY

Heating Boilers Replacement

This project called for the replacement of the aging hot water heating boilers with two high
efficiency natural gas fired boilers. The existing equipment, which had been installed in the late
1980s, had reached the end of its life cycle. The new system is also used to provide for domestic
hot water. The project was successfully completed in November 2015.

Previous boilers New boilers
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Roof Replacement

The roof of the main building at the Farm was successfully replaced during the summer of 2014.
The project called for the replacement of the shingles, the addition of water proof membrane in
the lower section of the roof, the reconstruction of the metal valleys as well as the addition of
proper vents to allow for better attic space ventilation.
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Septic Reservoir Replacement

In September 2015, the NCC replaced the cottage septic reservoir and related piping. A separate
drain pipe was also added to allow for the effluent of the water softener to bypass the reservoir
and go directly to the septic filed. The salt rich effluent was identified as the main cause for the
degradation of the reservoir.
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Rideau Hall Movie Nights

Hosted by the Governor General, Rideau Hall Movie Nights featured acclaimed English and
French Canadian films, screened on alternate nights on the grounds of Rideau Hall.

Members of the public were invited free of charge to bring their blankets, settle in with some free
popcorn, and watch these films under the stars. On August 21, the English film Passchendael
was screened while on August 22 the French film La Passion d Augustine was featured.

The National Capital Commission was recognized along with other industry and media leaders
for their commitment to promoting Canada’s cultural vitality.

Canada Army Run

On Sunday, September 20th, 2015 the Right Honourable David Johnston, Governor General and
Commander-in-Chief of Canada was on hand to root for the thousands of participants who ran,
walked or rolled through the 13-kilometre marker at Rideau Hall. This is the second consecutive
year that the official residence and workplace of the governor general has participated in the
half-marathon course.

The Canada Army Run is a unique running event in which Canadians can run, walk or roll side-
by-side with members of the Canadian Armed Forces in half-marathon and five-kilometre
events. Fundraising efforts and proceeds benefit Soldier On and the Military Families Fund.
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Savour the Fall

The harvest season was in the spotlight during Savour Fall, an event hosted by Their
Excellencies the Right Honourable David Johnston, Governor General of Canada, and Mrs.
Sharon Johnston on Saturday, September 26th, 2015.

This celebration was an opportunity to appreciate and enjoy the simple pleasures of the fall
harvest season. All activities were free of charge for the public to enjoy and included:

Culinary delights by local executive chefs
Tastes from aspiring culinary students
Exploring the private gardens and the greenhouses
Gardening tips from National Capital Commission
Tours the residence’s State rooms
Meeting local producers and agricultural groups

Swearing-in Ceremony for the 23rd Prime Minister of Canada

His Excellency the Right Honourable David Johnston, Governor General of Canada, presided
over the swearing-in ceremony of the Right Honourable Justin Trudeau, Canada’s 23rd Prime
Minister and the 30 members of the 29th Canadian ministry on November 4th, 2015.

The event was attended by both national and international media and more than 3,500 members
from the general public lined the main drive of Rideau Hall.
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Rapport d’etapes des projets
Novembre 2015

Residences officielles

R I D K A l H A L L

Projets de rehabilitation 2015

La remise en etat actuelle de Rideau Hall a fait l’objet d’une planification depuis plusieurs
annees, et une attention particuliere a ete apportee a concevoir un plan qui reduirait au minimum
les impacts au gouverneur general et aux operations courantes a Rideau Hall.

Pour reduire au minimum les perturbations, plusieurs projets de construction ont ete regroupes en
un seul, de l’ordre de plusieurs millions de dollars, qui a ete confie a PCL Construction Ltd. avec
un calendrier d’execution comprime.

Les travaux de construction des projets suivants ont ete entrepris en juin 2015 :
> reparation et mise a niveau des installations mecaniques de la cuisine;
> remplacement des toits de la salle a manger et de la salle Princesse Anne;
> mise a niveau de la refrigeration du garde-manger;
> systemes de CVCA (chauffage, ventilation et conditionnement d’air) de l’aile Monck;
> remplacement d’ascenseur;
> remplacement du systeme d’alimentation en eau chaude domestique;
> demolition selective dans le sous-sol de Haile Monck;
> renovation de la cafeteria.

Certaines phases ont ete achevees en septembre et octobre 2015, alors que dans le cas des
travaux pour l’ascenseur et de la cafeteria, ils seront acheves a la fin novembre 2015.

Projets et emplacements
(Diagramme 1) Remplacement du ventilateur d’extraction

et de l’unite d’air d’annoint de la cuisine
w

Mise a niveau de la
refrigeration du garde-manger

• kemplacement du toit de la salle a manger

Remplacement du toit de la
salle Princesse Anne
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Reamenagement de la zone d’exploitation - Phases 1A et IB

Phase 1A
La phase 1A constitue la premiere etape du reamenagement de la zone d’exploitation de
Rideau Hall comportant des travaux sur le site (demolition de quatre (4) immeubles
existants, enlevement de substances designees de ces immeubles, enlevement de sol
contamine) en preparation pour la nouvelle construction (phase IB).

Le dossier contractuel pour la phase 1A a ete diffuse par la CCN dans le site Achats et
ventes le 9 octobre 2015 puis, le 3 novembre 2015, la CCN a annule la soumission de
construction pour la remettre a plus tard. La soumission pour la phase 1A demeure liee a la
reevaluation du moment propice pour executer les travaux de construction dans la zone
d’exploitation.

Phase IB
La phase IB comporte le remplacement des installations existantes d’entretien et
d’exploitation dans la zone d’exploitation par un nouvel immeuble et par l’amenagement
des cours. La conception finale du reamenagement est a 90 % achevee, sous reserve des
commentaires finaux du Comite des edifices federaux du patrimoine. La presentation
devant ce comite s’est tenue le 8 octobre 2015.

La preparation du dossier contractuel est en cours et les estimations preliminaires des couts
de construction demeurent dans la fourchette fixee en novembre 2014.

Au depart, le processus de soumission pour la phase IB devait etre amorce au printemps
2016, et les travaux entrepris a l’ete 2016.
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Plan paysager -Definition du concept

Rehabilitation et agrandissement du garage des chauffeurs

Le reamenagement de la zone de travail de Rideau Hall offre une excellente occasion de mettre a
niveau les installations desuetes du detachement de la Gendarmerie royale du Canada (GRC) a
Rideau Hall. En octobre 2014, la CCN et la GRC ont signe un protocole d’entente concernant la
prestation de services de gestion de projet par la CCN pour les travaux de conception et de mise
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en oeuvre du projet de rehabilitation du Garage des chauffeurs et la construction d’un
agrandissement de trois etages.

Le projet comprend les travaux de demolition selective et d’enlevement d’elements de finition du
batiment du Garage des chauffeurs, qui date de 1913, ainsi que les travaux d’amenagement de la
structure et de protection sismique du nouvel agrandissement, qui comporte trois etages hors sol.

• En date de novembre 2015, les concepts ont ete acheves a 80%. La GRC a approuve les
plans d’etages, et le Comite des edifices federaux du patrimoine a donne en octobre 2015
son aval au plan provisoire de volumetrie et de definition architecturale de
1’agrandissement.

• La redaction des documents contractuels pour 1’appel de propositions est en cours. Ces
travaux sont acheves a 30% et progressent selon l’echeancier etabli, qui consiste a
completer ces documents au cours de l’hiver 2016 pour assurer le debut des travaux de
construction en debut de printemps 2016. L’echeancier prevoit la livraison du batiment
rehabilite et agrandi a la GRC en mars 2017, qui procedera ensuite aux travaux
d’amenagement interieur pour ensuite occuper le batiment.
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Rehabilitation de 1’edifice de la Laiterie

Le batiment de la Laiterie, edifice du patrimoine « reconnu », sera reaffecte et rehabilite comme
pavilion d’hiver et sera inclus comme l’un des pavilions de la Confederation de la CCN en cours
de developponent pour 2017. Le batiment sera deplace par sections au cours du printemps 2016.
La mise en ceuvre devrait etre achevee d’ici le debut de la saison de patinage de 2016/2017. Le
site comprendra des composants d’interpretation basee sur le hockey et les sports d’hiver et sera
ouvert au public.
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Reamenagement de la zone d’exploitation - Installations temporaires

Le projet de reamenagement de la zone d’exploitation comporte le remplacement du bureau de la
CCN sur place, l’atelier de la couturiere, le garage et la glaciere. Le debut des travaux de la
phase 1A est prevu pour 2016.

Afin de repondre au besoin temporaire de locaux a bureaux et d’espaces d’entreposage, la CCN a
installe des roulottes pouvant accueillir des bureaux a proximite des bureaux de 1’administration
du 11 Lisgar, et une structure de dome agricole dans la zone du sender de la sucrerie pour
remiser des equipements saisonniers.
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Remplacement des chaudieres de chauffage

Ce projet prevoyait le remplacement des chaudieres de chauffage a eau chaude vieillissantes
avec deux chaudieres au gaz naturel a haut rendement. L’equipement existant, qui avait ete
installe dans les annees 1980, avait atteint la fin de son cycle de vie. Le nouveau systeme est
egalement utilise pour fournir l’eau chaude domestique. Le projet a ete acheve avec succes en
novembre 2015.

Anciennes chaudieres Nouvelles chaudieres
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Remplacement du toit

Au cours de Fete 2014, le toit de l’edifice principal de la Ferme a ete remplace. Les travaux
comportaient le remplacement de bardeaux, 1’installation d’une membrane etanche sur la section
inferieure de toit, la reconstruction de noues metalliques et l’ajout d’events pour assurer une
meilleure ventilation des combles.
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Remplacement de la fosse septique

En septembre 2015, la CCN a precede au remplacement de la fosse septique du chalet et de la
tuyauterie connexe. Une conduite de derivation distincte a egalement ete ajoutee pour permettre
a 1’effluent d’adoucisseur d’eau de contoumer la fausse et de se decharger dans le champ
d’epuration. II a ete determine que 1’effluent riche en matiere saline etait la principale cause de
deterioration de la fosse.
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Soirees cinema

Organisees par le gouverneur general, les Soirees cinema a Rideau Hall ont permis le
visionnement de films canadiens en franqais et en anglais acclames par la critique presentes lors
de deux soirees sur le domaine de Rideau Hall.

Les spectateurs etaient invites a s’installer sur leur couverture et a deguster du mais souffle,
offert gratuitement, pour regarder ces films projetes sous les etoiles. Le 21 aout, le film en langue
anglaise Passchendaele etait projete, alors que le 22 aout le film La Passion d Augustine etait
presente en franqais.

La Commission de la capitale nationale, et d’autres chefs de file de l’industrie et des medias ont
ete reconnus pour leur engagement a promouvoir la vitalite culturelle du Canada.

Course de l’Armee du Canada

Le dimanche 20 septembre 2015, le tres honorable David Johnston, gouverneur general et
commandant en chef du Canada, a repondu present pour encourager les milliers de participants
qui ont couru, marche ou roule pour franchir le marqueur de 13 kilometres sur le domaine de
Rideau Hall. C’etait la deuxieme annee d’affilee que ce demi-marathon passait par la residence
officielle et le lieu de travail du gouverneur general.

La Course de 1’Armee du Canada est un evenement unique au cours duquel des Canadiens
marchent, courent ou roulent aux cotes de membres des Forces armees canadiennes, a 1’occasion
d’un demi-marathon ou d’un parcours de cinq kilometres. Les sommes recueillies dans le cadre
de cette activite sont remises au programme Sans limites et au Fonds pour les families des
militaires.
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Savourez l’automne

La saison des recoltes etait a l’honneur lors de l’evenement Savourez Fautomne a Rideau Hall,
auquel Leurs Excellences le tres honorable David Johnston, gouverneur general du Canada, et
M e Sharon Johnston conviaient le public le samedi 26 septembre 2015.

Cette celebration permettait de profiter des petits plaisirs de la saison des recoltes. Toute la
famille pouvait beneficier des activites offertes gratuitement, dont :

des delices culinaires prepares par des chefs de cuisine locaux;
des degustations de plats concoctes par des etudiants en techniques culinaires;
la decouverte des jardins prives et des serres;
des trues et astuces de jardinage de la Commission de la capitale nationale;
une visite des pieces d’apparat;
la rencontre de producteurs et groupes locaux voues a Fagriculture.

Ceremonie d’assermentation du 23e premier ministre du Canada

Le 4 novembre 2015, Son Excellence le tres honorable David Johnston, gouverneur general du
Canada, a preside la ceremonie d’assermentation du tres honorable Justin Trudeau, 23e premier
ministre du Canada, et des 30 membres du 29e Conseil des ministres.

L’evenement a ete couvert tant par les medias nationaux qu’internationaux, et plus de
3 500 personnes s’etaient massees des deux cotes de l’entree principale de Rideau Hall.
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Submission Protected B

No.: 2016-P123e
Board of Directors —
TeleconferenceTo:

Date:For: DECISION 2016-03-29

1. TITLE
Rideau Hall — Front Entrance — Arrival Area Rehabilitation 2016

2. PURPOSE OF THE SUBMISSION

Obtain permission from the Board of Directors to proceed with the tender and construction of the Front
Entrance — Arrival Area Rehabilitation and ensure its delivery for 2017.

3. AUTHORITY

• National CapitalA.ct,section 10
• National Capital Commission (NCC) By-laws — section 3.2, subparagraphs 3.2.3 and 3.2.5

4. RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Directors grants the authorization for the following:

• Permission to proceed with project design and implementation for tender April 2016 with a budget of 5,40OK
provided the Board approves the changes to the MYCP (separate submission) and subject to the approval of
the NCC 2016-2021 Corporate Plan;

• Delegate authority to award contract if we are under project budget;
• Retain authority of 20% for change orders.

5. BACKGROUND

Protecting and preserving lands and natural heritage in the capital are part of the NCCs long standing
stewardship role. As steward of the capital, the NCC must preserve and enhance the setting of the Official
Residences of the Prime Minister and the Governor General.

Planning for the MYCP is guided by the NCC Corporate Plan’s strategic directions and priorities for 2016-2021
which was presented and accepted by the Board on January 21, 2016, that is:

1. Plan, develop and improve the NCCs assets such that they inspire Canadians with a lively, distinctive and
sustainable National Capital Region.

2. Conserve and celebrate natural assets, cultural landscapes and built heritage of national interest under the
NCCs stewardship.

3. Strengthen community7 and government relations in order to foster a cohesive and thriving National Capital
Region.

The MYCP Steering Committee, which oversees and is responsible for the high level management of the
program, consists of the following members of the Executive Management Committee:

• Chief Executive Officer (Chair)
• Executive Director of Capital Stewardship
• Executive Director of Capital Planning
• Executive Director of Corporate Services and Chief Financial Officer

Submission: Page 1 of 32016-P123e
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Permission to proceed with project implementation

Rideau Hall — Forecourt
This project was originally approved for design in 2012 prior to the 2013 regulation stipulating that Board
approval was required to proceed with design. The MYCP Steering Committee approved $170K this fall to
revise the technical components requiring updating and has been working closely with the Governor General
and OSGG. The technical components of the design have been updated and the plan is to proceed with spring
2016 construction subject to a cost sharing agreement between die OSGG and the NCC. The NCC is

contributing $3,400K and OSGG is contributing $2,000K to the project.

This project is being advanced through a change to the approved MYCP. Projects in the 5-year plan are being
rendered to take advantage of this partnership opportunity with OSGG. The changes to the MYCP are the
subject of a separate Board submission.

6. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS AND RISKS

• The construction period will run from May 2016 to early December 2016 and will necessitate that the front
forecourt area be closed off to visitors. OSGG has clearly expressed their support of this project and will be
working in close coordination with Official Residences to facilitate the work over the summer season;

• Rideau Hall may experience a high volume of construction over the summer of 2016. Construction
coordination will be key to minimizing disruption and ensure that construction schedules and budgets are
respected;

• Additional communication requirements, a vehicle load rated fountain, the installation of glycol lines
(previously a separate project ), adding a heated section to the Porte Cochere and the completion of the
Architectural Lighting have been added to the project since 2012;

• Prime Minister of Canada and their Excellencies will be in residence at Rideau Hall for the summer of 2016.
The implications include security considerations, potential stop work orders, noise and dust control,
construction circulation and public health and safety issues. It would be shortsighted to underestimate the
impact of these issues going forward;

• The construction budget is now at 5,000,000$ and by including design cost spent since 2012 bring the
project budget at 5,400,000$;

• Reductions to the budget may increase risk;
• In order to avoid unexpected delays and increases to project scope, exploratory test pits were conducted on

December 15, 2015 to evaluate the condition of the stone and mortar of the building foundation. This has
provided the project team with a clear assessment of the existing conditions and scope of work;

• Quality workmanship is an essential requirement for this project. Given the site and specialization required
for fountain installation, an evaluation of the sub-contractors for the fountain installation will be integrated
within the tender process. The successful bidder will be required to provide a list of qualifications for all
specialty contractors.

Submission: Page 2 of 32016-P123e
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Financial Summary

Thousands M! _
Funding requested: $3,400
Source of funding MYCP

$5,400 Class B at +15%Total estimated project cost

Rideau Hall Foundation S1.5M’ and OSGG ($500K)Funding from partuer(s): $2,000
$0NCC funding previously approved:

$3,000Reserved funding as per 2016-2017 Corporate Plan

$0Impact on future NCC operating costs: Net savings (costs)

N/AInternal Rate of Return IRR’

N/AProject payback (in years)

Details are provided m Appendix C — Financial Details i

Key Assumptions:
Construction penod is from May to December 2016
Project was initially planned for 2018-2019 as per the Corporate Plan, however has been advanced to 2016-2017 subject to approval of changes to MYCP
by the Board.

•i

7. STRATEGIC LINKS

The NCC 2016-2021 Corporate Plan

8. CONSULTATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS

An appropriate communication plan will be developed as required.

9. NEXT STEPS

The MYCP projects listed in the memo will proceed as authorized by the Board in accordance with the Process
for Project Management.

10. LIST OF APPENDICES

Appendix A — Approved Design 2012
Appendix B — Letters of intent from OSGG and Rideau Hall Foundation
Appendix C — Financial Details

11. SUBMISSION AUTHORS

Steve Willis, Executive Director, Capital Planning Branch (CP)
Gary Lacey, Executive Director, Capital Stewardship Branch (CS)
Claude Robert. Director, Design and Construction (CP)
Yoland Charette, Chief, LA-ID (CP)
Eric Turgeon, Senior Manager (CP)
Carole Crossan, Project Manager, Landscape Architect (CP)

Submission: Page 3 of 32016-P123e
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RIDEAU HALL
FRONT ENTRANCE
FORECOURT

LANDSCAPE CONCEPT DESIGN

DATE:10 SEPTEMBER.2012

DRAWN BY: D.B.
SCALE: AS NOTED
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R1DEAU HALL

March, 2, 2016

Dr. Mark Kristmanson
Chief Executive Officer
National Capital Commission
202-40 Elgin Street
Ottawa ON K1P 1C7

The Office of the Secretary to the Governor General is very pleased that the legacy
project to transform the fountain and forecourt of Rideau Hall to mark Canada’s 150
anniversary of Confederation in 2017 has been confirmed. The new fountain and
forecourt will be a defining feature of Rideau Hall and a new focal point for our vision to
connect honour and inspire Canadians. In order to help make this important project a
reality, I am pleased to confirm that the Office of the Secretary to the Governor General
will commit $500,000 to the project.

in

The Office of the Secretary to the Governor General will disburse the funds to the
National Capital Commission before March 312017.

We are looking forward to working with you on this important initiative.

I SUSSEX DRIVE •1,PROMENADE SUSSEX
OTTAWA * CANADA * K1A 0A1 A-2020-00048-00019
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March 2, 2016

Dr. Mark Kristmanson
Chief Executive Officer
National Capital Commission
202-40 Elgin Street
Ottawa ON KIP1C7

Dr. Kristmanson:

The Rideau Hall Foundation is very pleased to learn that the legacy project to transform the
fountain and forecourt of Rideau Hall to mark Canada's 150th anniversary of Confederation in
2017 has been confirmed. The new fountain and forecourt will be a defining feature of Rideau
Hall and a new focal point for the Office of the Governor General's vision to connect, honour
and inspire Canadians. In order to help make this important project a reality, I am pleased to
confirm that a donor has stepped forward to commit $1,500,000 to the project.

I am pleased to confirm that the Rideau Hall Foundation will serve as the intermediary between
the donor, who wishes to remain anonymous for the time being, and the National Capital
Commission. On behalf of the donor, the Rideau Hall Foundation will disburse $1,000,000 to
the National Capital Commission before December 31, 2016 and the remaining $500,000 will be
disbursed before March 31, 2017.

It is important to note that the donor may have some specifications in terms of the components
of the project for which the donation shall be used. Additional information about these
specifications will be communicated in due course.

The Rideau Hall Foundation is pleased to be able to assist with this important initiative.

Scott Haldane
President and Chief Executive Officer

A-2020-00048-00020
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IMCC Cost Projections ($f00G) Submission number: 2016-P123e Protected B

Rideau Hall - Front Entrance - Arrival Area Rehabilitation Submission Date: 29-Mar-16

—„
E

• • Jil i
la m ^ m mi: % % m\§i

400
4,270

Design Contract
Construction Contract
Construction Management
Construction Contingency (15%)
Miscellaneous
Other Contingency (Heritage,Environmental, DSS etc..)
Future Year Inflation

231 169
4,270

9090
640 640

Total estimated project cost
Funding from partner(s)
NCC Funding Required

231 169 5,000
2,000

5,400
2,000

231 169 3,000 3,400
NCC funding previously approved
Funding requested 231 169 3,000 - 3,400v>

Reserved funding as per 2016-2017 Corporate Plan
Expenditures
Funding Required

3,0003,000
231 169 400

- —

msMEff p̂pifllEYIL. liJ

NCC Salaries
Consultation and Communication Costs
Lost revenues during construction
Sub-contractors
Savings (Other - detail below)
Incremental revenues (Detail below)

Impact on total operating costs (savings/incremental revenues)
NET TOTAL COSTS / CASH FLOWS 5,400169 5,000231H

%
> Pari.
Transfer

Form of Payment
Payment DatesPartnership Details (Organization and Contact Name) Amount Notes

Rideau Hall Foundation
The Office of the Secretary to the Govenor General

1,500
500

Net Annual
Amount Notes

Other Savings:

Incremental Net Cash Flows:

fcK 0*4 f r)-G/
Reviewed and approvêdd^CFO Date
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Rideau Hall Front Entrance Landscape Rehabilitation 2016/
Refection de I'amenagement paysager de I'entree principale de Rideau Hall en 2016

1/8PRESENTATION to the BOARD-MARCH 29 2016 / PRESENTATION AU CONSEIL D'ADMINISTRATION 29 MARS 2016
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• The Prime Minister of Canada and the Governor General of Canada will be in residence for summer and fall 2016 during the Front Entrance
construction period. The implications of this includes security considerations, potential stop work orders, noise and dust control,
construction circulation and public health and safety issues.

• Le premier ministre du Canada et le gouverneur general du Canada resideront a Rideau Hall durant Fete et Fautomne 2016. Les
repercussions comprennent des considerations de securite, d'eventuels ordres de suspendre les travaux et des questions relatives a la
reduction du bruit et de la poussiere, a la circulation durant les travaux et a la sante et a la securite du public.

29 MARS 2016 2/8
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2012 Design approved by the Advisory
Committee on the Official Residences
of Canada (ACORC), Federal Heritage
Buildings Review Office (FHBRO) and
presented to The Office of the
Secretary to the Governor General
(OSGG).

Design de 2012 approuve par le comite
consultatif sur les residences officielles
du Canada et le Bureau d'examen des
edifices federaux du patrimoine (BEEFP)
et presente au Bureau du secretaire du
gouverneur general (BSGG).

H

»»rr.

3/8PRESENTATION to the BOARD - MARCH 29 2016 / PRESENTATION AU CONSEIL DADMINISTRATI0N - 29 MARS 2016
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4 266 35100 $Total 4,266,351.00

15% Contingency $ 639,952.65
Commissioning $ 50,000.00
Consulting Fees $ 40,000.00

Grand Total $ 4,996,303.65

PRESENTATION to the BOARD-MARCH 29 2016 / PRESENTATION AU CONSEIL D'ADMINISTRATION- 29 MARS 2016
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Recommendation:

That the Board of Directors grants the authorization for the following:
•Permission to proceed with project design and implementation for tender April 2016 with a budget of 5,400K provided the Board approves the
changes to the MYCP (separate submission) and subject to the approval of the NCC 2016-2021Corporate Plan;
•Delegate authority to award contract if we are under project budget;
•Retain authority of 20% for change orders.

Recommandation :

Que le conseil d'administration :
•accorde I'autorisation de proceder au design et a la mise en oeuvre du projet, y compris un appel d'offres en avril 2016, selon un budget de

5 400 000 $, pourvu que le conseil d'administration approuve les modifications du PPI (proposition distincte) et sous reserve de I'approbation
du Plan d'entreprise de la CCN pour 2016-2021;

•delegue le pouvoir d'attribuer le contrat dans les limites du budget alloue;
•conserve le pouvoir d'approuver les autorisations de modifications jusqu'a concurrence d'un montant equivalant a 20 % du budget alloue.

5/8MARCH 29 2016 / PRESENTATION AU CONSEIL D'ADMINISTRATIONPRESENTATION to the BOARD 29 MARS 2016
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PROCESS FORFROJECT MANAGEMENT (PPM)
ATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS (SOR)QfF

v3
slants-:

7 June 2016

Initiative Information1.
Rideau Cottage Improvements 2016-2018
Art Marcotte, Director - Official Residences
Designate: Benoit J. Seguin, Chief - Property Management, ORD, CS
Anna Chow, Project Lead Protective Operations, RCMP
Lawrence A. Yarema, Project Manager, D&C, CP
DC1135-4-10

Project Name:
NCC Project Leader:

Project Co-Leader:
Project Manager:
Project File No.:

2. Need, Problem or Opportunity

Following the decision for the Prime Minister to reside at the Rideau Cottage temporarily
while the buildings at 24 Sussex are being considered for rehabilitation the RCMP have
identified improvements they wish to implement to the building and on the grounds
surrounding Rideau Cottage.

Implementing physical security infrastructure improvements of the nature proposed in
this project will ensure that the PMPD can provide the same level of security at Rideau
Cottage as was available at 24 Sussex.

Minimum deliverables include:

* A perimeter security fence
® Three vehicle gates
® Two prefabricated access control huts (slab on grade
• Two pedestrian gates
® Other gates and fencing as dictated by site design led by the RCMP
® Modifications to the exterior and interior of the house

All work will be carried out in designated areas within Rideau Hall grounds.

The RCMP is bearing full costs of all work including design, project management, and
implementation except where noted below.

All work is considered reversible and. except for the interior modifications, the RCMP
will be responsible for removal when it is no longer needed to serve its original intended
purpose.

There may be opportunities for the NCC to cany out maintenance and/or construction
works on the grounds and building in conjunction with the work being delivered by this
project.

A-2020-00048-00027
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Goal3.
To facilitate the complete of the works on NCC property on behalf of the RCMP in a
manner that will ensure the RCMP achieves its security objectives within desired
timelines.

Objectives

Provide NCC Project Management, Design, Construction Management, Geomatics, and
Procurement Services on a cost recoverable basis in order to deliver:

4.

exterior work outlined above no later than end September 2016,

building works no later than end September 2017, and

removal of the works by end of Fiscal Year 21/22 (to be confirmed).

Client / User

a.

b.

c.

5.
The principal user/client is the Prime Minister. The RCMP-Prime Minister Protective
Detail (PMPD) is the Security Authority and is represented by their designated Project
Leader.

6. Background

Following the October 19th, 2015 federal election, a decision was made for the Prime
Minister to reside at Rideau Cottage in order to allow 24 Sussex to be rehabiltated. Alter
adequate security measures were hastily put in place the Prime Minister and family moved
into Rideau Cottage. The RCMP has since developed

options that it now wishes to implement without delay.

Link to mandate - maintaining heritage sites in Canada’s Capital Region, such as
the official residences and commemorative sites.

a.

Requirements

Collaborate with the RCMP in developing the concept and plans for the proposed
improvements.
Collaborate with the RCMP on project management (design, estimate, contract
documents, tender, construction supervision, commissioning) activities related to
planning and delivering the work packages, including a communications strategy.

Develop an MOU/Arrangement between the RCMP and the NCC to establish the
intentions of tire Participants, and provide a framework for the relationship
between the RCMP and the NCC with respect to the division of responsibilities
for project delivery, future maintenance and removal of works, provision of
services, and transfer of funds between the RCMP to the NCC in support of the
Project.

7.

a.

b.

c.

PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015

2/6
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Provide Project Management, Construction Management, Geomatics,
Procurement, and other staff services on a cost recoverable basis of the planning
and delivery of the work.

d.

Project Manage the work proposed for new installations on the grounds and for
building modifications.

e.

Design Manage and Project Manage non-security related improvements that the
NCC wishes to undertake concurrently.

f.

Act to ensure complete and accurate reimbursement of the NCC for services
provided to the RCMP.

g-

h. Ensure new work is captured with NCC property records, and

Initiate planning for removal of the work at the end of its service life and
reinstatement of the building and grounds.

Life cycle Considerations

i .

8.
If the work is removed by the stated time there are no infrastructure life cycle
implications arising within this project. The project specific MOU will describe the
means and mechanism for reimbursement to the NCC for routine maintenance of the built
assets (fencing, gates, barriers, bollards, security huts incl electrical distribution,

during their projected in-service life.

Issues9.
Deliver as quickly as possible to maximize cost saving to the RCMP and to carry
out the work prior to the residents returning from their alternate, summer
residence.

a.

b. Achievement of the timeline is contingent on achieving by June 2016:

the MOU with RCMP
FHBRO approval of the work
FLUDA approval
CEAA determination (via internal review)
Initiating timely delivery of specialty products (some flexibility here).

10. Order-of-Magnitude Cost Estimate and Cash-Flow Forecast

Work is RCMP funded (with the exception of any future NCC initiatives). To date no
projected cash expenditures by the NCC are anticipated.

Estimated reimbursement for services provided to the RCMP by the NCC will be
delineated in the project specific MOU. Reimbursement will be based on an agreed upon
level of effort, hourly rates, and % based fees (based on anticipated contract values).

PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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ii. Management Strategy for the Initiative

This initiative is to be managed as a project in three Phases:

Phase I — new installations on the grounds,
Phase II- work on the building, and,
Phase III removal and reinstatement.

The RCMP will act as Technical Authority for security related aspects of all Phases. The
NCC will act as Project Manager for all aspects of the project. The NCC PM will
promote open lines of communication between the two agencies and ensure RCMP
Technical Authority (TA) and Project Leader (PL) are informed of project risk, progress,
and developments in a timely manner. The NCC PM will report to the NCC Project
Leader at Official Residences on stakeholder related matters.

12. Funding Strategy

There is no cost to the NCC as outlined in Section 2. All NCC project management costs
will be done on a cost recovery basis as stipulated in section 4. Conditions for
reimbursement of sendees will be outlined in an MOU between the NCC and RCMP..
Further to Article 10 above, approval and funding of any NCC initiated work packages
would be secured by Official Residences prior to the work being included within this
project.

Functional and Quality Levels13.
As per industry best practices, and to meet RCMP security requirements.

Resources Required (human, material, technological, etc.)14.
Project Leader: Benoit 3. Seguin, Chief - Property Management, ORD, CS
Project Manager: Lawrence A. Yarema, Project Manager, D&C, CP
Construction Manager: Guylain Chatigny, Construction Engineer, D&C
Site Supervisor: Mathieu Villeneuve, Engineering Technologist, D&C, CP
Design Manager - Architectural: Stephen Robertson, D&C, CP
Design Manager-Landscape Architectural: Julia Hutchinson, D&C, CP
3TIBRG Advisor: Heather Thomson, Heritage Manager, CP
FLUDA. Determination: Jason Hutchison, Plans, CP
EA Determination: Valerie Bedard, Environmental, CP
Special Project Advisor; Mark Burleton, Grounds Manager, OR, CS
RCMP Project Leader - Anna Chow
RCMP Technical Authority Roch Sequin or designate

PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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Major MilestonesIS.

Phase IIPhase I
June 2016 Initiation Approval:
June 2016 Planning Approval :
June 2016 Development Approval :
July 2016 Implementation :
Sep 2016 Interim Acceptance :

Close Out Approval :

June 2016
Jul 2016

Sep 2016
May 2017
Sep 2017
Mar 2018

Initiation Approval:
Planning ApproVal :
Development Approval :
Implementation :
Interim Acceptance :

16. Key Stakeholders

RCMP- PMPD, NHQ Assets Managementa.

b. OSGG

NCC ORc.
17. Impact of Maintaining the Status Quo

There is no alternative to physical security measures being proposed.a.

18. Approval Authority for Each End-of-Phase

Director, Official Residences, in consultation with RCMP.a.

19. Approval of Statement of Requirements (SOR)

Prepared by:

7v: /
(A

Lawrence Yaren{a/Project Managef ŜTfuctura\
Engineering, Design and Construction,
Capital Planning. NCC

£
Date

Approval In/Principle by:

?JQ /
AriJyfarcotte, Director - Official Residences,
Capital Stewardship, NCC

Date

/r. - f
I0%' O CJ I

Steve McGirrs Acting Director
NHQ Assets Management
Real Property Management Branch
Corporate Management & Comptrollership, RCMP

Date

5/6PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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Approval by:

f\ L

\0 , 901(o/ A yjLan..^A'*'Gary Lacey, Executive!Director,
Capital Stewardship. NCC

Date

Attached: Appendix 1 - Site plan

APPENDIX 1
Project Location

April 2015
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No.: 2016-P80e
To: Board of DirectorsWm

Date: 2016/06/09For: DECISION

1. TITLE

Rideau Hall Chauffeur’s Garage Rehabilitation and Extension Project, for use as the RCMP Detachment

2. PURPOSE OF THE SUBMISSION

To obtain NCC Board of Directors approval for the NCC to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding Phase
III agreement with the RCMP, covering work to the end of the Implementation phase (i.e., tender,
implementation and close-out) for the new RCMP detachment at Rideau Hall

3. AUTHORITY

NCC By-Laws 3.2.5 and 3.2.6

4. RECOMMENDATION

THAT the NCC Board of Directors approves, in principle, the signature of the MOU Phase III between the
NCC and RCMP, to an estimated amount of $4,805K, to cover all consultant and soft costs and construction
costs to 100% implementation and close-out for the new RCMP Detachment at Rideau Hall.

5. BACKGROUND

Opportunity:
With the current planning of the Operations Zone re-development project, the opportunity exists to properly
integrate the present and forecast requirements of the RCMP.

The RCMP has confirmed its intention to fully reimburse the capital costs and NCC PY costs up to the £cap’
value of $188k for the proposed Chauffeurs Garage Rehabilitation and Extension project for a new RCMP
detachment for Rideau Hall at no risk to the NCC.

While the RCMP is the custodian of the existing Rideau Hall Detachment structure, the NCC is the custodian of
the underlying land. Using the Chauffeur’s Garage as the new RCMP Detachment will mean that the terrain
currently used by RCMP’s temporary detachment will be returned to the NCC.

Proposed Phases:
The development and long term operation and maintenance of the new Rideau Hall RCMP detachment has
been addressed through several phases and agreements, as follows:

MOU Phase I (studies and designs, up to 30% Preliminary Design):
• October 2014, the NCC entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Phase I with the

RCMP, to cover delineation of requirements, conceptual and preliminary design briefs and indicative
estimate of probable costs;

Submission: Page 1 of 52016-P80e
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• The maximum estimated value of Phase I MOU was $500K, including administration fees, salaries and
benefits. The actual value of Phase I MOU was $400K (excluding applicable taxes).

MOU Phase II (from 30% Preliminary Design through to end of Development Phase):
• In November 2015, the NCC entered into a MOU Phase II to complete the design development to

tender ready contract documents for the Chauffeur’s Garage rehabilitation and new extension. 100%
completion is expected by June 30, 2016.

• Specifically, the Phase II MOU includes the preparation of a detailed (substantive) estimate of probable
costs. The substantive estimate is expected May 13, 2016.

• The maximum estimated value of Phase II MOU is $660K (excluding applicable taxes).

Progress Status:

o MOU Phase I is 100% complete.

o MOU Phase II is 80% complete (tender ready contract documents are at 60%)

MOU Phase III (Implementation Phase):

• At completion of tender ready documents, the NCC and RCMP wish to proceed with:
o Tender to prequalified general contractors;
o Implementation of the rehabilitation and construction of the new extension
o Transfer and Close-Out;

• The following is an excerpt of the draft MOU Phase III document, Section 5 — Financial
Arrangements:

Total costs for all MOU Phase III activities associated with the New Rideau Hall Detachment will be fundedfrom
current RCAIP funds. The NCC will invoice the RCMP for these costs and RCMP will reimburse the NCCfor these
costs in the manner stipulated in this MOU Phase III.

The ‘total costs’ referenced above includes but is not limited to the costs of:
• MU consultingfees for project, including translation, environmental consulting and commissioning;
• NCC project-related staff time costs and overhead to a ‘cap 9 limit of $188K;
• Cost of tendering and implementation, commissioning and close-out on site;
• Cost ofpermits, testing, certification and approvals related to the implementation for the New Rideau Hall RCMP

Detachment.

At the time of writing of this agreement the RCMP’s financial obligation under this agreement shall be up to an
estimated value of four million eight hundred andfive thousand dollars ($4,805,000) plus applicable taxes. It is
anticipated that $4,563K will be accrued against 2016-17 fiscalyear and $242K will be accrued against the 2017-18

As part of the AIOU Phase III deliverables, the NCC shallprovide the RCMP by the end of June 2017 a completed
base building for tenantfiit-up and occupancy by the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment.

• The total estimated project cost (MOUs I to III) is $5,865,000 as agreed with the RCMP for the new RCMP
Rideau Hall Detachment (excluding applicable taxes).

Submission: Page 2 of 52016-P80e
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Post-Implementation:

• The existing NCC-RCMP Property and Maintenance Management Service Agreement will be amended
to include:

o the maintenance requirements of the new building;
• A long-term leasing agreement is to be developed to address charges such as, but not limited to, ground

lease, utility7 charges and payments in lieu of taxes.

6. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS AND RISKS

• The timing of the summer 2016 start for the implementation of the project is ideal. The site will be impacted
by several separate implementation projects, this one being at more of a distance from the others and the
main Rideau Hall building; as well, the adjacent Operations Zone area has been vacated and offers much
needed elbow room to construct the new extension at the rear of the Chauffeurs Garage on a very restrictive
site;

• Recent developments and changes to the occupancy of the site have increased the urgency for the
implementation of this project which rates it to the list of higher priority projects for the site;

• The present local construction bidding context is significantly impacted by the recent construction activity
surge in preparation of the 2017 celebration and infrastructure program. The project budget is based on
estimated tender price for this construction contract of $3.6M plus a 10% construction contingency
($380K). It does not reflect a potential increase of 15% which is being seen in the most recent bids of
spring 2016;

• The successful relocation of the RCMP within a rehabilitated and extended Chauffeur’s Garage is an
important step for the equally significant re-development project of the Operations Zone. The existing 1991
temporary RCMP Detachment Building is no longer viable and impacts the optimization of the operations
zone.

• Should the cost of the project exceed the estimated project value of $5,865,000 the RCMP will reimburse the
NCC for all additional hard and soft cost disbursements for the implementation of the new RCMP
Detachment for Rideau Hall, including the applicable 15% administration fee (excluding applicable taxes) .
Reimbursement of NCC salaries will remain capped at $188K.

Financial Summary

CommentsThousands
Funding requested: $0
Source of funding

$4,936Total estimated project cost

$4,936Funding from partner(s):
$0NCC funding previously approved:

$0Reserved funding as per 2016-2017 Corporate Plan

$446Impact on future NCC operating costs: Net savings (costs)

N/AInternal Rate of Return (IRR)
N/AProject payback (in years)

Details are provided m Appendix 1 — Financial Details

Submission: Page 3 of 52016-P80e
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7. STRATEGIC LINKS

NCC Mandate
Responsible for planning, as well as taking part in the development, conservation and improvement of
Canada’s Capital Region to ensure that the nature and character of the seat of the Government of Canada
reflect its national significance by maintaining heritage sites in Canada’s Capita Region, such as the official
residences and commemorative sites.

o

NCC Corporate Plan (Strategic Directions):
Conserve and celebrate natural assets, cultural landscapes and built heritage of national interest under the
NCC’s stewardship.

o

NCC Corporate Plan (Priorities: Stewardship and Protection of the Official Residences):
By the end of 2017-18, respond to health and safety issues by rehabilitating /establishing the Operations
Zone to meet the needs of the NCC, die Office of the Secretary of the Governor General and the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police on the grounds at Rideau Hall.

o

8. CONSULTATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS

Plans for a new RCMP Detachment at Rideau Hall have been included in the following presentations and
discussions:

NCC Board:

• August 24, 2015 — NCC Board submission for approval for the NCC to enter into MOU Phase II
• January 2014 — NCC Board submission regarding 2014-15FY MYCP projects
• September 2014 — NCC Board submission for approval for die NCC to enter into MOU Phase I with the

RCMP
• January 2015 — NCC Board submission regarding 2015-16FY MYCP projects

EMC:
May 18, 2016 for information and approval to proceed to NCC Board for approval of MOU Phase III and to
proceed to tender to prequalified general contractors.

NCC MYCP Steering Committee:

June 2015: Review of massing options developed for the new extension to the Chauffeurs Garage
concluded with the Committee recommendation to proceed with further design development of Option A
3-storey above grade.

o

ACORC:
• Presentations to ACORC in January 2013 and November 2013 indicated the need for a new RCMP

detachment at Rideau Hall and that die Chauffeur’s Garage was a preferred location.

FHBRO:
• January 2015 — Site visit: Introduction of die proposed project to FHBRO and NCC-FLUDA staff
• March 2015 — Presentation of project-specific Design Guidelines developed in consideration of the site’s

National Historic designation
• May 2015 — Presentation of proposed massing options to Federal Heritage Building Committee (FHBC).

Note: FHBC review of intervention confirmed support for die 3-storey above grade massing option.

Submission: Page 4 of 52016-P80e
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RCMP:
October 2013 — Initial session to establish RCMP present and forecast program requirements
March 2014 — Feasibility review of site options and RCMP confirmation of Chauffeur’s Garage site selection
March 2015 — RCMP identifies the 3-storey above grade as their preferred massing option
Ongoing participation in roundtable discussions, meetings and consultations
April 2016 — Reviews and accepts 'Draft’ MOU Phase III between the RCMP and NCC

OSGG:

• April 25, 2016 — Summer 2016 Proposed Construction Projects and Impacts
• June 2014 — OSGG Long Range Vision meeting discussions
• January and April 2015 — raised at meeting with OSGG with regards to Operations Zone and Rideau Hall

site requirements
• March 2015 — Review of the proposed rehabilitation and extension to the Chauffeur’s Garage project,

timeline and site impacts

FLUDA/NCC Heritage Manager and NCC Environmental Services:
On-going participation in integrated design roundtable discussions for the development of massing options
and the Project Design Briefs.

o

9. NEXT STEPS

Winter/spring 2016:

• Completion of preparation of contract documents to 100% tender ready;
• Concurrent cost engineering, working towards the RCMP’s $5.9M project budget target;
• Proceed to tender, award of contract and implementation of the new Detachment;
• Transfer of the completed base building to RCMP for occupancy in May 2017.

10. LIST OF APPENDICES

Appendix 1 — Financial Details

11. SUBMISSION AUTHORS
Mona Lamontagne, Architect and Project Manager, Design and Construction, Capital Planning Branch
For:

Stephen Willis, Executive Director, Capital Planning Branch
Claude Robert, Director, Design and Construction, Capital Planning Branch
Gary Lacey, Executive Director, Capital Stewardship Branch
Art Marcotte, Director, Official Residences, Capital Stewardship Branch
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NCC Cost Projections ($'000) Submission number: 2016-P80 Protected B

Rideau Hall Chauffeur's Garage Rehabilitation Submission Date: 9~Jun-16

MOU Phase I & II (studies, design,Development Phase)
MOU Phase III (implementation Phase including 10% contingency)

323 758
3,968 a 210 a 4,178

Miscellaneous
Other Contingencies (Heritage,Environmental, DSS etc..)
Future Year inflation / Market Princing Premium
Total estimated project cost
Funding from partner(s)
NCC Funding Required
NCC funding previously approved
Funding requested

4,291
4,291

210435 4,936
4,936 b210435

Reserved funding as per 2016-2017 Corporate Plan
Expenditures
Funding Required

K 'm*f /. E.V
NCC Salaries 192 483181 110
Consultation and Communication Costs
Lost revenues during construction
Sub-contractors
Savings (Other - detail below)
Project Management Cost recovery (capped at $188K)
Incremental revenues - MOU Phase I & II (15% of disbursements)

Incremental revenues - MOU Phase III (15% of disbursements)

b(54)(134) (188)
(114) 11

(627) "
(49)(65)

(595) a (32) 3

Impact on total operating costs (savings/incrementa! revenues)
NET TOTAL COSTS / CASH FLOWS

(18) (506) (446)78
(446)(18) (506) 78

Pari. Form of Payment
Transfer Payment DatesPartnership Details (Organization and Contact Name) Amount Notes

MOU Phase HI total estimated cost to RCMP
Total estimated project costs to RCMP (MOU I, II & III)

sum of a =
sum of b ~

4,805
5,865

invoice

invoice

Net Annual
Amount Notes

Other Savings:

Incremental Net Cash Flows:

Reviewer ana approved«y CP
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No.: 2016-P110e
Board of Directors —
Teleconference
2016/06/09Date:For: DECISION

1. TITLE
Rideau Hall — Front Entrance — Arrival Area Rehabilitation: Federal Land Use and Design Approval

2. PURPOSE OF THE SUBMISSION

To obtain Federal Land Use and Design Approval with regard to the Rideau Hall - Front Entrance — Arrival
Area Rehabilitation project

3. AUTHORITY
National Capital Act, sections 10, 11 and 12

4. RECOMMENDATION

THAT the land use and design of the Rideau Hall — Front Entrance — Arrival Area Rehabilitation Project BE
APPROVED; and

THAT the preparation and signature of the Federal Land Use and Design Approval document for the design of
the Rideau Hall — Front Entrance — Arrival Area Rehabilitation, and of subsequent approvals for minor design
modifications arising during the implementation process, be delegated to the Executive Director, Capital
Planning Branch provided they do not substantially alter the original design intent.

5. BACKGROUND
Site Context:

The Rideau Hall Complex, a National Historic Site of Canada, is a 36 hectare site bordered by Sussex Drive,
Mackay Street, and Dufferin Road in Ottawa (Appendix 1 map). The complex consists of buildings, structures
and landscape features that together constitute the vice-regal estate of the Governor General of Canada. Rideau
Hall Complex is a Classified Federal Heritage Building because of its historical associations, and its architectural
and environmental values.

In both design and function, the complex is distinguished by the high quality and historical significance of its
grounds which, from the start, have contained the essential components of a country estate in the English
landscape tradition. The heritage character of the Rideau Hall complex resides principally in the official residence
and in the grounds, including the surviving park, gardens and in the woods, laid out as an English country estate.
The grounds represent a unified whole. New works should be in keeping and not contradict the English
landscape style.

Particularly significant elements which should be protected are the fences and gates, the front avenue, the
horseshoe-shaped garden and conservatories/greenhouses, the cricket pitch, the front entrance park, the wild
northern woods, the tennis courts and the pavilion, the southern lawn and the ceremonial trees.

Submission: Page 1 of 32016-P110e
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Proposed works:

The rehabilitation of the Rideau Hall Forecourt responds to operational and functional requirements related to
the Office of the Governor General. Works proposed include:

• The removal of the existing Terry Fox Memorial Fountain, which has reached the end of its life-cycle,
and its replacement by a new memorial fountain.

• A new granite surface of the forecourt and the realignment and resurfacing of the driveway.
• Several new trees and two 4 m high x 203 mm diameter light poles on either side of the driveway.
• Foundation repairs and improvements to the subsurface drainage along the west wing of Rideau Hall.
• New lighting fixtures on the Mappin Wing and repairs to the chandelier of the porte-cochere. The

lighting portion of the project will be further refined and will be tendered next spring.

Analysis:
• The version of the current proposal was last presented to the ACORC on June 11, 2009. The committee

supported the project (see Appendix 2);
• A FHBRO Review of Intervention Report dated May 19, 2016 provided support of the proposal to

rehabilitate the Rideau Hall Forecourt. They provided several recommendations, some of which have been
addressed through the design development and others which will be addressed as the lighting design is

refined, (see Appendix 3);
• NCC FLUDA staff support the proposed approaches to rehabilitation, conservation approach, proposed

design and landscape treatment. The FLUDA letter will provide more details on this analysis.

• An environmental effects analysis has been undertaken and a Mitigation Measures Form has been
completed. It has been determined that the project will not result in any significant negative environmental
effects provided that all mitigation measures are followed.

Background Information

• In order to avoid unexpected delays and increases to project scope, exploratory test pits were conducted on
December 15, 2015 to evaluate the condition of the stone and mortar of the building foundation. This has
provided the project team with a clear assessment of the existing conditions and scope of work;

• The Board of Directors granted financial authority for the project on March 29, 2016, including a delegation
of authority to award contract if we are under project budget, as well as retaining authority of 20% for
change orders as per NCC By-laws, section 3.2.7;

• The technical components of the design were updated and the plan is to proceed with spring 2016
construction subject to a cost sharing agreement between the Office of the Secretary to the Governor-
General (OSGG) and the NCC. The construction budget is now at 5,000,000$ and by including design cost
spent since 2012 bring the project budget at 5,400,000$ ;

• The construction period will run from June 2016 to early December 2016 and will necessitate that the front
forecourt area be closed off to visitors. OSGG has clearly expressed their support of this project and will be
working in close coordination with Official Residences to facilitate the work over the summer season;

6. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS AND RISKS

• Rideau Hall will experience a high volume of construction over the summer of 2016. Construction
coordination will be key to minimizing disruption and ensure that construction schedules and budgets are
respected;

• Prime Minister of Canada and their Excellencies will be in residence at Rideau Hall for the summer of 2016.
The implications include security considerations, potential stop work orders, noise and dust control,
construction circulation and public health and safety issues. It would be short-sighted to underestimate the
impact of these issues going forward;

Submission: Page 2 of 32016-P110e
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7. STRATEGIC LINKS

• NCC Mandate:
o To prepare plans for and assist in the development, conservation and improvement of the National

Capital Region to ensure that the nature and character of the seat of the Government of Canada
reflect its national significance.

• NCC Corporate Plan 2016-2021:
o Strategic Direction to ccConserve and celebrate natural assets, cultural landscapes and built heritage of national

interest under the NCC’s stewardshipand
o “Plan, develop and improve the NCC’s assets such that they inspire Canadians with a lively, distinctive and

sustainable National Capital Regionand
o £ £Strengthen community and government relations in order to foster a cohesive and thriving National Capital Region.”

8. CONSULTATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS

An appropriate communication plan will be developed as required.

9. NEXT STEPS

• Tender close: June 2016
• Refinement of the lighting design: June - December 2016
• Completion: December 2016

10. LIST OF APPENDICES

Appendix 1 — Site Context Plan
Appendix 2 — Selection of Project Drawings
Appendix 3 — ACORC Meeting Minutes
Appendix 4 — FHBRO Review of Intervention

11. SUBMISSION AUTHORS

Stephen Willis, Executive Director, Capital Planning Branch
Claude Robert. Director, Design and Construction, Capital Planning Branch
Lucie Bureau, Acting Director, Federal Approvals and Environmental Management, Capital Planning Branch
Jason Hutchison, Landscape Architect Design and Land Use, Capital Planning Branch

Submission: Page 3 of 32016-P110e
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Advisory Committee
on the Official Residences of Canada

Comite consultatif
sur les residences officielles du Canada

Thursday, June 11, 2009
40 Elgin Street, Ottawa

Le jeudi 11 juin 2009
40, rue Elgin, Ottawa

EXTRAIT du PROCES-VERBALEXCERPT from the MINUTES
The committee approved these minutes on October 29,

2009.
Le comite a approuve ce proces-verbal le 29 octobre 2009.

Rideau Hall
Front Entrance Landscape Rehabilitation

Rideau Hall
Refection de Pamenagement paysager de
Pentree principale

Members received a presentation by design staff on the
revised concept for the Rideau Hall Front Entrance
Landscape Rehabilitation project, in order to obtain the
committee’s comments prior to proceeding with the
design development.

Les membres recoivent une presentation par le
personnel de design au sujet du concept revise le projet
de refection de Pamenagement paysager de Pentree
principale de Rideau Hall dans le but d’obtenir les
commentaires du comite avant de proceder avec le
design detaille.

Landscape Design and Site Management Guidelines Lignes directrices sur Pamenagement et la gestion du
pavsage

The committee requested that the NCC consider the
Rideau Hall Landscape Design and Site Management
Guidelines throughout the development of the final
design.

Le comite demande que la CCN tienne compte des
lignes directrices sur Pamenagement et la gestion du
paysage durant toute la phase finale de la conception.

A general comment was expressed regarding the need
for the NCC to further reinforce a general approach or
protocol to deal with proposals for commemoration on
Rideau Hall. The example of the Historic Sites and
Monuments Board of Canada was cited where
individuals can be proposed for commemoration only
if they have been deceased for at least 25 years. Such
an approach would allow the NCC to have a larger
perspective on the person’s impact on Canadian
society.

On fait un commentaire general sur le besoin de la CCN
de renforcer davantage une approche ou un protocole
general pour gerer les propositions de commemoration a
Rideau Hall. On cite l’exemple de la Commission des
lieux et monuments historiques du Canada, ou on ne
peut proposer des individus pour la commemoration que
s’ils sont decedes depuis au moins 25 ans. Une telle
approche permettrait a la CCN d ^ avoir une meilleure
perspective sur Timpact de la personne sur la societe
canadienne.

One member suggested that the Rideau Hall
Landscape Design and Site Management Guidelines

Un membre suggere que les lignes directrices de la
conception du paysage et de la gestion du site de Rideau

ACORC / CCORC 2009-06-11- 1
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should perhaps be approved by Parliament at the same
time as the NCC’s Plan for Canada’s Capital.

Front Entrance

Hall soient peut-etre approuvees par le Parlement en
meme temps que le Plan de la capitale du Canada.

Entree principale

The front entrance area should be approached from the
point of view of the landscape rather than from the
building. Consequently, it was suggested that the
proposed square pavement edge treatment at the south
extremity of the forecourt be reviewed. Although the
revised scheme presents an improvement compared to
the initial design proposal, the above recommendation
could assist further in ensuring an overall softer
treatment.

On devait envisager la zone de Fentree principale du
point de vue du paysage plutot que de celui du batiment.
Par consequent, on propose que le traitement carre des
limites du revetement propose pour le sud de la place
soit revise. Meme si le plan revise presente une
amelioration par rapport a la proposition de design
initial, la recommandation ci-dessus pourrait aider
davantage a s'assurer d’un traitement d'ensemble plus
delicat.

The addition of urns and vegetative hedge in front of
the facade was supported. The urns were, however,
considered by some to be a typically European
approach and therefore preferred that the introduction
of Canadian content be explored.

On appuie Tajout d'urnes et d’une haie vegetale devant
la facade. Cependant, certains considerent que cette
approche est typiquement europeenne et preferent qu’on
examine Tintroduction d’un contenu canadien.

The relocation of the security gate that monitors access
to the private gardens should be revisited to ensure that
it does not interrupt the visual continuity of the facade.

La relocalisation de la barriere de securite qui controle
Faeces aux jardins prives devrait etre reexaminee pour
s’assurer qu'elle n’interrompt pas la continuite visuelle
de la facade.

On mentionne que la pierre ne conviendrait pas pour le
pavage. On devrait plutot utiliser de Fasphalte selon les
normes de couleur utilisees a Rideau Hall indiquees
dans les lignes directrices, de fagon a ce que ce soit
coherent avec le caractere de Famenagement paysager
de l’endroit et que la route d’acces apparaisse comme
un element simple et continu.
Conformement aux lignes directrices, la bordure de
trottoir existante du cote nord de la zone de 1’entree
principale devrait etre retiree et remplacee par un
traitement de bordure plus delicat, tel que e’est
demontre dans la conception.

It was raised that stone paving was not appropriate.

Rather it should be asphalt to the Rideau Hall colour
standards as per the design guidelines, so that it is
consistent with the landscape character of the place
and the entry road reads as a simple, continuous
element.

In accordance with the guidelines, the existing curb on
the north side of the front entrance area should be
removed and replaced with a softer edge treatment, as
demonstrated in the concept.

Flag poles were deemed necessary and should be
integrated into the design rather than added as an
afterthought.

Les poteaux porte-drapeau sont consideres comme
essentiels et devraient etre integres dans le design plutot
qu’ajoutes apres coup.

Fountain Fontaine

The committee reinforced the need to assure the
continuity of the Terry Fox commemoration. Whether
this should be done at the current location or elsewhere
should be examined further and the NCC should

Le comite renforce le besoin d ^ assurer la continuite de
la commemoration de Terry Fox. La CCN devrait
examiner plus en profondeur si ce devrait etre fait a
1’emplacement actuel ou ailleurs, et reevaluer 1’intention

ACORC / CCORC 2009-06-11- 2 -
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reassess the intent and story of this commemoration.
This might open up to more opportunities than just a
fountain (e.g. educational component). As proposed by
staff, the committee supported the need to consult the
Terry Fox Foundation as part of this initiative in order
to obtain feedback as to the foundation’s expectations
and desires relative to the commemorative fountain.

et Thistoire de cette commemoration. Cela pourrait
ouvrir d’autres opportunity que juste une fontaine (p.
ex. une composante educative). Comme cela Ta ete
propose par le personnel, le comite appuie la necessite
de consulter la Fondation Terry Fox dans le cadre de
cette initiative, afin d'obtenir la reaction au sujet des
attentes et des desirs de la fondation en ce qui a trait a la
fontaine commemorative.

Le comite prefererait voir la zone de la fontaine traitee
comme un espace vert plutot qu’elle devienne une
nouvelle fontaine ou un bassin reflechissant. Cela
contribuerait a adoucir davantage la zone d'ensemble de
l 9entree principale et reparer Tabsence de lien avec le
paysage environnant. Cependant, le comite a indique
que la fontaine commemorative ne devrait pas etre
relocalisee si la Fondation Terry Fox demande a ce que
la commemoration demeure a son emplacement actuel.

The committee expressed a preference to see the
fountain area treated as a green space rather than
become a new fountain or reflective pool. This would
contribute to further softening the overall Front
Entrance area and repair the disconnection with the
surrounding landscape. The committee did, however,
indicate that the commemorative fountain not be
relocated should the Terry Fox Foundation request that
the commemoration remain in its present location.

Other Autre

A general comment was expressed by some members
of the committee that the commemorative plaques on
the Rideau Hall grounds and located on boulders
should be examined as to the appropriateness of their
installation.

Certains membres du comite expriment un commentaire
general a l’effet qu’on devrait examiner Tadequation de
l’installation des plaques commemoratives sur les
terrains de Rideau Hall et sur les rochers.

Chief, Commission Secretariat

CHANTAL BEDARD
Chef, Secretariat de la Commission

ACORC / CCORC 2009-06-11- 3
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FEDERAL HERITAGE BUILDINGS REVIEW OFFICE
Review of Intervention Report

DATE: May 19, 2016
PROPOSAL TITLE: Arrival Area Revitalization-FU

Initial Review [X] Follow-up to Review(s) Dated: 10/23/2008, 09/29/2009,
12/20/2012, 12/04/2013

IDENTIFICATION

Designation: |Ej Classified Recognized
National Historic Site of Canada (if applicable): Rideau Hall and Landscaped Grounds NHSC

Building/Asset Name: Rideau Hall (Mackay Castle)

Street Address: 1 Sussex Drive

City, Province: Ottawa, Ontario

Custodial Department: NCC

FHBRO File #: 85-66

PROPONENT

Custodian Proponent: Carole Ann Crossan
Position/Title: Project Manager, Landscape Architect

Department/Organization: National Capital Commission
Address: 202-40 Elgin Street, Ottawa, ON K1P 1C7
Tel.: 613-239-5678

Email: carole.crossan@nce-ccn.ca
Ext.: 5097 Fax:

Project Contact {if different from above):
Position/Title:
Department/Organization:
Address:
Tel.:
Email:

Cell: Fax:

DEPARTMENTAL FHBRO REPRESENTATIVE

Name: Heather Thomson
Position/Title: Manager, Heritage Program

Department/Organization: National Capital Commission

Address: 40 Elgin Street, Ottawa, ON K1P 1G7
Tel.: (613) 239-5678

Email: heather.thomson@ncc-ccn.ca

Ext.: 5360
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FHBRO Review of Intervention Report !

DOCUMENTATION / INFORMATION REVIEWED

dated 16/04/07Drawings L2-1, L3-1 - L3-5, L4-1, L4-2, prepared by

Drawings A100 - A104, prepared by

Drawings LTG-1 - LTG-5, E2, E10 prepared by

ASK-1, prepared by the NCC, dated 2016-05-13

Photographs (7) showing proposed location of lights on building

Manufacture Specifications for light fixtures L1 - L7 and smart pole

FHBRO Review Submission Lighting Component - Anchoring

Rideau Hall Lighting: Porte Cochere Chandelier report, prepared by

2016

• Email string from Gregory Utas to Eve Wertheimer, dated May 21, 2008. Subject: Preliminary

results of last night’s discussions....

• Email to Kristina Leaning, HCD from Sebastien Thiboutot, dated May 17, 2016, Subject: RE: NCC

- RH Front Entrance

• Email to Kristina Leaning, HCD from Sebastien Thiboutot, dated May 18, 2016. Subject: RE: NCC
- RH Front Entrance

dated 12.02.2016

dated 16.02.16

dated March 5,

PROPOSAL

The proposed project involves the rehabilitation of the Rideau Hall Forecourt to respond to operational

and functional requirements related to the Office of the Governor General. It includes the removal of the

existing Terry Fox Memorial Fountain, which has reached the end of its life-cycle, and its replacement by

a new memorial fountain. Other components of the project include: a new surface treatment for the

forecourt; a re-alignment and resurfacing of the driveway; the introduction of new trees; foundation repairs

and improvement to the drainage along the west wing of Rideau Hall; as well as a new lighting scheme

for the Forecourt area. More specifically, the proposed lighting design calls for the porte-cochere

chandelier to be repaired, new lighting fixtures to be installed on the front fapade of the Mappin Wing, as
well as new lighting fixtures to be installed on a pair of 4 m high x 203 mm diameter metal poles located

on either side of the forecourt.S

This submission is a follow-up to earlier FHBRO Review of Intervention Reports (ROIR) dated April 12,

2013, December 20, 2012m, and September 29, 2009 as well as a Formal FHBRO letter dated October

23, 2008, regarding the Rideau Hall Arrival Area Revitalization - Conceptual Design, This is the first time

that the foundation and lighting details have been submitted to the FHBRO for review. The contract

documents for the paving, the fountain and the foundations are already in use in a tender call, and this

part of the project will be implemented this summer. The lighting portion of the project is scheduled to be

ready to tender next spring.

5
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PROTECTION OF HERITAGE CHARACTER

This review is an assessment of the potential impact of the proposed intervention on the heritage
character of the Rideau Hall (Mackay Castle) and Rideau Hall Complex as identified in the FHBRO

Heritage Character Statements. The review applies the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada (second edition) that can be accessed electronically at:
http://www.historicplaces.ca/media/18072/81468-parks-s+q-enq-web2.pdf. The Statement of
Commemorative Intent (SOCi) for the Rideau Hali and Landscaped Grounds National Historic Site of
Canada has also been referenced as part of this review. This review also takes into account the Rideau
Hall Landscape Design and Site Management Guidelines (2005), which provides direction for landscape
interventions and for the management of the grounds at Rideau Hail; this document has also been
endorsed by the FHBRO.

Rideau Hall (MacKay Castle) was designated “Classified” because of “its evolutionary character, which
records the tastes and ambitions of a succession of notable occupants. The designation applies to all
remnants of the original McKay House and to those subsequent additions and alterations which
contribute strongly to the present grandiose, if eclectic, nature of the complex.” The Heritage Character
Statement for Rideau Hall notes the importance of the landmark northwest fagade and the importance of
the relationship of the building to its grounds, which have their own intrinsic value.

The Rideau Hall Complex was designated “Classified" because it is distinguished, in both design and
function, by the high quality and historical significance of its grounds. According to the Heritage
Character Statement, the heritage character of the Complex is expressed “principally in the official
residence and in the grounds, including the surviving park, gardens and in the woods, laid out as an

English country estate. The grounds represent a unified whole ... new works should be in keeping and
not contradict the English landscape style.”

Rideau Hall was designated a National Historic Site in 1977. One of the reasons for its designation is that
the estate “is an excellent illustration of the transposition of the British natural style in the English
gentleman’s country estate to Canada.”

As the proposed foundation repairs are necessary for the continued use of the building and the proposed
installation of lighting, porte-cochere chandelier restoration and paving are intended to address
contemporary requirements, the primary treatment is one of rehabilitation with elements of restoration.

Therefore, the General Standards (1-9) and the Additional Standards Relating to Rehabilitation (10-12)
and Restoration (13-15) are applicable. The Guidelines For Cultural Landscapes -Circulation (4.1.6),

Canada Page Q 4n
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Vegetation (4.1.8), and Built Features (4.1.11), the Guidelines for Buildings - Exterior Form (4.3.1),

Entrances Porches and Balconies (4.3.6), Interior Features (4.3.7) and the Guidelines for Materials

(4.5.3) are also relevant to the project.

COMMENTS

Paving

In previous reviews, the FHBRO supported the use of granite as the material for the new fountain and the

paving of the forecourt. This type of stone was found to be compatible with the elegant and dignified

simplicity of the grounds and the official residence. This use of the stone as a paving material is also

consistent with the Rideau Hall Landscape Design and Site Management Guidelines which indicates that

either stone paving or gravel should be used in the forecourt area. The detailing of the new fountain and

the simplified approach for the layout of the paving material were also found to be generally appropriate.
It was recommended, however, that the colour and finishes of the materials for the paving and the

fountain be carefully selected as they are important components of the design of the forecourt and may

have a significant impact on the heritage character of the grounds and the official residence. St was

suggested that a suitable (i.e. of sufficient size) mock-up of the proposed materials be prepared on-site to

confirm that the colour and finish are compatible.

In the current submission, the proponent indicated that in response to the FHBRO recommendations,

changes were made to the new fountain detailing and the surface treatment to avoid creating too much

contrast between light and dark areas; a more subtle approach is now proposed to better reflect the

historic configuration of the front entrance. The submitted document indicates that the general intention of

the revised detailing is to soften the overall effect in order to be less formal and more sensitive to the

residential and picturesque character of Rideau Hall. This approach is considered generally appropriate.

Vegetation

Since the previous submission, the low hedge that was proposed in front of the main fagade has been

deleted and replace by sod. As indicated in the formal review dated October 2008, the introduction of a

formal hedge would complement the Mappin Wing and introduce soft landscape in an otherwise hard

forecourt. Moreover, the FHBRO Committee had also noted that historically the presence of plant material

of one sort or another had been very much part of the forecourt design. It is therefore recommended that

the proponent consider reintroducing a low formal hedge in front of the main fagade as part of this project.

Foundation Repairs - Ballroom and Tent Room wings

It is proposed that the foundations of the west and north fagades of the Ballroom wing and the west and

south facades of the Tent Room wing of Rideau Hall be repaired. The scope of work includes: removing

the existing parging, waterproofing membranes and insulation from the foundation; dismantling portions of

Carp^1
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the rubble stone foundations (25% of the west and north fagades of the Ballroom wing, 20% of the west
and south facades of the Tent room wing); cleaning the foundation masonry with high pressure water;
backpointing and consolidating 100% of the exposed core to a depth of 100mm with Type N 1:1:6
cement/lime/sand mortar; rebuilding the outer whythe, replacing in-kind smaller group of stones with
larger new stones (25% stone replacement on west and north fagades of the Ballroom wing and 10%

stone replacement on west and south facades of the Tent room wing); 100% repointing to a depth of 150
mm with Type N 1:1:6 cement/lime/sand mortar; installing a perforated plastic French drain; applying
parging to the foundation; installing a damp-proofing / drainage panels / insulation system; applying
acrylic parging (to match colour of existing parging) on plinth up to existing metal flashing; and, installing
an extension to the existing copper downspouts.

The proposed foundation repairs, waterproofing and drainage improvements will do much to ensure that
the service life of these foundation walls is extended (Guideline 4.5.3.18) and that water is directed away
from the building and is recommended. In addition, the proposal to do mock-ups of the high pressure
water cleaning, reinstallation of masonry, repointing, repair work and parging will ensure that these
methods are appropriate for this building (Guideline 4.5.1.6).

New Trench Drain - Mappin Wing

It is proposed that a trench drain be installed at the base of the west face of the Mappin Wing. Foundation
drainage was installed in 2006. The current scope of work to install the trench drain includes: removing
the backfill to a sufficient level to create the trench, installing a precast concrete retaining wall 500 mm
away from concrete foundation wall; installing paving from the top of the concrete extending out into the

landscape; installing a lead flashing on the concrete foundation wall starting at the junction between the
limestone masonry and concrete foundation and extending to just below the riverstone base of the trench;

and, installing a stainless steel grate with a brushed finish over the trench, with the grate to be attached to

the precast concrete retaining wall but not to the building. Currently the limestone masonry of the plinth
extends to below grade.

The proposal to install a trench drain and grate is acceptable as it will ensure that the limestone at the
base of the plinth can breathe and not be exposed to ground moisture (Guideline 4.5.3 3). The proposal
to install a lead coated flashing on the concrete foundation is acceptable as it will not visually impact the
character-defining base of the Mappin Wing (Standard 1).

It is understood that the precast concrete within the retaining wall along the building will only be used
below grade, and will therefore not be visible. As such, the use of a precast concrete retaining wall in this
specific location is acceptable as it will not impact the historic character of the forecourt. However, the use
of concrete in other locations is not recommended as this material is not commensurate with the dignity of
arrival area of Rideau Hall.
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i

Lighting

It is proposed that the Arrival Area at the Mappin Wing be illuminated with a variety of fixtures. It is

presented a lighting design concept in May 2008 to Eve Wertheimer

FHBRO, Gregory Utas HCD, and Victoria Angel FHBRO and that they arrived at a consensus on the

design, which is captured in an email string from Gregory Utas to Eve Wertheimer, dated May 21, 2008.

s
funderstood that

As the lighting concept has already been established, this review will only look at the visual and physical

impact of the fixtures on Rideau Hall and the historic complex.

Following is a description of the proposed light fixtures:

L1 - Building Base Lighting:
It is proposed that linear up-lights with 2700K lamps be installed in the new trench drain along the base of

the west face of the Mappin Wing. The fixtures will be attached to the exterior side of the trench (the pre-

cast concrete retaining wall) just below the grating and will graze the masonry plinth of the building.

Locating the light fixtures in the trench and attaching them to the new concrete retaining will ensure that

their visual and physical impact on the Mappin Wing is minimized (Standard 3), and as such is

recommended.

L2 - Light Poles in the Forecourt:

It is proposed that two 4 m high x 203 mm diameter metal poles be installed on either side of the forecourt

road. Each pole will have two stage light fixtures with 3000K lamps, each fixture housed within an 830

mm x 420mm x 380 mm weatherproof enclosure. The poles will be asymmetrically located, one pole 1 m

further from the building than the other. The lights will illuminate the pediment of the Mappin Wing. The

colour of the poles has not been specified.

The Rideau Hall Landscape Design and Site Management Guidelines indicate that the current lighting

program for the Rideau Hall complex is somewhat haphazard as it has evolved with little regard to unity.

In order create a more uniform appearance, it is recommended that prior to making a decision on these

light poles, a comprehensive Lighting / Signage Master Plan be created for the Rideau Hall complex

which would: provide an inventory of all the light fixtures and signage; propose a family of light fixtures

and poles (for lighting and signage) for the complex, taking into consideration the hierarchy of the various

zones of the site as well as compatibility with the design, colour and material of the existing lights and

signage; and, a mandate that all future lighting or signage comply with this standard.
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The asymmetrical location of the lights on either side of the drive is acceptable as these locations have
been chosen to shield the lights from view and to minimize their impact on the tree canopies (Standard 3).
The proposed light fixtures and enclosures are acceptable. In order to be compatible with the existing
lights (Standard 11) and to minimize their visual impact (Standard 3), it is recommended the colour of the
poles and light fixture enclosures match the colour of the existing lights.

;;

i.

[

L3 - Rehabilitation of the Porte Cochere Chandelier:
The chandelier is in a deteriorated state and has been modified at some point to have white ceramic light
sockets c/w frosted bulbs on the exterior steel band of the lamp. Two options are proposed for the
refurbishment of the chandelier:

o Returning to the original configuration: This involves removing the ceramic light sockets on the
exterior of the steel band, installing ceramic light sockets on stems radiating from the centre

hanging rod, with each socket terminating just inside the holes in the perimeter steel band, and
inserting clear glass light bulbs into the sockets through the existing holes in the steel band.

:

i

t
J

i
i

o A new Lighting Design: This involves: removing the ceramic light sockets on the exterior of the
steel band and covering the old socket holes with decorative plates; and, installing new double
headed light sockets c/w par lamps on stems radiating from the centre hanging rod, which will
result in a double ring of light fixtures, shining up and down.

The proponent recommends the first option.

In considering the two options, the first is recommended as it will do much to restore the lamp to its
original simple and delicate character (4.3.7.36), as evidenced in the photo taken of the chandelier not
soon after it was installed. The infilling of the light socket holes and the introduction of two rings of lamps
proposed in the second option will result in a heavier and more complex appearance.

i

It is proposed that the chandelier be removed and repaired in a workshop. The scope of work includes:
documenting the existing condition of the chandelier; disassembling the chandelier; removing all threaded
fasteners and rivets; removing all light sockets and wiring; removing the paint with chemical strippers
followed by a micro-abrasive blasting; cleaning the decorative brass diamonds; creation of two new
filigree pieces, using the existing filigree pieces as a pattern; polishing the acorn nuts, brass canopy,

brass diamonds, brass ball and the decorative brass cast filigree pieces and then providing a clear
protective coating; replacing all fasteners with stainless steel fasteners of the same size; installing new
ceramic sockets on stems radiating from the centre hanging rod; and, rewiring the fixture.

The proposed treatment methodology will ensure that the service life of the chandelier is extended and is
in keeping with Standard 9 and Guidelines 4.3,7.17 & 18,and as such is recommended.
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L4 - Cornice Lighting:
It is proposed that a continuous line of up-lights (2700K) be installed at the cornice of the Mappin Wing;

the lights will graze the upper story of the building. The line of lights will be composed of 1,2m long light

fixtures, daisy chained together with power being provided to the lights through a new penetration in the

copper fascia of the Tentroom wing. The light casing will match the colour of the adjacent masonry. The

fixture brackets will be fastened to the adjacent masonry wall with 100mm x 6mm diameter stainless steel

fasteners, resulting in 92 holes in the mortar joints and limestone. The proponent indicates that every
attempt will be made to anchor into the mortar joints rather than the masonry, however they note that

there will be instances where attachment to the masonry will be the only option. Masonry sealant will be

applied to three sides of the mounting bracket to ensure water tightness. The grey coloured power supply

wire will be held in place by stainless steel wire clips screwed into the mortar joints.

Although these light fixtures are relatively small, they are still quite deep and considering that they will be

mounted to the vertical wall of the cornice and above the flashing, they will be quite visible. If possible,

consideration should be given to finding a smaller, more discrete fixture that would be less visually
intrusive.

With regards to the attachment method, it is apparent that every effort will be made to adjust the light
bracket to minimize the number of penetrations into the masonry, which is in keeping with the minimal

intervention approach of Standard 3. When attaching to the masonry, it is recommended that the fastener
be located at least 75 mm away from the edge of the unit in order to ensure that the edge is not chipped
in the process of attachment.

L5 - Roof of Porte Cochere:
It is proposed that a continuous line of up-lights (2700K) be installed on new concrete pavers of the flat

roof of the porte-cochere, immediately adjacent to the main face of the building. The lights will graze the

face of the building immediately above the porte cochere. An existing penetration will be reused for

supplying power to the lights and wiring will be secured at mortar joints. The light fixture casing will match
colour of adjacent stone.

The proposal to attach the lights to the pavers rather than the roof surface will ensure that the physical
impact of this intervention on the building will be minimized (Standard 3), and as such is acceptable.

L6 - Column Lights
It is proposed that a linear light fixtures (2700K) be installed at the base of each pilaster on the west face

of the Mappin Wing. The lights will graze the face of the columns. Two sizes of fixtures will be used
depending on the width of the pilaster base. The fixtures will be fastened to masonry base of the pilaster
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with 100mm x 6mm diameter stainless steel fasteners, resulting in 24 holes in the masonry and joints.
Masonry sealant will be applied to three sides of the mounting bracket to ensure water tightness. The
grey power wire for these lights will come through an existing penetration on the roof of the porte-cochere
and run to the lights in the niche between the building and the porte-cochere; the wiring secured into the
masonry joints. The light fixture casing will match the colour of adjacent stone and be centrally located.

The proposal to install these lights on the vertical surface of the pilaster base is not recommended as all
the fasteners will have to pierce the masonry as there are no mortar joints in this area, which could lead
to future deterioration of these very visible and hard to replace pieces of masonry. Consideration should
be given to finding another method of attachment such as an epoxying the fixtures to the sacrificial
flashing at the base of the pilasters. Furthermore, as commented above for the cornice lights,
consideration should be given to finding a smaller more discrete fixture.

L7 - Flag Up-lights
It is proposed that the existing roof top fixtures that shine on the flag be replaced with three new lights.
The light will be mounted to copper roof c/w junction box, reusing existing rooftop penetrations.

The proposal to reuse existing penetrations will ensure that the impact of these lights on the roof is
minimized (Standard 3) and as such is acceptable. It is recommended that care be taken to minimize
galvanic action between the roof and any fastener.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Please take the following into account:
The use of granite for the new fountain and the paving of the forecourt is supported. However,
the use of concrete in other locations is not recommended as this material is not commensurate

with the dignity of arrival area of Rideau Hall.

It is recommended that the proponent consider reintroducing the low formal hedge in front of the
main fagade that was part of the design in previous submissions.
For the lighting:

o L2 - Light Poles in the Forecourt: It is recommended that prior to making a decision on
the light poles, a comprehensive Lighting / Signage Master Plan be created for the
Rideau Hall complex. It is also recommended that the colour of the light poles and light
fixture enclosures match the colour of the existing lights,

o L3 - Rehabilitation of the Porte Cochere Chandelier: The proposal to return the light to its
original configuration and the proposed off-site repair treatment are recommended,

o L4 - Cornice Lighting:

Consideration should be given to finding a smaller more discrete fixture.

Canada Page n -m
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The proposed attachment method is acceptable with the understanding that the

number of holes in the masonry will be minimized as much as possible. When
attaching to the masonry, it is recommended that the fastener be located at least
75 mm away from the edge of the unit in order to ensure that the edge is not

chipped in the process of attachment.
o L6 - Column Lights:

Consideration should be given to finding a smaller more discrete fixture.
The proposal to install these lights on the vertical surface of the pilaster base is
not recommended. Consideration should be given to finding another method of
attachment, such as an epoxying the fixtures to the sacrificial flashing at the base

of the pilaster.
L7- Flag Up-lights: It is recommended that care be taken to minimize galvanic action

between the copper roof and any fastener.
o

/

Kristina Leaning' Conservation Architect
Phone #: 818-420-5019

Marie-Claude Quessy, Conservation Landscape Architect (Team Leader)
Phone #: 819-420-4956

Heritage Conservation Directorate
National Capital Area Operations Sector
Public Services and Procurement Canada
30 Victoria Street, 5th Floor, Suite 5A
Gatineau (Quebec) K1A 0M5

cc: Kristina Leaning (HCD Team Leader for ROIR)

This Review has been prepared by PSPC - Heritage Conservation Directorate on behalf of the Federal
Heritage Buildings Review Office, Any requests for clarification on the content of this report, provision of
further information or follow-up submissions should be directed to the FHBRO.
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6. LIFT AND RELAY COBBLESTONE EDGING|SOULEVER ET REPOSER LA

BORDURE DE PAVE DE GRANITE COBBLE
7. GRASS TO BE REMOVED|GAZON A ENLEVER
8. EXISTING GRANITE PAVING IN PORT-COCHERE TO BE SALVAGED AND

RELAID| LES PAVES DE GRANITE DANS LA PORTE-COCHERE DOIT ETRE
SAUVEGARDES ET REPOSES

9. GUARD HOUSE|POSTE DE GARDE
10. REMOVE EXISTING VEGETATION |ENLEVER LA VEGETATION EXISTANTE
11. PROVIDE WATERPROOF PENETRATIONS THROUGH BUILDING FOUNDATION

AS PER ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL WORKS. ELEVATION OF
PENETRATIONS TO BE BELOW FOOTING OF NEW RETAINING WALL AS
SHOWN ON L3-3| FOURNIR DES PENETRATION IMPERMEABLES A TRAVERS
LE BATIMENT SELON LES TRAVAUX ELECTRIQUES ET MECANIQUES.
L'ELEVATION DES PENETRATIONS DOIT ETRE DESSOUS LA 8ASE DU
NOUVAEAU MUR DE SOUTENNEMET SELON LE DESSIN L3-3.

12. SALVAGE ALL STONES FROM THE EXISTING FOUNTAIN AND TRASNPORT TO
THE NCC STORAGE FACILITY AT WOODROFFE AVE| SAUVEGARDER LES
PIERRES DE LA FONTAINE EXISTANTE ET LES TRANSPORTER A L'ENTREPOT
DE LA CCN SUR L'AVENUE WOODROFFE

13. MIC BOX TO BE PRESERVED - SEE ELECTRICAL| BOITE A MICRO A £TRE
CONSERVER - VOIR ELECTRIQUE

< •«»: EXISTING SPOT ELEVATIONS| ELEVATIONS EXISTANTES PAR POINTS

\/ / / A ASPHALT TO BE REMOVED | ASPHALTE, A ENLEVER.

[Z;L-g;lZ] INTERLOCK PAVERS TO BE SALAVAGEO|PAVES UNIS, A CONSERVER.

| I N T E R L O C K PAVERS TO BE REMOVED| PAV6S UNIS, A ENLEVER.

CONCRETE CURB TO BE REMOVED| BORDURE EN BETON,A ENLEVER.
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drawing
dessin

;
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• ;i : AwcnrwED I ‘ | CONCRETE SIDEWALK TO BE REMOVED| TROTTOIR EN BETON. A ENLEVER.
| Z] EXISTING FOUNTAIN STRUCTURE TO BE DISMANTLED, DEMOLISH SUB-STRUCTURE |

DEMONTER LA FONTAINE EXISTANT ET DEMOLIR LE STRUCTURE DESSOUS

A \ i j/l*
\ \ {4n\ \ w i

WAOTr/A'a^r..KCOEO QJ PLACE / DEMOLITION PLAN
PLAN DES OUVRAGES DE

DEMOLITION

3Q«snwn lioft)

/( t
NOTES:. THE TREES ON THIS SITE ARECEREMONIAL TREES AND AREDESIGNATED CULTURAL ASSETS OFGREAT IMPORTANCE. THEY ARE IRREPLACEABLE.A SUBSTANTIALFINE.AS DETERMINED BY THE OFFICIAL RESIDENCES (OR) GROUNDS

MANAGER.WillBE ENFORCED FOR ANY DAMAGE TC THE TREES INCLUDING UNAUTHORIZED PRUNING.| LES ARBRES SUR CE SITESONT DES ARBRES COMMEMORATES ET DESIGNESCOMME ETANT DES BIENS CULTURELS DE
GRANDE IMPORTANCE.CES ARBRES SONT IRREMPLAQABLES.UNEAMENDE IMPORTANTE.TELLE OUE DETERMINES PAR LE GESTIONNAIFE DES RESIDENCESOFFICIELLES ET (OU) DE CE TERRAIN SERA IMPOSEE ENRAPPORT AVEC
TOUT ENDOMMAGEMENT A CES ARBRES ET CE. COMPTE TENU DE TOUT OUVHAGE D'EMONDAGE NONAUTORISE.. EXISTINGTREES (INCLUDING CROWN.TRUNK AND ROOT SYSTEM) ARE TO BE PROTECTED CURING ALL STAGES OFWORK. THE ROOTS OFA TREE CAM EXTEND FROM THE TRUNK TO APPROXIMATELY2-3 TIMES THE DISTANCE OF THE
DRIPLINE.|ARBRES EXISTANTS (Y COMPRIS LA CIME,LETRONC ETLE SYSTEME RACINAIRE). A PROTEGER TOUT AU LONG DE TOUS LES STADES DESTRAVAUX. LES RACINES CUNARBRE PEUVENT SE PROLONC.ER DUNTRONC A
ENVIRON 2A3 FOISLA DISTANCE DE LA LIGNE DE DEGOUTTEMENT.. NO MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT. OR VEHICLES ARE TO BE STOREDIN THE TREE PROTECTION ZONE (TPZ) OR UNDER THE DRIP UNE OF TREES ATANY TIME|NE PAS ENTREPOSER DE MATERIAUX.DE MATERIEL DE
CONSTRUCTION NlDE VEHICULESA L'INTERIEUR DEIA ZONE DE PROTECTION DES ARBRES ( TPZ -) Nl EIJ DESSOUS DEIA LIGNE OE DEGOUTTEMENT OES ARBRES ET CE.EN TOUT TEMPS.

• NO MOVEMENT OF VEHICLES,EQUIPMENT OR PEDESTRIANSIN THE TPZ WILL BE PERMITTED |NE SERONT TOLIESAUCUNE CIRCULATIONDE vfHICULESNlDISPLACEMENT D'APPAREILS.NlDE PISTONS A L'INTERIEUR DE LA ZONE OE
PROTECTION DES ARBRES.. REFER TO SPECIFICATION 32 01 91-TREE PRESERVATIONFOR DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS | SE REPORTER A LA SECTION DE DEVIS 32 01 91 (CONSERVATION DES ARBRES) DU DEVIS AFINDE RETHOUVER DES INSTRUCTIONS DETAILLEES.

TREE PROTECTION/ CONSTRUCTION FENCING

COBBLE STONE TO BE REMOVED AND DELIVERED TO NCC STORAGE FACILITY |
CAILLOUTIS.A ENLEVER ET TRANSPORTER A L'ENTREPOT DE LA CCN

RIVERSTONE TO BE SALVAGED AND REUSED ONSITE|
CAILLOUX DE RIVltRE, A SAUVEGARDER ET RGUTILISER

I I STONE DUST SURFACE TO BE REMOVED|
1 1 SURFACE EN POUSSIERE DE PIERRE, A ENLEVER

^ GROUND PROTECTION AS SPECIFIED|PROTECTION DU SOL
SELON LES DEVIS DE CONSTRUCTION
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5. Rfliistoteclareas aixi items ctenK-ged as a result ct construction octi/itius to the

satisf&cfcm clite NCC Representati.*.Connecter to layout planting beds, ard haid surfacing etc.to approvalcl the NCC
Represented prior to any excavation.
Drawing may not be used tot construction will signed by Landscape Architect oi

Roprcsenteii/e as issued tor construction.
8. The accuasy

Individual utifcy
Iccatton prkrr to

rewln
icingwork.Nto responsibiily is bom l>y
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6.

NCC
dthe position cl utilities B not

cc . must be contacted tot CO
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guaranteed,
ntiimatlori of utility existence ardS.

NOTES GMtWLES
Ttniies les conditions et tous las renseignements dordiegdndial et S6 lappcrtant
an chantler ont 616 compiles & pertlr des eludes el plans de lardiliecie et de
IlngSnfeu.

2. Ne pas se servii djpi6semdessinpeuprelever des mesures 6 f£chs||e.
3. Avant la mis* en oeiwied?s presents travein, fair* Atet ete toute contiadiottom

rehcuvAe ou repiasarilant dek* CCN. Ce repidsentant rfassurrera aucun©
recpc-rBabllle par rappedt> des oordlilcns de substrlece Inccnrues.

4. LEntrepreneur se dcit de verllter tcutes les dimenstorB
des contradiction;et|ou) <tes cmlsstons au reprAsentant d

5. Renvettie i- neut tcutes les surfaces et tcus les artistes endommr
la ifaufeaticn d'actr.'itfis deccrctiuctlcnet ceci. A fentfeie satisla
leptescrtfant6© te CCN.

G. LEntreprenen sed&vre de preduie ramAnagement des planches ds ciJture. <4=3
tiaveift de suifagege <te type Inedeet des outrages du <>?nieet ce. a
Ibpprcbeticn du represent*nt de|a CCN el a/ant la meeen route des tiovau*d«xcavaiton.

7. tdG pas se setvlr <JJ present(tesstoi a dss fins d6 construction tant et aussi
toogtemps quilrV?ua pes ete signs pai FArchlecte 6n amenagement paysagei oi.
par te iepi63entarit de laCCNet C6. comn»constituenti*i dessin de
censiructton.

place et <fc telreetat
ete CCN.
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icttendu

suit; de

8. LexacHtuda de la pc sitton dGs Installattoris dinllitGs ptftliques neccnstitne pas
gaiantte absetoe.

&. Avarit dCntreprendre <fcs travau* de creusege. Ten se defldeccmnunlquer
publijues en cause, afiri tie confirmer
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* SEEKS
3. Repwt any discieptircfes prim to commencing wik. Ns responsibly is bom by

the NCC Representative (oi unknc«Mi subsuifacu cordikxxs.
4. Contractor to clwck ard verity alldimensions on site aid icpct any errors ard/cr

ntattve.

rewin

omlMtons ic th6 NCC Be
5. Rfliistoteoi oreos aryl Homs donwgedas a resultclconstruction octivitfcs to tho

satisfaction clthe NCC Representative.
Connecter to layout plantingbeds, ard hard surfacing etc. to approvalcl the NCC
Representative prior to any excavation.
Drawing may not be used lor construction will signed by Landscape Architect or

Representative as tested fcr construction.
The accuracy dtl«position cf utilities is net guaranteed.
Individual utlty cc . must be contacted foi contiimatlori of ulilitv exbterce ard
location prfc-r tc digging.

NOTES G^NERALES :
1. Tonies les cottdiOons et tous les renseignements dcrdiegdnfiral at S6 rappoitant

an chanter cm6t6 compute A pertir dec Etudes et plana de lardiliocie et da
IlngSnteu.

2. pas se servii djpresent dessin pour preleverdes mesures b f £ch~||e.
3. Avant la mis* en oeuvre «*?s presents travaux, fairs Atet Oe toute contiadicticn

itecuvte ou repiteentant de t- CCN. Ce repiAsent&nt rfassurroia oucuna-nsaOillA par tappedi> des ocndltlcns de subsirlece Inconrues.
ntrepreneur se dcit de vArlfter tcutes les dimensions

des conbadlctlonset (ou) dJs emissions au reprAsentant dr
tes les surlaces et tcue les

6.

NCC
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respc
4. LEntn place

eleC
et <fc Iflreetat

CCN.
agAs par
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5. Pemeltrea neui tcutes Its surfaces et tcus les articles endommr
la ifaufepticn d'actK-ltAs deccnstruclonet ceci. h fentfeie satisto
leprAscrtfarit6e la CCN.

G. LEntreprenew sedevre de predute ramAnagement des planches ds culture. <4=3
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Icogtemps quilrt?ua pas ete signs pai fArchlecte 6n amenagsment paysagei ou
par Is lepiesentarit de laCCNet ce. comma censtituarit uri dessin d6
construction.

suit; de

8. Ltexactltude de la pc sitk n dGs Installations dinllitcs piftliques reconstItus pas
garante absoiue.

9. Avant dfcftreprendfe <tes traveu* de creusege. fen se dett decc/rmunlquer
publkyues en ceuse. atlnde confirmer

I'existence dlnstalleticns dutllitA publlque et fcurs errplacement et wietrtaten.
Individifciemerit avec fcs socielAs dutilHAs
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plans and suveys.
2. Dc not scale this d
3. Report any disciepimcies P'iu to commencingwik. Nfc responsibly is bom by

the NCC RepresentativB (oi unknc*w> subsuilace ccrdikxrs.
4. Contractcr tc clwck ard verity alldlmensfcrns cn site aid lepwt any errors ard/cr

cmlssfcns tc ih6 NCC ReprosortatK'o.
5. Reitstoiealareas cnxi Homs damaged as a result ct construction activities tc tlio

satisfectfon cltte NCC Representative.
Connecter ic layout plantingbeds, ard hard surfacing etc. lo approvalct the NCC
Representative prior lo any excavation.

7. Drawing may not be used lor construction tril signed by Laidscaje Architect w
Representative as issued ler construction.

8. The accuasy cltl«position cl utilities is net guaranteed.
Individual ufliiy cc . must be contacted for confirmation of utility exfcterc? ard
location prkrr tc digging.
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Tonies tes conditions et tous las r6i)S6ignentenfs dordiegdndral et S6 rapportant
an chantter ont 616 compifes & pertlr des eltidss el plans de farcNiecie et de
IlngSnfeu.

2. Ne pas se servii du pi6semctessin peu prelever des mesures 6 f £ct>s||6.
3. Avant la mis* en oeiwied?s presents travaux, fair* £tet da toute contradiction

leticuvee uu repiteentant de to CCN. Ce reprdsent&nt rtassurwa oucune-nsaOIII6 par rappedi> des conditions de substrlece Inconrues.
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Ibpprcbeticn du representsn( de la CCN et avant la meeen route des tiovaux
d«\cavaifcn.

7. tde pas se seivlr <JJ present <tessi-i a dss fins d6 construction tant et aussi
loogtemps qirilrteus pas ete signs pai FArchlect* 6n amenagement paysegei ou
par is iepi63entarit de laCCNet C6. comma censtituarit L*I dessin de
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CCN.
sute de

8. L’exacttudede la pc silk n dGs Inctallatlcris dlnilltGs pifcliques reconstitue pas
gaianite absciue.
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GENERALNOTES
1. A1general sle informationand conditions compiled *rcm architect's and engl>»9it

plans and suveys.
2. Dc not scale this d
3. Repwt any discieptircies priw to commencing wcik. Nfc responsibly is bom by

the NCC Representative (oi unknown subsuilace ccndiions.
4. Ccolractcr tc clwck ard verify alldimensions on site aid leput any encis ard/cr

omissions tc ih6 NCC ReprosentatK'o.
5. Reiistotealoreos cnxi Homs domogedas a result ct construction octivitbs tc the

satisfaction ct the NCC Repre«?ntaA«.
Contractor to layout plantingbeds, ard hard surfacing etc. to approvalof the NCC
Representative prior to any excavation.

7. Drawing may not be used tor construction trill signed by Laidscaje Aichllect or
Represeritatt/e as issued ler construction.

The accuracy dthe position cf utilities is net guaranteed.
Individual utliiy cc . must be contacted foi confiimatlori of utility exblerce ard
location prior lc digging.
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an chaniter cm616 compile & pertlr des 6lud30 el plans de fardiliecie et de
IlngSnfeu.

2. Ne pas se servii du pi6semdessin pet* prelever des mesures 6 f £ct>elle.
3. Avant la mis* en oeuwred?s presents travaux, fairs £tet cte toute contradiction

lebcuvee uu repiteentant de k- CCN. Ce reprdsentant rtassumjraaucune
".nsaOilie par rappedi> des conditions de substrlece Inconrues.

ntrepreoeur se dc*de verltter tcutes tec dimensions
dec conladtetlcnset iou) ctes emissions au reprSsentant dr
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la ifaufcaticn d'actK-ltds deccnstruclonet ceci. h fentfeie satiste
leprfisentant6e la CCN.

G. LEntrepreneir sedsvre de prcdule ram^nagemsnt des planchss ds culture. <4=3
traveut de sinfage06 <te type Ineile et des ouviagss du <y?nra et ce. a
(approbationdu representsn( de la CCN et avant la meeen route des tiovaux
d«xcavaiten.

7. Ne pas se seivlr <JJ presentd=ssi-i a dss fins d6 ccnsimotion tant et aussl
loogtemps qU’il rf?ua pes ete signs pai FArchlecte 6n amenagjment paysagei ou
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construction.

CCN.
suit; de

8. Lexacttudede te peaMcn dGs Installations dinilites piftliquas ne constItus pas
garante obsdue.

9. Avant dBritreprendre <tec travaux de creucege. fen se dotideccrrmunlquer
publkyues en ceuse. afiride confirmer
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CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT

PROTECTED A

NCC File: A7170-18003 Agreement ID: 18003

THIS AGREEMENT made

BETWEEN:

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
(the “NCC”)

AND

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNOR GENERAL
(the “Organization”)

WHEREAS one of the objects and purposes of the NCC is to assist in the planning, development,
conservation and improvement of the National Capital Region;

AND WHEREAS the NCC is undertaking the rehabilitation of the front entrance forecourt at Rideau
Hall in connection with Canada's 150th anniversary of Confederation (the “Project”);

AND WHEREAS the Organization is prepared to contribute to the Project:

NOW THEREFORE the parties agree as follows:

THE ORGANIZATION’S OBLIGATIONS

1.1 The Organization agrees to contribute to the Project by paying to the NCC an amount not
exceeding the amount set out in clause 2.1 .

PAYMENT

The Organization's total financial liability under this Agreement will not exceed Five Hundred
Thousand Dollars and No Cents ($500,000.00) (the “Contribution”).

2.1

MANNER OF PAYMENT

3.1 The Organization shall pay to the NCC the amount set out in clause 2.1 in accordance with the
payment schedule set out in Schedule C of this Agreement,

3.2 The Organization shall pay all amounts owing to the NCC under this Agreement by cheque or
money order payable to the “National Capital Commission”.

3.3 All payments must be sent to NCC at 202-40 ELGIN ST, OTTAWA ON KIP 1C7, Attention:
Accounts Receivable or personally delivered to the NCC’s Second Floor Corporate Security at 40
Elgin Street.
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3.4 The Agreement ID on page one (1) of this Agreement must be clearly indicated on the front of all
cheques and money orders.

THE NCCS OBLIGATIONS

4.1 The NCC agrees to fulfil the obligations set out in Schedule B (the “NCCs Obligations*’).
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

5.1 The Organization agrees that the NCC shall own the copyright in every original literary, dramatic,
musical and artistic work as well as in all choreographic work, as well as in any other work
protected under the Copyright Act, that may result from this Agreement.

5.2 Any right granted by the NCC to the Organization with respect to the NCCs intellectual property,
including but not limited to the right to use a particular official mark or trade-mark of the NCC,
shall cease upon the expiration or early termination of this Agreement.

USE OF OFFICIAL MARK

6.1 Except as expressly permitted in this Agreement, the Organization agrees that neither the
Organization nor the Organization’s employees or agents will make use of the name, logo, initials
or any official mark of the NCC without the express written consent of the NCC.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT

7.1 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with regard to the matters
dealt with in it, and there are no understandings, agreements, representations, covenants, conditions
or warranties, verbal or written, between the parties other than those set out in this Agreement.

7.2 The Organization acknowledges and agrees that the recitals and the following Schedules attached
to this Agreement form part of this Agreement:

Schedule A - Standard Terms and Conditions
Schedule B - The NCCs Obligations
Schedule C - Manner of Payment

Initials of Amnarizea
Representative of Organization
as to Clauses 7.1 and 7.2.

7.3 No amendment to this Agreement will be binding upon the parties to this Agreement unless set out
in writing and executed by such parties.
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NOTICE

8.1 Any notice, demand or other communication required to be given to any party to this Agreement
shall be in writing and shall be delivered to such party by courier, facsimile, registered mail or
personal delivery to the following address or facsimile number:

To the NCC at: To the Organization at:

Arthur Marcotte
Director, Official Residences Division
National Capital Commission
202-40 ELGIN ST
OTTAWA ON KIP 1C7

Office of the Secretary to the Governor General
1 SUSSEX DR
OTTAWA ON K1A 0A1

Telephone: (613) 239-5678 Ext: 4013
Facsimile: (613) 993-8244
Cellular: (613) 292-7282

Telephone:
Facsimile: (613) 993-8762
E-mail: ggg.ca

8.2 All notices, demands and other communications sent to the NCC must reference the agreement
number indicated on page one (!) of this Agreement.

For the purposes of this Agreement, "'Business Day” is defined as Monday to Friday inclusive,
excluding statutory holidays.

Notices, demands and other communications will be deemed to have been received:

in the case of personal delivery; when given by one party to an agent, representative,
employee or manager of the other party;
in the case of registered mail, the earlier of fifteen (15) Business Days after the
communication has been received at the post office in the other party's city or the day that
the other party or the other party’s representative acknowledges receipt by signing the postal
receipt; and

8.3

8.4

(a)

(b)
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5

(c) in the case of a facsimile transmission, on the day of transmission, if sent prior to 3:00 p.m.
Eastern Time on a Business Day, otherwise on the next Business Day.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have duly executed this Agreement as of the date set out below.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNOR GENERAL

—- 6 *By:
Date: (yyyy/mm/dd)

!
NATIOMAL)C^ITAL COMMISSION

I \I 5

JOHe-Q’r-O'jBy:
Dr. Mafic Kristijnansoh \
Chief Executive Officer \

Date: (yy)

\

\

Reveflevlf
Legal Serviceŝ Services prMpti
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SCHEDULE A - STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

TERMINATION

A1J The NCC may terminate this Agreement if the Organization fails to perform or complete any of
the Organization's obligations under this Agreement,

A1.2 The Organization acknowledges that this Agreement is closely linked to an agreement entered
into by the NCC and a third party (the “Associated Agreement”) or is dependant upon a third
party's approval. The NCC, therefore, reserves the right to terminate this Agreement if the
Associated Agreement is terminated or such approval is not obtained, or if the third party fails to
fulfil any of the third party’s obligations to which the NCC’s obligations under this Agreement
are dependant upon.

A 13 A termination pursuant to clause A1.1 or A12 shall take effect upon delivery to the Organization
of a written notice of termination or at such other later time as the NCC may provide.

A1.4 The NCC may, without notice to the Organization, immediately terminate this Agreement if:

(a) required to do so for reasons of safety or security; or
(b) the Organization:

(i) becomes bankrupt;
has a receiving order made against it;
makes an assignment for the benefit of its creditors;
takes the benefit of a statute for the time being in force relating to bankruptcy or
insolvent debtors or any other statute having a similar effect; or
is subject to an order made or resolution passed for the winding-up of the
Organization.

(ii)
Pi
(iv)

(V)

The Organization shall have no claim for damages for loss of profit, loss of business or business
opportunity, funding, sponsorship, clientele or otherwise by reason of or directly or indirectly
arising out of or in connection with any action taken or notice given by the NCC under the
provisions of clauses A1.1 to A!.4.

A1.5

NO PARTNERSHIP / JOINT VENTURE / AGENCY

A2J The parties expressly disclaim any intention to create a partnership, joint venture or agency. It is
understood and agreed that nothing contained in this Agreement nor any acts of either party will
constitute or be deemed to constitute the parties as partners, or joint venturers nor either party as
agent of the other for any purpose.

WAIVER OF TERM OR CONDITION

A3J A waiver by any party of any term or condition of this Agreement shall be in writing. Any such
waiver shall not in itself constitute a waiver of such term or condition with respect to a
subsequent breach of the same term or condition nor or any other term or condition.
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ASSIGNMENT

A4.1 The Organization shall not assign, transfer or otherwise dispose of this Agreement or any part of
this Agreement or any benefit or interest in or under this Agreement without the prior written
consent of the NCC, which consent may be withheld at the entire discretion.

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.A5.1

CONFLICT OR INCONSISTENCY

A6.1 In the event of conflict or inconsistency between any of the terms of this Agreement, including
its schedules, the conflict or inconsistency shall be resolved according to the following order of
priority:

(a) the clauses of the Agreement;
(b) the clauses of Schedule A; and
(c) the clauses of any other Schedules.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

The Organization acknowledges and understands that the NCC is subject to the Access to
Information Act and may, as a result of a request under that Act, be required to release this
Agreement or any other documents related to this Agreement.

A7.1

Personal information collected for the purpose of this Agreement (which meets the criteria listed
in section 10 of the Privacy Act) will be included in the personal information bank # NCC PPU
080. This personal information will only be used for the purposes specified in the Info Source
publication entitled“Info Source: Sources of Federal Government Information" or for a use
consistent with these purposes. Info Source publications are available free of charge on the
Internet at: www.infosource.gcxa.

A7.2

INTEREST

A8.1 The Organization shall pay interest on any overdue amounts. Such interest shall be calculated
and compounded monthly, at the average Bank of Canada bank rate for the month preceding the
month in respect of which interest is being calculated plus 3%, and shall accrue from the date
payment is due to the date payment is received by the NCC.

NSF CHEQUES

The NCC will charge the Organization a fee of twenty-five dollars ($ 25.00) for any cheque
payable to the NCC which is returned by a financial institution due to non-sufficient funds
(“NSF”).

A9.1

AUTHORITY AND CONSENT

A10.1 The parties to this Agreement acknowledge having the power and authority to enter into and
execute this Agreement and to fulfil all of the obligations set out in this Agreement.
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SCHEDULE B-THE NCOS OBLIGATIONS

The NCC undertakes to cover all costs associated with the design, planning and other soft costs of
the Project.

BL 1

The NCC agrees to carry out the Project and use the Contribution for the costs of the physical
construction and installation of the Project and shall not use the Contribution for soft costs or
design costs.

BL2

The NCC undertakes to use its best efforts to complete the Project by June 30, 2017.

The NCC represents and warrants that it is an Agent of Her Majesty in the Right of Canada and is
entitled to issue doantion receipts and shall immediately advise the Organization if that should no
longer be the case. The NCC shall provide to the Organization and any other donors of the
Contribution tax donation receipts for the value of the donors’ gifts to the NCC in accordance
with the Income Tax Act and Canada Revenue Agency’s rules and regulations.

B1.3

B1.4
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SCHEDULE C-MANNER OF PAYMENT

Date and/or Deliverable Amount Before Tax

March 31, 2017 $500,000,00
$500,000.00Total:

!
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CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT

PROTECTED A

NCC File: A7170-18004 Agreement ID: 18004

THIS AGREEMENT made

BETWEEN:

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
(the “NCC”)

AND

RIDEAU HALL FOUNDATION
(the “Organization”)

WHEREAS one of the objects and purposes of the NCC is to assist in the planning, development,
conservation and improvement of the National Capital Region;

AND WHEREAS the NCC is undertaking the rehabilitation of the front entrance forecourt at Rideau
Hall in connection with Canada's 150th Anniversary of Confederation (the “Project”):

AND WHEREAS the Organization is prepared to contribute to the Project;

NOW THEREFORE the parties agree as follows:

THE ORGANIZATION’S OBLIGATIONS

1.1 The Organization agrees to contribute to the Project by paying to the NCC an amount not
exceeding the amount set out in clause 2.1.

PAYMENT

2.1 The Organization's total financial liability under this Agreement will not exceed One Million Five
Hundred Thousand Dollars and No Cents ($1,500,000.00) (the “Contribution”).

MANNER OF PAYMENT

3.1 The Organization shall pay to tire NCC the amount set out in clause 2.1 in accordance with the
payment schedule set out in Schedule C of this Agreement.

3.2 The Organization shall pay all amounts owing to the NCC under this Agreement by cheque or
money order payable to the “National Capital Commission”.

3.3 All payments must be sent to NCC at 202-40 ELGIN ST, OTTAWA ON KIP 1C7, Attention:
Accounts Receivable or personally delivered to the NCC’s Second Floor Corporate Security at 40
Elgin Street.
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3.4 The Agreement ID on page one (1) of this Agreement must be clearly indicated on the front of all
cheques and money orders.

THE NCC’S OBLIGATIONS

4.1 The NCC agrees to fulfil the obligations set out in Schedule B (the “NCC’s Obligations’5).
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

5.1 The Organization agrees that the NCC shall own the copyright in every original literary, dramatic,
musical and artistic work as well as in. all choreographic work, as well as in any other work
protected under the Copyright Act , that may result from this Agreement.

5.2 Any right granted by the NCC to the Organization with respect to the NCC’s intellectual property,
including but not limited to the right to use a particular official mark or trade-mark of the NCC,
shall cease upon the expiration or early termination of this Agreement.

USE OF OFFICIAL MARK

6.1 Except as expressly permitted in this Agreement, the Organization agrees that neither the
Organization nor the Organization’s employees or agents will make use of the name, logo, initials
or any official mark of the NCC without the express written consent of the NCC.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT

7.1 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with regard to the matters
dealt with in it, and there are no understandings, agreements, representations, covenants, conditions
or warranties, verbal or written, between the panics other than those set out in this Agreement.

7.2 The Organization acknowledges and agrees that the recitals and the following Schedules attached
to this Agreement form pan of this Agreement:

Schedule A - Standard Terms and Conditions
Schedule B - The NCC’s Obligations
Schedule C - Manner of Payment

Initials of Authorized
Representative of Organization
as to Clauses 7.1 and 7.2.

7.3 No amendment to this Agreement will be binding upon the parties to this Agreement unless set out
in writing and executed by such parties.
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NOTICE

8.1 Any notice, demand or other communication required to be given to any party to this Agreement
shall be in writing and shall be delivered to such party by courier, facsimile, registered mail or
personal delivery to the following address or facsimile number:

To the NCC at: To the Organization at:

Arthur Marcotte
Director, Official Residences Division
National Capital Commission
202-40 ELGIN ST
OTTAWA ON KIP 1C7

Scott Haldane
President and Chief Executive Officer
Rideau Hall Foundation
1 SUSSEX DR
OTTAWA ON K1A 0A1

Telephone: (613) 239-5678 Ext: 4013
Facsimile: (613) 993-8244
Cellular: (613) 292-7282

Telephone: (613)
Email: Srhf-frh.ca

8.2 All notices, demands and other communications sent to the NCC must reference the agreement
number indicated on page one (1) of this Agreement,

For the purposes of this Agreement, ''Business Day'’ is defined as Monday to Friday inclusive,
excluding statutory holidays.

.0

8.4 Notices, demands and other communications will be deemed to have been received:

in the case of personal delivery, when given by one party to an agent, representative,

employee or manager of the other party;
in the case of registered mail, the earlier of fifteen (15) Business Days after the
communication has been received at the post office in the other party’s city or the day that
the other party or the other party’s representative acknowledges receipt by signing the postal
receipt; and

(a)

(b)
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in the case of a facsimile transmission, on the day of transmission, if sent prior to 3:00 p.m.
Eastern Time on a Business Day, otherwise on the next Business Day.

(c)

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have duly executed this Agreement as of the date set out below.

RIDEAU HALL FOUNDATION

/
By:

Date: (yyyy/mm/du)Scott Haldane
President and Chief Executive Officer

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
/n /1/

/ /

3

/
lb /07if)By: r /

Dr. Mark Kristbianson \ y
Chief Executive Officer

Date: (yy)

?i6 V!
Legal immmimimprlips

I Bevy
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SCHEDULE A - STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

TERMINATION

A1.1 The NCC may terminate this Agreement if the Organization fails to perform or complete any of
the Organization's obligations under this Agreement.

A1.2 The Organization acknowledges that this Agreement is closely linked to an agreement entered
into by the NCC and a third party (the "Associated Agreement”) or is dependant upon a third
party’s approval. The NCC, therefore, reserves the right to terminate this Agreement if the
Associated Agreement is terminated or such approval is not obtained, or if the third party fails to
fulfil any of the third party’s obligations to which the NCC’s obligations under this Agreement
are dependant upon.

A1.3 A termination pursuant to clause A1.1 or A1.2 shall take effect upon delivery to the Organization
of a written notice of termination or at such other later time as the NCC may provide.

A1.4 The NCC may, without notice to the Organization, immediately terminate this Agreement if:

(a) required to do so for reasons of safety or security; or
(b) the Organization:

(0 becomes bankrupt;
has a receiving order made against it;
makes an assignment for the benefit of its creditors:
takes the benefit of a statute for the time being in force relating to bankruptcy or
insolvent debtors or any other statute having a similar effect; or
is subject to an order made or resolution passed for the winding-up of the
Organization.

(ii)
(oi)
( iv)

(v)

The Organization shall have no claim for damages for loss of profit, loss of business or business
opportunity, funding, sponsorship, clientele or otherwise by reason of or directly or indirectly
arising out of or in connection with any action taken or notice given by the NCC under the
provisions of clauses A1.1 to A1.4.

A1.5

NO PARTNERSHIP / JOINT VENTURE / AGENCY

The parties expressly disclaim any intention to create a partnership, joint venture or agency. It is
understood and agreed that nothing contained in this Agreement nor any acts of either party will
constitute or be deemed to constitute the parties as partners, or joint venturers nor either party as
agent of the other for any purpose.

A2.1

WAIVER OF TERM OR CONDITION

A waiver by any party of any term or condition of this Agreement shall be in writing. Any such
waiver shall not in itself constitute a waiver of such term or condition with respect to a
subsequent breach of the same term or condition nor or any other term or condition.

A3.1
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ASSIGNMENT

The Organization shall not assign, transfer or otherwise dispose of this Agreement or any part of
this Agreement or any benefit or interest in or under this Agreement without the prior written
consent of the NCC, which consent may be withheld at the entire discretion.

A4.1

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE

A5.1 Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

CONFLICT OR INCONSISTENCY

A6.1 In the event of conflict or inconsistency between any of the terms of this Agreement, including
its schedules, the conflict or inconsistency shall be resolved according to the following order of
priority:

(a) the clauses of the Agreement;
(b) the clauses of Schedule A; and
(c) the clauses of any other Schedules.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

A7.1 The Organization acknowledges and understands that the NCC is subject to the Access to
Information Act and may, as a result of a request under that Act. be requi red to release this
Agreement or any other documents related to this Agreement.

A7.2 Personal information collected for the purpose of this Agreement (which meets the criteria listed
in section 10 of the Privacy Act) will be included in the personal information bank # NCC PPU
080. This personal information will only be used for the purposes specified in the Info Source
publication entitled“Info Source: Sources of Federal Government Information ' or for a use
consistent with these purposes. Info Source publications are available free of charge on the
Internet at: www.infosource.gcxa.

INTEREST

The Organization shall pay interest on any overdue amounts. Such interest shall be calculated
and compounded monthly, at the average Bank of Canada bank rate for the month preceding the
month in respect of which interest is being calculated plus 3%, and shall accrue from the date
payment is due to the date payment is received by the NCC.

A8.1

NSF CHEQUES

A9.1 The NCC will charge the Organization a fee of twenty-five dollars (S 25.00) for any cheque
payable to the NCC which is returned by a financial institution due to non-sufficient funds
(“NSF”).

AUTHORITY AND CONSENT

A10.1 The parties to this Agreement acknowledge having the power and authority to enter into and
execute this Agreement and to fulfil al l of the obligations set out in this Agreement.
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SCHEDULE B-THE NCC’S OBLIGATIONS

The NCC undertakes to cover all costs associated with the design, planning and other soft costs of
the Project.

Bl.l

The NCC agrees to cany out the Project and use the Contribution for the costs of the physical
construction and installation of the Project and shall not use the Contribution for soft costs or
design costs.

B1.2

The NCC undertakes to use its best efforts to complete the Project by June 30. 2017.B1.3

B1.4 The NCC represents and warrants that it is an Agent of Her Majesty in the Right of Canada and is
entitled to issue donation receipts and shall immediately advise the Organization if that should no
longer be the case. The NCC shall provide to the Organization and any other donors of the
Contribution tax donation receipts for the value of the donors’ gifts to the NCC in accordance
with the Income Tax Act and Canada Revenue Agency's rules and regulations.
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SCHEDULE C- MANNER OF PAYMENT

Date and/or Deliverable Amount Before Tax

January 31, 2017
March 31, 2017
June 30, 2017

$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00

$1,500,000.00Total:
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Project Progress Report
October 2016

Official Residences

RIDKAl HALL 2016-2017 PROJECTS

The current rehabilitation projects for Rideau Hall had been planned for several years with careful
consideration of impact to the Governor General and the ongoing Rideau Hall operations.

Construction began on the following projects in the summer of 2016:

A. Operations Zone Redevelopment Phase I - Demolitions;
Steam System Replacement / Monck Wing Heating. Ventilation & Air Conditioning Upgrades
Winter Pavilion;
Rideau Hall Front Forecourt Rehabilitation (including foundation, forecourt, fountain and facade
lighting).

B.

C.
D.

The fall of 2016 will see the commencement of:

Chauffeur’s Garage Rehabilitation and Extension ; and,
Rideau Cottage Improvements 2016-2018 - Phase I (security enhancements).

E.
F.

Project completion dates range from November 2016 to June 2017.

The scope, and an update to current status and schedule for each project is provided below.

Figure 1 - Project Locations
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A. Operations Zone Redevelopment Phase I - Demolitions

Phase 1A represents the first stage of the Rideau Hall Operations Zone Redevelopment being partial site
preparation. Phase 1A included the high recovery demolition / deconstruction of 4 structures while
achieving the best value in terms of price, energy conservation, waste minimization and the application of
the 3R’s (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) philosophy.

Building demolitions were successfully completed and fencing suited to the interim use of the site has been
installed. Under a second contract areas of exposed soil (under the building footprints) are being capped
with granular and asphalt to prevent contaminant migration and provide a lower maintenance and more
usable surface in the interim. This work is out for tender and scheduled for completion by mid-October.

It should be noted that no soil removal or remediation was undertaken in Phase 1A and this work will have
to be undertaken prior to fixture redevelopment of the site.

Figure 2-Operations Zone Conceptual plan (post-Phase 1A) Figure 3-Site State as of August 2016

The Operations Zone - Phase IB accommodations project will be completed in future years of 2019-21 as
outlined in the 2016-2021 MYCP 5 Year Plan. The interim use will be to increase the parking at Rideau
Hall.

B. Steam System Replacement / Monck Wing Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning

This project is a continuation of the ongoing upgrade program for heating, ventilation and air
conditioning within the Rideau Hall complex.

This year’s steam line and boiler replacement work involves the main building, Stable Building, several
greenhouses and the Central Heating Plant. The Monck wing is also undergoing retrofit/upgrade of
heating, ventilation & air conditioning (HVAC) lines and equipment. These two projects were combined
under a single contract much as last summer’s work was to better coordinate construction projects and
reduce overall costs. Of note is that the upgrades to HVAC systems were facilitated by the donation of
fan coil units for many of the spaces by Engineered Air Corporation.

The new heating system is expected to be fully operational by the end of Novemeber 2016. Interim
heating measures for critical spaces, including the greenhouses, are being implemented as required.
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As opportunities presented themselves, additional hazardous material abatement work was also
undertaken in the vicinity of new piping and in equipment rooms.

Figure 4- Boilers and steam lines Figure 5- Monck Wing HVAC

C. Winter Pavilion

The “recognized'’ heritage Dairy Building will be repurposed and rehabilitated into the Winter Pavilion
and included as one of the NCC’s Confederation Pavilions being developed for 2017.

The scope of work includes: structural stabilization, full hazardous material abatement (some in situ,
some in shop), dis-assembly into major components, rehabilitation of components (in-shop), and re-
assembly (with new building systems and underground sendees) on a new foundation at it’s new location.

The building and site will also incorporate interpretation components based on Canadian hockey and
winter sports.

The building components are currently in the contractor’s facility, the previous site landscaping is being
reconstituted, and the foundations and site sendees are being installed at the new site.

The pavilion is expected to be in service and open to the public by the start of the 2016/2017 Rideau Hall
outdoor rink skating season approximately in mid-December 2016.

Figure 6 - Dairy Building cunent site Figure 7- Dam Building dis-assembly
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Figure 8- Skating Pavilion in new location (conceptual)

D. Rideau Hall Front Forecourt

The Rideau Hall Front Forecourt project includes masonry foundation repointing, replacement and re-
dedication of the Terry Fox fountain and surfacing of the forecourt in natural stone (with in-slab heating
to prevent icing).

Work commenced in August 2016 and is progressing on track. Foundations are exposed and being
worked on. Fountain excavations are nearing completion and fountain construction work will occur
through September and October. The heated concrete slab that will support the pavers will be complete in
November-December and paver placement will continue through the winter in order to achieve a June
2017 completion.

Figure 9- Pre-constmction Figure 10 - Site August 2016

MejpiseifBj
Figure 11-Future Forecourt, plan view
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E. Chauffeurs Garage Rehabilitation and Extension

The re-development of the Operations Zone provided the ideal opportunity to upgrade the
accommodations of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) detachment at Rideau Hall.
The NCC has been mandated by the RCMP through MOUs I, II and III to rehabilitate the build and
extension to the existing 1913 Chauffeurs Garage structure. The funding for the project is being provided
by the RCMP.

The project includes the selective demolition and removal of finishes, and the structural seismic
reinforcement and stabilization of the Chauffeurs Garage. It also includes a three storey above-grade
addition to increase the existing vehicle storage garage from a 3 bay to a 6 bay space. Hie extension will
provide useable office space to meet operational requirements of the detachment.

The completed facility design satisfies FHBRO and FLUDA review and its approval for the building
component is expected by the end of September. The development of the soft landscape is in progress
and subject to subsequent separate FHBRO and FLUDA review. Tender to seven prequalified general
contractors closes in mid-October

The completed rehabilitation is to be transferred to the RCMP in the summer of 2017 for their interior
fit-up and occupancy.

Figure 12- Existing Figure 13 -Garage addition concept

F. Rideau Cottage Improvements 2016-2018 - Phase I

Following the decision for the Prime Minister to reside at the Rideau Cottage temporarily while the
buildings at 24 Sussex are being considered for rehabilitation, the RCMP identified a number of necessary
improvements to Rideau Cottage building and the surrounding grounds.

Phase I of this project involves installation of fencing, gates, and barriers during the fall of 2016 in order
to establish a physical perimeter around the site. Phase 2 involves modifications to the interior and
exterior of the house during the summer of 2017.
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Figure 14- Rideau Cottage Fence and Gate Concept

Rideau Hall long-term vision

At the February 4th 2016 meeting of ACORC, a presentation was made by the Office of the Secretary to
the Governor General (OSGG) on the Rideau Hall Long-term Vision. The presentation provided an
overview of an exercise between the NCC and OSGG to develop an integrated vision that would guide
both organizations with a long-term development plan for the Rideau Hall site for the next 30 to 50 years.

Since that time, staff of the NCC and OSGG has been working to formalize the long-term vision for how
the grounds and buildings of this historic site can be used to their fullest potential. The final vision will
be a jointly-agreed document which outlines the forward purpose of Rideau Hall and a strategy for its
further development. It will include a statement of guiding principles which will include Conservation,
Openness and Accessibility, Sustainability and Relevance.

The Vision will be informed by the NCC’s Plan for Canada’s Capital 2017-2067 and will be a companion
document to an updated Rideau Hall Landscape Design and Site Management Guidelines which is also
being reviewed as part of this exercise. It will benefit from the suggestions and support of the NCC
Board of Directors, ACORC, staff of the NCC and OSGG. Once finalized, it will presented to Hie Right
Honorable David Johnston, Canada's 28th Governor General, and Dr. Mark Kristmanson, Chief
Executive Officer of the National Capital Commission for endorsement. Consistent with the Plan for
Canada’s Capital 2017-2067, the NCC will develop 10 year implementation plans for Rideau Hall based
on the policy directions set out in the Long Range Vision and resource capabilities.

The timetable for completing a draft of the Rideau Hall Long-term Vision is fall 2016. Following review
and consultations the targeted completion date for the final document is December 30, 2016.

Figure 15 Figure 16

Transitions

Following the October 19th, 2015 Federal election, transitions at 24 Sussex, Harrington Lake, Stornoway
and The Farm were required. In addition, a transition at Rideau Cottage was also required following the
decision for the Prime Minister not to move into 24 Sussex.

In order to ensure smooth transitions, detailed advanced planning was completed in anticipation of
changes following the Federal election. The plans included budget estimates for life cycle requirements
and transition related expenses for both move-out and move-in activities. Transition related activities
included:

Moving services
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Replacement of beds, bedding, linens (all bathrooms and bedrooms)
Adjustments to furnishings to suit family needs (placement, upgrades, replacement)
Painting requirements
General cleaning including carpets, furniture, hardwood floors, high dusting etc...
Heavy duty cleaning including heating ducts, windows, kitchen exhaust, etc. ..
Security installations

Transition of the Prime Minister (elect) into Rideau Cottage was unplanned and needed to be
implemented in an extremely tight timeframe. A high level of coordination and communication with
OSGG, RCMP and PCO was required and all areas of the Official Residences Division's expertise and
experience was called upon to ensure that the transition was completed in a timely manner. Included in
this transition was the requirement to relocate the Secretary to the Governor General from Rideau Cottage
and to assist the RCMP to implement a number of urgent security and infrastructure upgrades.

Transition out of 24 Sussex, Harrington Lake and Rideau Cottage were completed by the end of October.

Preparations for Rideau Cottage were implemented immediately and the PM designate and family took
occupancy on November 2nd 2015. Harrington Lake was also available for use by the Prime Minister on
November 6th 2015. In the weeks following, only minor adjustments were required to the interiors of the
residences to suit specific needs of the family. In spring 2016, a number of life cycle upgrades and
improvements were implemented to the exterior of the Harrington Lake main cottage and to various
landscape elements.

At Stornoway, all preparations for the transition were completed by November 20th 2015, allowing for the
new interim Leader of the Opposition to move-in on November 25th. On December 3rd, a new Speaker of
the House of Commons was elected. Work at The Farm was initiated immediately following the election
and completed by January 15th, 2016.
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Rapport d’etapes des projets
Octobre 2016

Residences officielles

PROJETS A RIDKAl HALL 2016-2017

Les projets de rehabilitation en cours a Rideau Hall etaient prevus depuis plusieurs annees, et une
attention particuliere a ete portee aux incidences sur les activites du gouvemeur general et sur celles qui
se deroulent a Rideau Hall.

Les travaux de construction des projets suivants ont debute au cours de Fete 2016 :

A. Zone d'operations de reamenagement - Phase 1, demolitions;
B. Remplacement du systeme de chauffage a la vapeur / Mise a niveau des systemes de chauffage, de

ventilation et de climatisation de l’aile Monck;
C. Pavilion d’hiver;
D. Reamenagement de Favant-cour de Rideau Hall (y compris les fondations, l’avant-cour, la

fontaine et Leclairage de la fagade).

A l’automne 2016, les travaux suivants seront entrepris :

E. Rehabilitation et agrandissement du garage des chauffeurs;
F. Ameliorations au Rideau Cottage 2016-2018 - Phase I (renforcement de la securite).

Les dates d'achevement des divers travaux vont de novembre 2016 a juin 2017.

Suivent la portee, l’etat actuel et les echeanciers de chaque projet.

Figure 1-Emplacements des projets
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A. Zone d’operations de reamenagement - Phase 1, demolitions

La Phase 1A constitue la premiere etape de rehabilitation de la zone d’operations de reamenagement, une
preparation partielle du chantier. Elle comprend la demolition/deconstruction a haut taux de recuperation
de quatre structures tout en offrant la meilleure valeur sur les plans du prix, de fenergie, de la conservation,
de la minimisation des dechets ainsi que du respect et de la promotion de la philosophic des trois R
(Reduire, Reutiliser, Recycler).

La demolition d'immeubles a ete dument achevee et on a procede a l’installation d’une cloture adaptee a
l’utilisation provisoire des lieux. Dans le cadre d’un deuxieme contrat, des zones de sols exposes (sous
Lempreinte de Limmeuble) ont ete recouvertes de gravier et de bitume pour eviter la migration de
contaminants, faciliter Lentretien et disposer provisoirement d’une surface utilisable. Ces travaux font
l’objet d’un appel d'offres, Fachevement est prevu pour la mi-octobre.

II convient de noter qu’aucun travail d’enlevement ou d’assainissement des sols n'a ete entrepris au cours
de la Phase 1A, et que ces travaux devront etre executes avant les travaux de reamenagement du site.

m§1 :%V'§
BM

|

Figure 3-Etat des lieux, aout 2016Figure 2-Plan conceptuel, zone d operations (apres la
Phase 1A)

La Phase IB du projet de la zone d'operations de reamenagement sera achevee de 2019 a 2021 comme
prevu dans le plan quinquennal des PPI pour 2016-2021. D’ici la, l’espace servira a augmenter les places
de stationnement a Rideau Hall.

B. Remplacement du systeme de chauffage a la vapeur / Mise a niveau des systemes de chauffage, de
ventilation et de climatisation de l’aile Monck

Ce projet s’inscrit dans le prolongement du programme en cours de mise a niveau des systemes de
chauffage, de ventilation et de climatisation du complexe Rideau Hall.

Les travaux de remplacement des conduites de vapeur et de la chaudiere effectues cette annee touchent
Fedifice principal, 15Edifice de Fecurie, plusieurs serres et l’usine centrale de chauffage. On procede aussi
a la modernisation et a la mise a niveau des systemes de chauffage, de ventilation et de climatisation
(CVC), des conduites et de Fequipement de l’aile Monck. Ces deux projets ont ete amalgames en un seul
contrat pour les travaux de Fete dernier afin de mieux coordonner les projets de construction et reduire les
couts. Soulignons que les mises a niveau des systemes CVC ont ete facilitees par le don de
ventilo-convecteurs pour bon nombre d’espaces par la societe Engineered Air.
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On prevoit que le nouveau systeme de chauffage sera entierement operationnel d’ici la fin novembre
2016. Des mesures provisoires pour le chauffage d’espaces critiques, y compris les serres, sont prises
selon les besoins.

Lorsque Foccasion se presentait, des travaux visant la suppression de matieres dangereuses ont aussi ete
executes a proximite des nouvelles conduites et des salles techniques.

Figure 4- Chaudieies et conduites de vapeur Figure 5- CVC de l’aile Monck

C. Pavilion d’hiver

La Laiterie, edifice du patrimoine « reconnu », changera de vocation et sera transformee en Pavilion
d’hiver qui fera partie du programme des Pavilions de la Confederation de la CCN pour marquer 2017.

La portee des travaux comprendra la stabilisation de la structure, l’enlevement complet des matieres
dangereuses (sur place ou en atelier), le demantelement en sections, la rehabilitation des sections (en
atelier), et le reassemblage (avec de nouvelles installations techniques pour l’edifice et des services
souterrains) sur de nouvelles fondations a son nouvel emplacement.

L’edifice et le terrain seront aussi dotes d’elements d’interpretation sur lathematique du hockey et des
sports driver au Canada.

Les sections demontees de Fedifice sont actuellement aux installations de 1’entrepreneur, Famenagement
paysager de Fancien site est en train d’etre refait, et les fondations ainsi que les services sont en voie
d’etre installes sur le nouvel emplacement.

On prevoit que le pavilion sera operationnel et ouvert au public pour le debut de la saison 2016/2017 de la
patinoire exterieure de Rideau Hall, soit vers lami-decembre 2016.
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Figure 6 - Etat actuel de l’edifice la Laiterie Figure 7- Demontage de sections de la Laiterie

Figure 8- Nouvel emplacement du pavilion de patinage (illustration d'artiste)

D. Avant-cour de Rideau Hall

Le projet de reamenagement de Vavant-cour de Rideau Hall comprend le rejointement de la ma^onnerie
de la fondation, la restauration et une nouvelle inauguration de la fontaine Terry Fox, et le revetement de
la surface de la chaussee de pierres naturelles (avec elements chauffant integres pour prevenir la
formation de glace).

Les travaux ont debute en aout 2016 et les echeanciers sont respectes. Les fondations ont ete mises a nu et
font l’objet de travaux. L'excavation pour la fontaine est presque achevee, et les travaux de construction
de la fontaine s’effectueront en septembre et octobre. La dalle de beton chauffee sur laquelle reposera la
chaussee de pierre sera achevee en novembre ou decembre et Tinstallation des paves se poursuivra cet
hiver afin d’etre achevee en iuin 2017.
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Figure 11-Prochain avant-cour, vue en plan
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E. Rehabilitation et agrandissement du garage des chauffeurs

Le projet de zone d'operations de reamenagement representait Loccasion ideale de renover les locaux du
detachement de la Gendarmerie royale du Canada (GRC) affecte a Rideau Hall. La CCN a ete mandate
par la GRC par le biais des protocoles d’entente I, II et III pour rehabiliter la construction et Lextension a
la structure existante du garage des chauffeurs de 1913. Le financement du projet est assure par la GRC.

Le projet comprend la demolition selective et Lenlevement des finitions, et le renforcement sismique
structurel et de stabilisation du garage des chauffeurs. II comprend egalement un ajout de trois etages au-
dessus du niveau du sol pour augmenter le garage existant d’une baie de 3 espaces a une baie de 6
espaces. L’extension foumira un espace de bureau utilisable pour repondre aux besoins operationnels du
detachement.

La conception de Linstallation satisfait la revue du BEEFP et de LAFDUS et son approbation pour
Lelement de construction est attendue d’ici la fin septembre. Le developpement de Lamenagement
paysager est en cours et sujet a une revue subsequente du BEEFP et de LAFDUS. La demande d’appel
d’offres fixee a sept entreprises prequalifiees feme a la mi-octobre.

Le transfert de Linstallation a la GRC, une fois les travaux acheves, est prevu pour Lete 2017 ce qui lui
permettra d'amenager Linterieur et d’occuper les lieux.

Figure 12- Immeuble actuel Figure 13-Concept de Lagmndissement du garage

F. Ameliorations apportees a Rideau Cottage 2016-2018 - Phase I

A la suite de la decision du premier ministre d’elire temporairement domicile au Rideau Cottage en
attendant la rehabilitation du 24, promenade Sussex, la GRC a determine qu'il fallait apporter certaines
ameliorations a Ledifice Rideau Cottage et aux terrains attenants.

La Phase I de ce projet comporte Linstallation de clotures, d’une grille d'entree et de barrieres au cours de
Lautomne 2016 afin d’eriger un perimetre physique autour du site. La Phase 2 comprendra des
modifications de Linterieur et de Lexterieur de Ledifice qui seront effectuees au cours de Lete 2017.
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Figure 14- Rideau Cottage, concept de cloture et de grille d’entree
Vision k long terme pour Rideau Hall

Lors de la reunion du 4 fevrier 2016 du CCRO, le Bureau du secretaire du gouvemeur general a livre une
presentation de la vision a long terme de Rideau Hall. Cette presentation a donne un apergu de la
collaboration entre la CCN et le BSGG visant a elaborer une vision integree offrant aux deux
organisations des balises pour un plan d’amenagement a long terme pour le complexe de Rideau Hall sur
un horizon de 30 a 50 ans.

Depuis, le personnel de la CCN et du BSGG ont travaille a concretiser la vision a long terme de la fa$on
dont les terrains et edifices de ce lieu historique peuvent etre utilises a leur plein potentiel. La version
finale de la vision sera un document qui fera consensus entre les deux organisations sur ce que devrait etre
Rideau Hall et sur une strategic pour atteindre cet objectif. II comprendra un enonce des principes
directeurs autour des themes de conservation, d’ouverture et d’accessibilite, de durability et de pertinence.

La vision s’inspirera du Plan de la capitale du Canada 2017-2067 de la CCN et sera un document
d’accompagnement a une version mise a jour des Lignes directrices sur Lamenagement et la gestion du
paysage de Rideau Hall qui fait aussi fobjet d’un examen par les deux organisations. Le conseil
d’administration de la CCN, le CCRO et le personnel de la CCN et du BSGG seront invites a formuler
des commentaires sur le document. Une fois acheve, il sera presente aux fins d'approbation au tres
honorable David Johnston, 28e gouvemeur general du Canada, et a M. Mark Kristmanson, premier
dirigeant de la CCN. Conformement au Plan de la capitale du Canada 2017-2067, la CCN elaborera un
plan de mise en oeuvre sur dix ans pour Rideau Hall base sur les orientations strategiques enoncees dans la
vision a long terme et selon la disponibilite des ressources.

L’echeancier de presentation d'une version provisoire de la vision a long terme de Rideau Hall prevoit
son depot a fautomne 2016. Apres examen et consultations, le document final devrait etre acheve le
30 decembre 2016.

Figure 15 Figure 16

Transitions

A la suite de Felection federale du 19 octobre 2015, des transitions devaient s’operer au 24, promenade
Sussex, au lac Mousseau, a Stornoway et a la Ferme. En outre, une transition devait etre prevue au Rideau
Cottage lorsque le premier ministre a decide de ne pas emmenager au 24, promenade Sussex.

Afin d’assurer des transitions sans heurt, une planification detaillee a ete effectuee en prevision des
changements au lendemain de Felection federale. Les plans comprenaient des estimations budgetaires
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pour les depenses liees au cycle de vie et aux depenses encourues pour l’ensemble des demenagements.
Les activites liees aux transitions comprenaient :

Services de demenageurs
Remplacement des lits, de la literie et des linges de maison (toutes les salles de bain et les
chambres a coucher)
Modifications de l’ameublement pour Fadapter aux besoins familiaux (disposition,
renouvellement, remplacement)
Besoins en peinture
Nettoyage d'usage des moquettes, des meubles, des parquets en bois, depoussierage en hauteur,
etc.

Nettoyage intensif, dont les conduits d’air chaud, les fenetres, les hottes de cuisine, etc.

Installations de securite

II n’etait pas prevu que le premier ministre (designe) deciderait de loger au Rideau Cottage, et cette
decision a exige de reagir dans des delais tres serres. Un haut degre de coordination et de communication
avec le BSGG, la GRC et le BCP a ete necessaire. De plus, f experience et le savoir-faire de tous les
secteurs de la Division des residences officielles ont ete mis a contribution pour veiller a ce que la
transition s'effectue en temps opportun. La transition rendait necessaire le deplacement du Bureau du
secretaire du gouvemeur general qui occupait Rideau Cottage. II fallait aussi epauler la GRC qui devait
mettre en oeuvre des mises a niveau urgentes de la securite et de f infrastructure.

Les transitions de depart du 24, promenade Sussex, du lac Mousseau et du Rideau Cottage ont ete
achevees a la fin octobre. La preparation du Rideau Cottage a immediatement debute, et le premier
ministre designe et sa famille ont pu y emmenager le 2 novembre 2015. Le lac Mousseau sera aussi a la
disposition du premier ministre a compter du 6 novembre 2015. Dans les semaines qui suivront, il n’y
aura besoin que de quelques ajustements mineurs aux residences pour satisfaire les besoins specifiques de
la famille. Au printemps 2016, quelques mises a niveau et ameliorations de cycle de vie avaient ete
effectuees a l’exterieur du pavilion principal du lac Mousseau et a divers elements paysagers.

A Stornoway, tous les preparatifs de transition etaient acheves le 20 novembre 2015, ce qui a permis a la
chef interimaire de fopposition d’y emmenager le 25 novembre. Le 3 decembre, un nouveau President de
la Chambre des communes etait elu. Les travaux a la Feme ont debute immediatement, et acheves le 15
janvier 2016.
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No.: 2016-P139e
To: ACORC

Date: 2016/10/13

ink
P CCN til Km. 4

For: INFORMATION

1. TITLE

Harrington Lake Buildings Lifecycle Update and Planning

2. PURPOSE OF THE SUBMISSION

To provide ACORC with an update on the existing asset condition and issues for the Main Cottage, Farm
House, and Lower Guest Cottage, in order:

to obtain ACORC comments on the proposed interventions for the Main Cottage: and

to update ACORC on the status of Farm House and Lower Guest Cottage
o

o

3. AUTHORITY

N/A

4. RECOMMENDATION

N/A

5. BACKGROUND

Since the last submission to ACORC dated November 4th, 2011, the NCC has completed the following:

Farmhouse remediation and stabilization work was completed in 2013. Scope included removal of
hazardous materials (asbestos and mould) and foundation repairs and damproofing.

Detailed as-found architectural drawings have been prepared documenting the existing conditions
of the Main Cottage and Farm House.

o

o

6. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS AND RISK

Introduction:

Main Cottage (FHBRO Recognized)
The last significant construction work at the Estate took place in 2005 and focused on the Main Cottage.

Scope included upgrading the electrical system, installation of a sprinkler system, re-roofing the house, and
construction of a new sunroom. Due to budget and schedule limitations, exterior walls, doors and windows
were not rehabilitated as part of the work. The 2008 Auditor General of Canada Report pertaining to Official
Residences noted that the windows and exterior walls of the Harrington Lake Main Cottage still need repair
work.

Submission: Page 1 of 32016-P139
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In order to maintain this heritage asset and renew the life cycle for die building envelope it is recommended
that the following work items be implemented:

Windows and doors replacement/rehabilitation

Exterior wall replacement/rehabilitation including insulation

Chimneys rehabilitation.

Attic ventilation and insulation improvements

Site drainage improvements (redirect surface and in-ground water sources away from building
foundations)

HYAC upgrades

Implementation of the above will be extensive and disruptive. A significant penod(s) of uninterrupted on-site
access would be required in order to complete the full scope of work. With rehabilitation work proposed for
24 Sussex and Rideau Cottage, construction implementation for the Main Cottage might need to be scheduled
in phases or deferred to the future in order to mitigate overall impacts to the occupants of the Prime Ministers’
Official Residences.

Security for the Harrington Lake site is the responsibility of the RCMP. A full Threat & Risk Assessment
(TRA) of the site will be completed in 2017 and may identify additional security enhancements required to
augment those already undertaken. The RCMP has expressed the desire to implement these recommendations
throughout the buildings and grounds.

Farmhouse and Lower Guest House (No FHBRO Designation)
Both of these buildings are in very poor condition. The 2008 Auditor General of Canada Report Pertaining to
Official Residences noted that a number of the secondary buildings at the estate are in critical condition.

Key to the future of these buildings is establishing a functional use.

The Lower Guest Cottage has deteriorated to the point where it is not safe to enter the building. Replacement
instead of conservation might be the best course of action for this building. The form that the work will take is

linked to future use. As there is a nearby Upper Guest Cottage, a use linked to supporting recreational activities
may be most appropriate and consist of a dock with simple day-use shelter constructed on the footprint of the
existing building.

Presentation:

• The presentation will provide an overview of the asset condition and issues found at the Main Cottage,
Farmhouse and Lower Guest Cottage.

• The main focus of the presentation will be to present, for ACORC comments, the interventions required
for the Main Cottage.

7. STRATEGIC LINKS

• Subject lands are part of the National Interest Land Mass (NILM)
• Subject lands are referenced in the Official Residences Act
• Federal Heritage Buildings Review Office (FHBRO) mandate for the protection of federal heritage

buildings, as per Treasury Board Policy on Management of Real Property.
• Treasury Board’s Real Property Accessibility provisions, the NCC’s Universal Accessibility Policy (1996),

and the CAN/CSA B651 Standard.

Submission: Page 2 of 32016-P139
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8. CONSULTATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS

• With respect to the Main Cottage:

o The RCMP are engaged with die NCC in the planning for die proposed rehabilitation. The RCA/IP
recognize the need for the work.

o Through consultation with Public Safety Canada and Canadian Heritage, funding for the proposed
construction work has been allocated in the 2016/17 Federal Government Budget.

9. NEXT STEPS

The NCC is proposing the following next steps’:

• Mam Cottage
o Preparation of recommendations and detailed design for die Main Cottage to complete

renovations started in 2005. The exterior envelope life cycle rehabilitation project will stabilize the
building for the long-term, improve occupant comfort, reduce annual maintenance as well as
energy consumption and pest control requirements. This work would include repairs to chimneys
and fireplaces to address safety concerns, and make improvements to the foundation and site
drainage to reduce moisture and ensure the building’s basement is free from mould.

o Seek Treasury Board approval (jointiy with the RCATP) for release of funds to support the design
and construction work.

o Develop implementation strategy and seek access opportunity to complete the construction work.

• Farmhouse and Lower Guest Cottage
o Define and confirm a use and vocation for these buildings as tins will guide next steps.

10. LIST OF APPENDICES

N/A

11. SUBMISSION AUTHORS

• Stephen Robertson, Project Manager — Architect, Design and Construction Division, Capital Planning

Gary Lacey, Executive Director, Capital Stewardship Branch
Art Marcotte, Director, Official Residences Division, CS Branch
Catherine Ella, Project Executive, Official Residences of Canada
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No.: 2016-P80e
I

To: Board of Directors•_
»

Date: 2016-10-14For: DECISION

1. TITLE

Rideau Hall Chauffeur’s Garage Rehabilitation and Extension Project, for use as the RCMP Detachment

2. PURPOSE OF THE SUBMISSION

• To obtain NCC Board of Directors approval for the NCC to proceed with the award of contract to Ed
Brunet and Associates for the implementation of the rehabilitation and extension of the Chauffeurs
Garage in the amount of $3,994,000.00 + applicable taxes for the accommodation of the RCMP
detachment at Rideau Hall .

• To obtain NCC Board of Directors approval for the NCC to proceed with an increase of $705K to the
value of MOU III with the RCMP (to $5,51OK from $4,805K).

3. AUTHORITY

NCC By-Laws 3.2.5 and 3.2.6

4. RECOMMENDATION

• THAT the NCC Board of Directors approves the award of contract in the amount of $3,994,000.00 +
applicable taxes to Ed Brunet and Associates for the implementation of the rehabilitation and extension
of the Chauffeurs Garage at Rideau Hall conditional to the approval of the amended MOU III by the
RCMP.

• THAT the NCC Board of Directors approves an increase of $705K to the value of MOU III (from
$4,805K to $5,51OK) with the RCMP and increase project budget accordingly (from $5,865K to
$6,570K).

5. BACKGROUND

• The total revised estimated project cost (MOUs I to III) is $ 6,570,000 from $5,865,000 for the new
RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment (excluding applicable taxes).

• Through MOU III, the RCMP has engaged to fully reimburse the capital costs and NCC PY costs up to
the £cap’ value of $188K for the implementation of the proposed Chauffeurs Garage Rehabilitation and
Extension project for a new RCMP detachment for Rideau Hall at no risk to the NCC.

Progress Status:

o MOU Phase I is 100% complete,

o MOU Phase II is 100% complete
o FHBRO / FLUDA approvals completed
o Submitted to City of Ottawa building permit August 26, 2016
o MOU Phase III -Tender closed October 7, 2016. Next step is Contract Award following Board

Submission: Page 1 of 32016-P80e
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approval and security clearances for the implementation and close-out completion target of August
30th, 2017.

Post-Implementation:

• The existing NCC-RCMP Property and Maintenance Management Service Agreement will be amended
to include:

o the maintenance requirements of the new building;
• A long-term leasing agreement is to be developed to address charges such as, but not limited to, ground

lease, utility7 charges and payments in lieu of taxes.

6. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS AND RISKS

• Recent developments and changes to the occupancy of the site have increased the urgency for the
implementation of this project which rates it to the list of higher priority projects for the site;

• Should the cost of the project exceed the approved estimated project value of $6,570,000 the RCMP will
reimburse the NCC for all additional hard and soft cost disbursements for the implementation of the new
RCMP Detachment for Rideau Hall, including the applicable 15% administration fee (excluding applicable
taxes). Reimbursement of NCC salaries will remain capped at $188K.

Financial Summary

Thousands. • E

Funding requested: $0
Source of funding

Total estimated project cost $5,550
$5,550Funding from partner(s):

$0NCC funding previously approved:

$0Reserved funding as per 2016-2017 Corporate Plan

$537Impact on future NCC operating costs: Net savings (costs)

N/AInternal Rate of Return (IRR)
N/AProject payback (in }rears)

Details are provided in Appendix A — Financial Details

7. STRATEGIC LINKS

NCC Corporate Plan (Priorities: Stewardship and Protection of the Official Residences):
By the end of 2017-18, respond to health and safety issues by rehabilitating /establishing the Operations
Zone to meet the needs of the NCC, the Office of the Secretary of the Governor General and the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police on the grounds at Rideau Hall.

o

Submission: Page 2 of 32016-P80e
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8. CONSULTATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS

NCC Communications: Key messages have been prepared to respond to potential media queries. This
project is not estimated to be of interest to the general public.

o

9. NEXT STEPS

Winter — summer 2017:
• Implementation and Close-out for Transfer to occupants August 31st, 2017.

10. LIST OF APPENDICES

Appendix A — Financial Details

11. SUBMISSION AUTHORS
Mona Lamontagne, Architect and Project Manager, Design and Construction, Capital Planning Branch
For:

Claude Robert, Acting Executive Director, Capital Planning Branch
Greg Kehoe, Acting Director, Design and Construction, Capital Planning Branch
Gary Lacey, Executive Director, Capital Stewardship Branch
Art Marcotte, Director, Official Residences, Capital Stewardship Branch

Submission: Page 3 of 32016-P80e
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UCC Cost Projections ($*000) Submission number: 2016-PB0e Protected 8

Rideau Hall Chauffeur's Garage Rehabilitation (contract award) Submission Date: 14-Oct-16

' ;;1 . .
iffiPM IfcSSiiM
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mpi v

* .• a • •; V
MOU Phase 1 & I I (studies,design,Development Phase)

K9M9HS p ;
Sa:QSllISC

323
2,448 ' 2,344 aMOU Phase Implementation Phase including 15% contingency)

Miscellaneous
Other Contingencies {Heritage,Environmental, DSS etc...

Future Year Inflation / Market Piincing Premium
Total estimated project cost

i iU

435 2,771
2,771

2,344
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'
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Lost revenues during construction
Sub-contractors
Savings (Other - detail belowj
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Incremental revenues - MOU Phase III (15% of disbursements)
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AMENDMENT # 1
TO CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT # 18003

BETWEEN
NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION

(the “NCC”)

AND
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNOR GENERAL

(the “Organization”)

WHEREAS on July 7, 2016 the parties entered into a Contribution Agreement
(hereinafter the “Agreement”);

AND WHEREAS the parties have agreed to amend the Agreement with the terms
hereinafter set out;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements
contained in the Agreement and in this Amendment, the parties hereby agree as follows:

1. The recital forms an integral part qf this Amendment;

2. Effective immediately, the Agreement is amended as follows;

a) The Schedule C is deleted and the attached is substituted in its place;

4, All other terms of the Agreement remain unchanged.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have affixed the signatures of their duly
authorised officers and acknowledge the terms of this Amendment.

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY TO
THE GOVERNOR GENERAL

/

Dr. Mark Kristmanson
Chief Executive Officer

7. U , I t, 3D ~ti -(t>
Date Date
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SCHEDULE C-MANNER OF PAYMENT

Date and/or Deliverable Amount Before Tax

Payment to be made on or before;

March 31, 2017
May 31, 2017

$250,000.00
$250,000.00

Total: $500,000.00

Page 2 of 2
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CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT

PROTECTED A

NCC File: A7170-18969 Agreement ID: 18969

THIS AGREEMENT made

BETWEEN:

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
(the “NCC”)

AND

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNOR GENERAL
(the “Organization”)

WHEREAS one of the objects and purposes of the NCC is to assist in the planning, development,
conservation and improvement of the National Capital Region;

AND WHEREAS the NCC is undertaking the design of the front doors at Rideau Hall in connection with
Canada's 150th anniversary of Confederation (the “Project”);

AND WHEREAS the Organization is prepared to contribute to the Project;

NOW THEREFORE the parties agree as follows:

THE ORGANIZATION’S OBLIGATIONS

1.1 The Organization agrees to contribute to the Project by paying to the NCC an amount not
exceeding the amount set out in clause 2.1.

PAYMENT

2.1 The Organization's total financial liability under this Agreement will not exceed Eighty Thousand
Dollars and No Cents ($80,000.00) (before taxes).

MANNER OF PAYMENT

3.1 The Organization shall pay to the NCC the amount set out in clause 2.1 within a period of thirty
(30) days from the date on which the Organization receives an invoice from the NCC.

3.2 The Organization shall pay all amounts owing to the NCC under this Agreement by cheque or
money order payable to the “National Capital Commission”.

3.3 All payments must be sent to NCC at 202-40 ELGIN ST, OTTAWA ON K 1 P 1C7, Attention:
Accounts Receivable or personally delivered to the NCC’s Corporate Security at 40 Elgin Street.

Page 1 of 8
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3.4 The Agreement ID on page one (J ) of this Agreement must be clearly indicated on the front of all
cheques and money orders.

THE NCC’S OBLIGATIONS

4.1 The NCC agrees to fulfil the obligations set out in Schedule B (the “NCC’s Obligations”).

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

5.1 The Organization agrees that the NCC shall own the copyright in every original literary, dramatic,
musical and artistic work as well as in all choreographic work, as well as in any other work
protected under the Copyright Act, that may result from this Agreement,

5.2 Any right granted by the NCC to the Organization with respect to the NCC’s intellectual property,
including but not limited to the right to use a particular official mark or trade-mark of the NCC,
shall cease upon the expiration or early termination of this Agreement.

USE OF OFFICIAL MARK

6.1 Except as expressly permitted in this Agreement, the Organization agrees that neither the
Organization nor the Organization’s employees or agents will make use of the name, logo, initials
or any official mark of the NCC without the express written consent of the NCC.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT

7.1 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with regard to the matters
dealt with in it, and there are no understandings, agreements, representations, covenants, conditions
or warranties, verbal or written, between the parties other than those set out in this Agreement.

7.2 The Organization acknowledges and agrees that the recitals and the following Schedules attached
to this Agreement form part of this Agreement;

Schedule A - Standard Terms and Conditions
Schedule B - The NCC’s Obligations

Initials of Authorized
Representative of Organization
as to Clauses 7.1 and 7.2,

7.3 No amendment to this Agreement will be binding upon the parties to this Agreement unless set out
in writing and executed by such parties.

Page 2 of 8
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NOTICE

8.1 Any notice, demand or other communication required to be given to any party to this Agreement
shall be in writing and shall be delivered to such party by courier, facsimile, registered mail or
personal delivery to the following address or facsimile number:

To the Organization at:To the NCC at:

Arthur Marcotte
Director, Official Residences Division
National Capital Commission
202-40 ELGIN ST
OTTAWA ON KIP 1C7

Office of the Secretary to the Governor General
1 SUSSEX DR
OTTAWA ON K1A 0A1

Telephone: (613) 239-5678 Ext: 4013
Facsimile: (613) 993-8244
Cellular: (613) 292-7282

Telephone:
Facsimile: (613) 998-8762

8.2 All notices, demands and other communications sent to the NCC must reference the agreement
number indicated on page one (1) of this Agreement.

8.3 For the purposes of this Agreement, “Business Day” is defined as Monday to Friday inclusive,
excluding statutory holidays.

8.4 Notices, demands and other communications will be deemed to have been received:

in the case of personal delivery, when given by one party to an agent, representative,
employee or manager of the other party;
in the case of registered mail, the earlier of fifteen (15) Business Days after the
communication has been received at the post office in the other party's city or the day that
the other party or the other party’s representative acknowledges receipt by signing the postal
receipt; and

(a)

(b)

Page 3 of 8
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s.19(1)

in the case of a facsimile transmission, on the day of transmission, if sent prior to 3:00 pan.
Eastern Time on a Business Day, otherwise on the next Business Day.

(c)

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have duly executed this Agreement as of the date set out below.

OFFICE OI THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNOR GENERAL

By:
Date: (yyyy/mm/dd)

mmfi
Legal Servfei J^ces )urWlquw

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION

By:
Ait Marcotte
Director, Official Residences

Date: (yy)

Page 4 of 8
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SCHEDULE A - STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

INDEMNIFICATION

The Organization agrees to indemnify and save harmless the NCC and anyone for whom the
NCC is responsible from all financial consequences, including reasonable legal fees, arising from
any demands, claims or actions made or brought against the NCC as a result of any injury or
death or of damage to or loss of property due to any willful or negligent act, omission or delay on
the pail of any person, except the NCC and anyone for whom the NCC is responsible, in relation
to or as a result of this Agreement.

The indemnity given by the Organization pursuant to clause A1.1 shall survive the expiry or early
termination of this Agreement.

All

A1.2

Initials of Authorized
Representative of Organization
as to Clauses ALl and A1.2.

TERMINATION

A2.1 The NCC may terminate this Agreement if the Organization fails to perform or complete any of
the Organization's obligations under this Agreement. The termination will take effect
immediately upon receipt by the Organization of a written notice of termination or at such other
later time as the NCC may provide.

A2.2 The NCC may, without notice to the Organization, immediately terminate this Agreement if:

(a) required to do so for reasons of safety or security; or
(b) the Organization:

(i) becomes bankrupt;
has a receiving order made against it;
makes an assignment for the benefit of its creditors;
takes the benefit of a statute for the time being in force relating to bankruptcy or
insolvent debtors or any other statute having a similar effect; or
is subject to an order made or resolution passed for the winding-up of the
Organization.

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(V)

The Organization shall have no claim for damages for loss of profit, loss of business or business
opportunity, funding, sponsorship, clientele or otherwise by reason of or directly or indirectly
arising out of or in connection with any action taken or notice given by the NCC under the
provisions of clauses A2.1 to A2.2.

A2.3

NO PARTNERSHIP / JOINT VENTURE / AGENCY

The parties expressly disclaim any intention to create a partnership, joint venture or agency. It is
understood and agreed that nothing contained in this Agreement nor any acts of either party will
constitute or be deemed to constitute the parties as partners, or joint venturers nor either party as
agent of the other for any purpose.

A3.1
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WAIVER OF TERM OR CONDITION

A waiver by any party of any term or condition of this Agreement shall be in writing. Any such
waiver shall not in itself constitute a waiver of such term or condition with respect to a
subsequent breach of the same term or condition nor or any other term or condition.

A4.1

ASSIGNMENT

The Organization shall not assign, transfer or otherwise dispose of this Agreement or any part of
this Agreement or any benefit or interest in or under this Agreement without the prior written
consent of the NCC, which consent may be withheld at the entire discretion.

A5.1

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.A6.1

CONFLICT OR INCONSISTENCY

In the event of confl ict or inconsistency between any of the terms of this Agreement, including
its schedules, the conflict or inconsistency shall be resolved according to the following order of
priority:

A7.1

(a) the clauses of the Agreement;
(b) the clauses of Schedule A; and
(c) the clauses of any other Schedules.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

The Organization acknowledges and understands that the NCC is subject to the Access to
Information Act and may, as a result of a request under that Act, be required to release this
Agreement or any other documents related to this Agreement.

Personal information collected for the purpose of this Agreement (which meets the criteria listed
in section 10 of the Privacy Act) will be included in the personal information bank # NCC PPU
080. This personal information will only be used for the purposes specified in the Info Source
publication entitled“Info Source: Sources of Federal Government Information” or for a use
consistent with these purposes. Info Source publications are available free of charge on the
Internet at: www.infosource.gc.ca.

A8.1

A8.2

INTEREST

The Organization shall pay interest on any overdue amounts. Such interest shall be calculated
and compounded monthly, at the average Bank of Canada bank rate for the month preceding the
month in respect of which interest is being calculated plus 3%, and shall accrue from the date
payment is due to the date payment is received by the NCC.

A9.1

NSF CHEQUES

A10.1 The NCC will charge the Organization a fee of twenty-five dollars ($ 25.00) for any cheque
payable to the NCC which is returned by a financial institution due to non-sufficient funds
(“NSF5’).

Page 6 of 8
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AUTHORITY AND CONSENT

A11.1 The parties to this Agreement acknowledge having the power and authority to enter into and
execute this Agreement and to fulfil all of the obligations set out in this Agreement,

Page 7 of 8
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SCHEDULE B-THE NCC’S OBLIGATIONS

B1,1 The NCC undertakes to carry out the Project and use the Contribution for the costs of the design,
planning and other soft costs associated to the Project

The NCC undertakes to carry out the design and planning of the Project.B1.2

%
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2017-005eNo.NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION DE LA CAPITALE NATIONALE

C?
&

<3

Executive CommitteeTo
For DECISION Date 2017-10-30
Subject/Title
MOU Approval - Harrington Lake Security Improvements
Summary
This submission seeks Executive Committee approval to:

• Enter into a Memorandum of Understanding with the RCMP whereby the NCC will
project manage the design and implementation of security infrastructure
improvements at Harrington Lake.

Risk Summary
• Improvements to the building and site security infrastructure will enhance safety for

all future occupants and visitors.

• The proposed work has been reviewed on site with NCC approvals staff. The type
and scale of installations for the site are expected to have minimum impact on the
character of the site.

• The RCMP have received funding for the work and as per the MOU are
responsible for all costs of this project. Should the work exceed the estimate, or if
changes are needed in response to evolving threat and risk, then it will be
incumbent upon the RCMP to identify additional funding if they wish to implement
all elements of the work.

• A risk contingency of 15 % has been included in the project budget.
• NCC costs related to delivery of this work are recoverable from the RCMP.

Recommendation
That the Executive Committee:

• Approve the MOU between the RCMP and NCC pertaining to security
improvements for Harrington Lake for an estimated cost of $1.150M.

• Delegate authority to the Chief Executive Office to sign the MOU on behalf of the
NCC

Submitted by:
Catherine Ella

Signature

Submission: 2017-005e Page 1 of/de 5
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1. Strategic Priorities
NCC Mandate
• NCC Mandate: “managing, conserving and protecting NCC assets”; “maintaining

heritage sites in Canada’s Capital Region, such as the official residences and
commemorative sites”.

• NCC Priority 4: “create lasting legacies to serve as sources of pride for Canadians
including the Official Residences of Canada.

2. Authority

Decision of the Board of Directors Teleconference Meeting of March 29th, 2016, No. C-
201604, articles 2, 3 and 6:

• Article 2. pursuant to section 9(2) of the National Capital Act, the authority be delegated
to the Executive Committee of the Board to approve interim security measures at
Rideau Cottage and security upgrades at Harrington Lake;

• Article 3. pursuant to section 9(2) of the National Capital Act, the authority be delegated
to the Executive Committee of the Board to conduct a full review of the financial details
of the rehabilitation plans for 24 Sussex and the associated outbuildings, interim
security measures at Rideau Cottage and;

• Article 6. Cabinet’s and/or Treasury Board’s approval of the project and the
appropriation of funds for the project be deemed as the Board’s consent for a project
over $500,000.

3. Context

• The NCC and RCMP regularly enter into MOU’s of this nature.

• A similar MOU was approved by the Executive Committee in July 2016 for security
improvements at Rideau Cottage.

• The proposed work covered by this MOU will be delivered in two packages:
o Package I includes improvements and installation of fencing, access control

gates, barriers, shelters, electrical infrastructure and related,

o Package II includes physical security improvements to the interior and exterior of
the main residence.

• While the work is expected to proceed as outlined in Next Steps (Section 9) of this
submission, circumstances might lead to the packages being implemented
contemporaneously, or one of the phases might proceed before or follow after the
other.

• The RCMP has agreed to reimburse the NCC for Services provided during this project
including Project Management, Construction Management, Design Services, Technical
Services, and Procurement (contracts) as well as other fees according to the terms of
the MOU attached in Appendix A.

Submission: 2017-005e Page 2 of/de 5
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4. Options Analysis

• In response to a security threat and risk assessment the RCMP have done
extensive preliminary options analysis. Their conclusions have been summarized in
a statement of requirements describing proposed security infrastructure and
standards for the level of protection required at this site. Consequently, design
solutions for the site will be very focused, limiting time and effort associated with
exploring alternatives.

5. Financial Details

Country House Security Infrastructure Improvement 2017-2018 2018-2013 2019-2020 Total 3 Years

Project/Site Management & internal Services (18% of contracted services)1 $ 48,320 S 48,320
ProjecffSite Management & internal Sendees (ts% of contract contingency)1 8,530 S 8,530
Project/Site Management & internal Services <17% of contracted services)2 $ 65,880 $ 14,230 $ 79,910

2Prajaet/Sife Management & internal Services <17% of contract contingency) 11,590 $ 2,510 $ 14,100
Administration Fees <15% of contracted services) $ 40,260 S 57,960 $ 12,560 $ 110,780

$ S 10,220 $ SAdministration Fees g5% of contract coi 7,100 19,540
Sub-Total - Staff Services and Fees $ 104,210 $ 145,450 $ 31,520 $ 281,180
Contracted Services $ 268,420 $ 386,370 $ 83,710 $ 738,500

$ 47,370 $ 68,180 $ 14,770 $ 130,320

$ 315,790 $ 868,820Sub-total « Contracted Services & Contingency $ 454,550 $ 98,480

$ 420,000 $ 1,150,000©tat Reimbursement to HOC $ 800,000 $ 130,000

118% when security work is performed independently of NCC architectural work
2 17% when security work is performed concurrently with NCC architectural work

Source of Funds
• Budget 2016 allocation to RCMP

Estimated Cash Flow
• See Financial Template in Appendix C

6. Opportunities and Expected Results

• This project represents an opportunity to address the RCMP’s threat and risk
assessment.

Submission: 2017-005e Page 3 of/de 5
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7. Risks and Mitigation Measures

Risk Likelihood Impact Planned Response
Change in scope The RCMP shall provide written

direction for changes. If change
exceeds project budget the RCMP shall
be required to provide additional
funding.

High Moderate

Initial estimate for
work inadequate

Medium-
High

Moderate If proposed work exceeds budget the
RCMP shall adjust scope or shall be
required to provide additional funding.

NCC and/or RCMP
processes or other
factors delay project
implementation

Medium-
High

Minor Adjust start and/or completion dates for
work and implement as processes /
approvals / funding permits.

8. Consultations and Communications
• The project is an RCMP initiative and has involved consultation with PCO, PMO and

NCC and other government departments / agencies including Finance and Treasury
Board;

• NCC Legal Counsel have reviewed the MOU
• NCC ACORC has been given a general briefing related to proposed security work at

the site;
• NCC strategic communications will work with their departmental colleagues to develop

a communications plan for the work.

9. Next Steps
Winter 2017/18: Develop design work for perimeter and grounds security infrastructure.
Winter 2017/18: Pre-purchase some infrastructure elements.
Winter - Fall 2018: Develop design work for Main House security requirements
Spring -Winter 2018: Install/construct perimeter and grounds security infrastructure.
Spring -Winter 2018: Complete remaining perimeter and grounds security infrasture.
Summer 2019 - Spring 2020: Implement security work for Main House.

10. List of Appendices
Appendix A - Agreement Routing Form
Appendix B -MOU
Appendix C - Financial Template
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11. Authors of the Submission
• Catherine Ella, Executive Director,Official Residences Branch

• Steve Robertson, A/Project Delivery Manager,Official Residences Branch

• Larry Yarema, A/Project Delivery Manager,Official Residences Branch

• Benoit Seguin, Chief Property Management,Official Residences Branch
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Agreement Routing Form
HOC FILE: A7170-19547 AGREEMENT INITIATING COST CENTER: 359 AGREEMENT ID: 19547 - 0

DESCRIPTION OF THE AGREEMENT
Description: RCMP and NCC collaborating on improvements to security infrastructure at HL.

w- -

OUL ( ) QUL ( ) GB ( ) GP ( ) OR { / Leasing ( )Amendment / Notice: Portfolio:

Agreement Category: Joint-Initiative

Type: Exchange of Services

Prepared From / By: Other Organization

Business Party Name: Roval Canadian Mounted Police / Gendarmerie rovale du Canada

Sub-Type: N/A

Template Name: N/A

End Date: 31 Mar 2021Request to Modify Agreement Document! ) Agreement Language: English

Comments: start date: April 1 2017 - Agreement received for routing on Aug. 30 2017. (SCYR)

Obligations Start Date: 31 Aug 2017

(J&O- (SPIO :uc; ti • 1

- LAI2 Ac. CA
SUMMARIZED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

7 -1 ;(Pt>Finance Type: ReceivableReceivable $>

Monetary: 1
^

SElGECiEE#- (Amount Before Taxes)

Financial Coding:

GST ( ) P S T ( ) O H S T ( ) /f l S T ( ) H S T ( ) B C H S T ( )

03^ S-ACCT MDC / PROJ ASSET ID

G S T ( ) P S T ( ) O H S T ( ) Q S T ( ) H S T ( ) B C H S T ( ){Amount Before Taxes)Non-Monetarv:

COST CENTERFinancial Coding: ACCT S-ACCT MDC PROJ ASSET ID
Payable

GST ( ) P S T ( ) OHST { ) Q S T ( ) H S T { ) B C H S T ( )Monetary: (Amount Before Taxes)

ASSET IDACCTFinancial Coding: COST CENTER S-ACCT MDC PROJ

ms REQUIRED APPROVAL
: w-—;

Subject to approval in accordance with the Act and By-Laws #1’a (Xji.

Rented to ÊMC ( ) Modified by LS ( :Approval Required: EC or NCC TB & GIC ( )

Section 48 ROUTED BY

Tel: Name: Date:Aug. 31’17Name: Tel:Stephen Robertson x. 5627 Sarah Cyr x. 4003
Branch: official Residences Branch Division: O.R, Special Projects

- - - i ffh -tyWT /Et/:iM* •

TO BE REVIEWEDPY %

/E
Portfolio Manager/Events/Marketing Manager Taxaton OfficerDate Date

f,«»***

Manager,Cadastral Su Chief, Financial OperationsDate

COA.
Date Manager, Procurei Date^s is

6 ONLY FOR AGREEMENTS TO BE SIGNED BY THE CEO .

Art Marcotte / Catherine Ella/
Director, Initiating Division Date Executive Director, Initiating Branch Date
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Memorandum of Understanding
th day of October 2017THIS ARRANGEMENT, made in duplicate as of the

BETWEEN

THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS "ROMP")

AND

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS "NCC")

BACKGROUND

The ROMP and the NCC agree to collaborate on improving the security infrastructure at
the Official Residence at Harrington Lake including the main residence and surrounding
property between April 2017 and March 2021. The proposed work will be delivered in
two packages; Package I includes improvements and installation of fencing, access
control gates, barriers, shelters, electrical infrastructure and related. Package II includes
physical security improvements to the interior and exterior of the main residence.
Implementation of these phases might be contemporaneous, or one of the phases might
proceed before or follow after the other.

The RCMP has agreed to reimburse the NCC for Services provided during this project
including Project Management, Construction Management, Design Services, Technical
Services, and Procurement as well as other fees according to the terms of this
Arrangement as outlined below.

NOW THEREFORE THE PARTICIPANTS INTEND AS FOLLOWS:

1. DEFINITIONS:

In this Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) the following terms, in singular or plural
form according to the context, are defined as follows:

'Arrangement' means this Memorandum of Understanding;

"Participants" means both RCMP and NCC;

"MOU' means Memorandum of Understanding;

PROTECTED B Page 1 of 9
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“Package I” means all exterior security enhancements including fencing, access control
gates, barriers, shelters, electrical infrastructure and related, and any adjustments to this
scope of work;

“Package II” means all physical security enhancements to the interior and exterior of the
main residence including alterations to the

mechanical and electrical systems, architectural
finishes and any adjustments to this scope of work;

“PMPD” means the RCMP Prime Minister Protection Detail;

“Project” means work and services delivered under this arrangement; and

"Site" means the Harrington Lake main residence and all surrounding grounds and
buildings associated with the Official Residence at Harrington Lake.

2. PURPOSE:

This MOU establishes the intentions of the Participants and provides a framework
for the relationship between the RCMP and the NCC with respect to the division of
responsibilities for project delivery, future maintenance, provision of services, and
transfer of funds between the RCMP to the NCC in support of the Harrington Lake
Infrastructure Improvements 2017-2020 project (the “Project”).

2.1.

3. OBLIGATIONS OF THE RCMP:

The RCMP is responsible for:

3.1. Acting as the Technical Design Authority and Project Lead for all security
elements outlined with the various requirements documents pursuant to Packages I and
II of the Project, including:

3.1.1. Establishing Functional and Technical Programs of Work, Definition of Security
Project Requirements, Design Concept based on Concept of Operations,
Specification/Integration of all Technical Security Systems, Factory Acceptance
Authority on any Security Equipment if applicable, Protection Level Certification
Authority on any Security Design Elements if applicable, Commissioning of, or
Commissioning Acceptance Authority for any PTSB or NCC installed Security
Equipment or Elements.

3.1.2. Acting as the Technical Design Authority responsible to provide guidance to the
NCC project management team throughout the project cycle including Initiation,
Planning, Design Development, Implementation, Commissioning and Close out.

3.1.3. Coordinating Project financial matters at the RCMP with respect to this project
including budgeting, securing adequate finances, and transferring funds to the NCC per
the terms of this arrangement. See Assets Management.

PROTECTED B Page 2 of 9
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3.1.4. Leading internal, stakeholder (PMPD, NCC), and external communications
strategy and messaging with RCMP, NCC Communications sections, and developing
messaging with respect to the security measures being implemented.

Providing Procurement Services related to delivery and installation of specialized
security equipment, wiring, specialized structures, or structural components during the
Project, including necessary consultants, except where indicated otherwise below.

3.2.

3.3. Engaging and supervising security consultants as required for the successful
delivery of the Project.

3.4. Providing correspondence to the NCC that will ensure appropriate authorization is
in place to facilitate the secure and timely delivery of contracts by NCC Procurement.

3.5. Project costs associated with:

3.5.1. The engagement of architectural, engineering, landscape and security
consultants and necessary specialists i.e. geotechnical, materials testing, archaeology
hazardous material, etc. related to security infrastructure works,

3.5.2. The purchase and the installation of security infrastructure components, and the
restoration of the site including landscaping for Package I,

3.5.3. Site preparation and installation of security improvements to the building and
refinishing or replacing building surfaces, finishes and components, while respecting
heritage value, to similar or higher standard fit for occupancy for Package II,

3.5.4. Project Management, Design, Construction Management, and Procurement
Services, including other NCC Services for security related upgrades and related work
for Package I and Package II,

3.5.5. Geomatics, surveyiny, drafting and technical services, and plan/drawing
production/reproduction services in support of Package I and Package II that are beyond
those considered contributed by the NCC as described below.

3.5.6. The production of as-built drawings and site plans for security related works.

3.5.7. Permitting and other administrative charges essential to the implementation of the
work.

3.5.8. Security escorts / commissionaires required during the implementation of the
Project.

3.6. Future costs associated with:

3.6.1. Maintenance, upkeep, and repair of all security improvements to the site
emplaced under this Project - these shall be the sole responsibility of the RCMP and in
accordance with existing MOU, procedures and rates currently in use between the two
parties. At the request of either party for repair and maintenance work, the NCC will

PROTECTED B Page 3 of 9
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present time and material estimates to the RCMP for approval and the RCMP will
reimburse the NCC when work has been completed.

3.6.2. Removal of any and all security improvements to the building and site emplaced
under this Project and restoring the building and site to pre-Project conditions or better
should the NCC decide that the security improvements are no longer needed or desired.

4. OBLIGATIONS OF THE NCC:

Acting as a knowledgeable custodian, the NCC is responsible for:

Acting as Project Manager for Packages I and II of the Project, including:4.1.

4.1.1. Planning and definition, design, scheduling, budgeting, implementation,
commissioning, and close-out of Packages I and II of the Project, and communicating
the progress of these activities for approval and/or information to designated RCMP and
NCC representatives,

4.1.2. Coordinating Project financial matters at the NCC with respect to identifying
services for which there shall be reimbursement, initiating invoicing, providing project
financial information for RCMP and NCC financial management sections, and

4.1.3. Facilitating internal, stakeholder (PMPD, NCC), and external communications
strategy and messaging between RCMP and NCC Communications sections, and
developing messaging with respect to the non-security related improvements and
modifications to the grounds and residence.

Acting as Design Authority and assuming the costs for design of non-security
related works initiated by the NCC (including, but not limited to, structural, architectural
civil, electrical, building mechanical and landscape) delivered under the Project.

4.2.

Liaising with Advisory Groups and coordinating applications for design,
environmental, and land use approvals. Note: The NCC cannot guarantee security
related proposals will be granted approvals.

4.3.

Providing Procurement Services for supply and installation of security fencing,
vehicle and person gates, barriers, access control huts, structural building
improvements, security related building alterations, security equipment, and work related
to the restoration of the building and site remediation to at least pre-construction
standards and conditions, including necessary consultants.

4.4.

Providing Procurement Services for all other works during the Project, including
necessary consultants, with the exception of delivery and installation of some
specialized security equipment, wiring, structures, or related components.

4.5.

4.6. Providing Project Management, Construction Management, and Procurement
Services during Packages I and II.

PROTECTED B Page 4 of 9
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Providing Geomatics, Surveying, Drafting and Technical Services as it pertains to
providing adequate site information for contract documents, assistance in siting works
during construction, and for the proper recording of works for NCC property records
purposes.

4.7.

4.8. Project costs associated with:

4.8.1. the contracting of consultants related to NCC initiated infrastructure works

4.8.2. The purchase and installation of NCC initiated non-security related site and
building improvements carried out before, during, or following the installation of security
infrastructure for Packages I and II;

4.8.3. Project Management, Construction Management, and Procurement Services for
NCC initiated non-security related upgrades and related work for Packages I and II.

4.8.4. The procurement of as-found drawings for NCC initiated non-security related
works.

4.9. As part of Construction Management services, effectively communicating the
planned and current working schedules for the current Phase of the Project to the
Project Lead.

4.10. As part of Construction Management Services, communicating risks related to the
schedule and/or budget to RCMP and NCC representatives.

Information Management5.
The information disclosed under this arrangement will be administered,

maintained, and disposed of in accordance with the law that applies to record retention
and personal information and all applicable policies and guidelines. This includes the
Privacy Act, the Library and Archives of Canada Act and the Policy on Government
Security.

5.1.

5.2. Each Participant will:

5.2.1 Promptly notify the other of any unauthorized use or disclosure of the information
exchanged under this MOU and will furnish the other Participant with details of such
unauthorized use or disclosure. In the event of such an occurrence the Participant
responsible for the safeguarding of the information will take all reasonably necessary
steps to prevent a re-occurrence;

5.2.2 Immediately notify the other if either receives a request under the Privacy Act, the
Access to Information Act or other lawful authority, for information provided under this
MOU. If requested, the Participant will endeavor to protect the information from
disclosure to the extent permitted by law;

5.2.3 Return any information that should not have been provided to it by the other
Participant;
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5.2 Each participant will ensure that the information, if exchanged electronically, uses a
technology approved to electronically transmit (process or store) information
commensurate with its sensitivity.

6. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:

The RCMP will reimburse the NCC for all project costs within the scope of this
MOU, including contracted services, an administration fee of 15% of contracted
services, and project management services provided by the NCC under the terms of this
MOU calculated at:

6.1.

• 18% of contracted services when security work is performed independently
of NCC architectural work or

• 17% of contracted services when security work is performed concurrently
with NCC architectural work

As of the date of this agreement, the RCMP’s financial obligation under this MOU is
estimated to be as presented in Table A in Annex A, before applicable taxes.

6.2. Tender award for any contract under this Project will proceed only with RCMP
approval.

6.3. The RCMP will reimburse the NCC for expenses on a quarterly basis, or other
agreed timing, for each Fiscal Year in which the services were provided and upon
receipt of an invoice from the NCC enumerating the expenses.

6.4. Payment by the RCMP shall be made to the NCC within 30 days of issued
invoice.

6.5. Amounts owing to the NCC under this Arrangement are to be paid by cheque or
money order payable to the 'National Capital Commission';

6.6. All payments must be sent to the NCC at:

National Capital Commission
202-40 Elgin Street, Ottawa, ON K1P 1C7

Attention: Accounts Receivable

or personally delivered to the NCC's Security Services on the 2nd floor at 40 Elgin Street;

6.7. The Arrangement number on page one (1) of this MOU must be clearly indicated
on the front of all cheques and money orders.
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7. TERM:

This Arrangement will commence upon execution by the Participants and will expire on
March 31, 2021.

8. DEPARTMENTAL REPRESENTATIVES:

The following officials are designated as the departmental representatives for purposes
of this Arrangement and any notices required under this Arrangement will be delivered
as follows:

For the RCMP:
Project Leader:
Anna Chow, NHQ Asset Management
Tel: 613-843-5881 Cell:
Anna.Chow@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Senior Technical Authority:
Roch Seguin,
Director, Protective Technical Services Branch
Tel: 613-993-9020 Cell:
Roch.Seguin@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Technical Authority
Sharon Palmer, Project Security Lead
Tel: 613-993-8977 Cell:
Sharon.Palmer@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

For the NCC:
Executive Director, Official Residences
Catherine Ella
Tel: 613-239-5678 x5700
Catherine.ella@ncc-ccn.ca
For the NCC:
Project Delivery Manager:
Stephen Robertson
Tel: 613-239-5678 x5627 Cell 613-240-1397

For the NCC:
Alternative Project Delivery Manager:
Larry Yarema
Tel: 613-239-5678x5063 Cell 613-716-3205
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9. LIABILITY:

Each of the Participants will be responsible for any damages caused by the conduct of
its employees or agents in carrying out the terms of this Arrangement.

10. DISPUTE RESOLUTION:

In the event of a dispute arising from the interpretation or operation of this Arrangement
which the Departmental Representatives are either unable or unauthorized to resolve,
the matter in dispute will be referred to the authorized signatories of this MOU who will
use their best efforts to resolve the matter amicably.

11. MONITORING:

Upon termination of this Arrangement, the participants will meet to evaluate and review
the effectiveness of this Arrangement.

12. ACCESS TO INFORMATION:

The Participants acknowledge that each are subject to the Access to Information Act
and may, as a result of a request made under the Act, be required to release this MOU
or any other documents related to this MOU.

13. TERMINATION:

This Arrangement may be terminated by either of the Participants upon thirty (30) days
written notice. Termination does not release either of the Participants from any
obligations which accrued while the Arrangement was in force.

14. AMENDMENT TO THE ARRANGEMENT:

This Arrangement may only be amended by the written consent of the Participants.

Signed by the authorized officers of the Participants:

For the ROMP:

Date:
Sheila Jamieson
Director General, Real Property Management Branch, ROMP

For the NCC:

Date:
Dr. Mark Kristmanson
Chief Executive Officer, National Capital Commission
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Annex A

Country House Security Infrastructure improvement 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 Total 3 Years

Project/Site Management & Internal Services (18% of contracted services}1 $ 48,320 $ 48s320
Project/Site Management & Internal Services (18% of contract contingency)1 $ $ 8,5308,530
Project/Site Managements internal Services (17% of contracted services)2 $ 65,680 $ 14,230 $ 79,910
Project/Site Management 8 internal Services (17% of contract contingency)2 $ $ 14,100$ 11590 2,510

$ 57,960 $ 110,780Administration Fees (15% of contracted services) $ 40,260 $ 12,560
$ S 10,220 $ $Administration Fees <15% of contract contingency) 7,100 2,220 1.9,540

Sub-Total - Staff Services and Fees $ 104,210 $ 145,450 $ 31,520 $ 281,180
Contracted Services $ 268,420 386,370 83,710 738,500
Contracted Services Contingency (15%) $ 47,370 $ 68, 180 $ 14,770 130,320

$ 454,550 $ 98,480 $ 868,820$ 315,790Sub-total - Contracted Services & Contingency

$ 600,000 $ 130,000 $ 1,150,000Total Reimbursement to NCC $ 420,000

118% when security work is performed independently of NCC architectural work
2 17% when security work is performed concurrently with NCC architectural work
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Harrington Lake Security Improvement

Submission number: 2017-005-e Protected B

3G-Oct-17Submission Date:

Cummuiative
mhm|=ifes“SS!i

31March 201•:

Design Contract
Construction Contract
Construction Contingency
gypsceilanoous
Other Contingencies (Heritage,Environmental, DSS etc.,)
Future Year inflation

o%

269 386 84 739 85%

6847 15 130 15%

0%

0%

316 99454 869 10051
Funding From Partner (RCMP)
NCC Funding Required 316 454 99 86S
NCC Funding Previously Approved

8 W/A316 454I 99 869
-.'ill.'.1.'

ZNCC Funding required for futures years
Reserved funding as per 2017-2018 Corporate Plan
Funding Required

316 99454 8!

W////////A -316 454 8

*88
Project/Site Mngt & Int.Services (18% of contracted services)1

Project/Site Mngt & Int.Services (18% of contract contingency)1

Project/Site Mngt & Int. Services (17% of contracted services)2

Project/Site Mngt & Int. Services (17% of contract contingency)2

Administration Fees (15% of contracted services)
Administration Fees (15% of contract contingency)
Total Staff Services and Fees
Contribution and Recovery From RCMP

48 48 m

9 9
66 14 80
11 3 14

40 58 13 111
27 10 19

104 32145 281
(131)(420) (599) (1,150)

(869) %%(99)Impact on total operating costs (savings/incremental revenues) (454):(316)
-

1 18% for security work performed independently of architectural work
17% for security work performed concurrenly with architectural work2

Form of Payment
Payment Dates

Pari.
TransferPartnership Details (Organization and Contact Name) NotesAmount

Net Annual
Amount Notes

Other Savings/Costs:

Incremental Net Cash Flows:

Reviewed andWpproved by CFi
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No. 2017-P80NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION DE LA CAPITALE NATIONALE Board of DirectorsTo

For DECISION Date 2017-11-23
Subject/Title

• Project Budget Increase Approval - Chauffeur’s Garage Rehabilitation and Extension
Project, for use as the RCMP Detachment on the Rideau Hall site

Summary

• The scope of work of the project has increased by $110k through Client (RCMP) and
Official Residences (OR) Branch portfolio management additional requests.

• This submission is to seek NCC Board of Directors approval of an increase in project
budget from $6,570k to $6,680k.

• With the exception of $30k, the rehabilitation and construction of the new extension is
being funded by the RCMP through MOUs I, II, III (rev1).

• Approval of the $110k increase to the project budget will permit the NCC to complete
the project within the same construction contingency as originally approved.

Risk Summary

• Not proceeding with the proposed changes will negatively impact the RCMP security
requirements and will not address some operational requirements of the Official
Residences Branch.

Recommendation

• That the NCC Board of Directors approve an increase to the project budget and value
of MOUs I, II and III (rev1) from $6,570k to $6,680k.

Submitted by:

Daniel Champagne, Executive Director, Capital Planning Branch
Name

Signature
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1. Strategic Priorities

• Link with NCC priorities and Government of Canada priorities.

2. Authority

• NCC By-Laws 3.2.5 and 3.2.6

3. Context

• The project and funding is the subject of MOUs I, II, III (rev1) between the NCC and the
RCMP.

• The NCC Board of Directors has approved the project MOUs I, II, III (rev1).

• The latest approval in November 2016 was for the award of the contract to Ed Brunet
and Associates (EBA) in the amount of $3,994,000 + taxes and for an increase of value
of MOU III to $4,805k (project value $6,570k).

• The ‘values’ of the requested increase in project scope have been approved by the
RCMP ($70k) + 15% administration fee and Official Residences ($30k) through signed
‘Client Review’ documents.

• As of November 3, 2017, the project is 95% complete; CO #9 has been submitted for
approval of the Revised Contract Amount to $4,306,989 (original contract amount +
10.5%).

4. Options Analysis

• Proceeding with the proposed scope changes will mitigate the negative impacts on the
RCMP security program and will take advantage of the ongoing construction activities
to install an underground sanitary pipe to meet operational site requirements identified
by the Official Residences Branch.

5. Financial Details

• The RCMP will reimburse the NCC for all hard and soft cost disbursements related to
the implementation of the project, including the applicable 15% administration fee
(excluding applicable taxes).

• The Official Residences portfolio of the NCC will be responsible for $30k of the $110k
project value increase for upgrades to the site infrastructure.

Submission: 2017-P80 Page 2 of 4
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Financial Summary

Thousands
Funding requested: $0
Source of funding

Total estimated project cost $5,620
$5,620Funding from partner(s):
$0NCC funding previously approved:

$0Reserved funding as per 2016-2017 Corporate Plan

$517Impact on future NCC operating costs: Net savings (costs)

N/AInternal Rate of Return (IKR)
N/AProject payback (in years)

Details are provided in Appendix A — Financial Details

6. Opportunities and Expected Results
Implementing the proposed scope changes as part of the construction phase will fulfill the
RCMP security program requirements and take advantage of the ongoing site work to
install a new sanitary pipe to avoid removing asphalt later on at higher costs.

7. Risks and Mitigation Measures
Risk Likelihood Impact Planned Response

Not proceeding with the
proposed changes will
negatively impact the
RCMP security
requirements and will
not address some
operational
requirements of the
Official Residences
Branch.

Low-Medium Major Demonstrate that by
implementing the proposed
changes under the scope of
this project represents best
value for money.

• This submission does not include potential claim by the Contractor following the
completion of the project.

8. Consultations and Communications

• RCMP: Client through weekly site meetings, regular project management
communication.

• Official Residences: Project Leader and Portfolio management through weekly site
meetings and regular project management communication.
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9. Next Steps

• If approved, the completion and close-out for occupancy readiness can be implemented
for January 2018.

10. List of Appendices

• Appendix A - Financial Details

11. Authors of the Submission
Daniel Champagne, Executive Director, Capital Planning Branch (CP)
Pierre Vaillancourt, Director, Design & Construction, CP
Frederic Carrier, Chief, Architecture section, Design & Construction, CP
Mona Lamontagne, Project Manager, Architecture, Design & Construction, CP
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Rideau Hall Chauffeur's Garage Rehabilitation Submission Date: 23-Nov-17

illIMHi M en A
1,703MOU Phase 8c ill 435 3,482 5,520

Miscellaneous
Other Contingencies (Heritage,Environmental, DSS etc..)
Future Year Inflation / Market Princing Premium
festal estimated project cost
Funding from partner(s)
NCC Funding Required
NCC funding previously approved

3,482
3,482

435 1,703
1,703

5,620
5,620435

-4

M&i ISSl@©

Reserved funding as per 2016-2017 Corporate Plan
Expenditures
Fun'dingvRequired I-

- A__E - _ '

. .

; A ' 5 1“ism;V /. ; tit WMF* *m - - 1
NCC Salaries
Upgrades to Site Infrastructure (NCC Cost)
Lost revenues during construction
Sub-contractors
Savings (Other - detail below)
Project Management Cost recovery (capped at $188K)

Incremental revenues - MOU Phase III & III (15% of disbursements)

181 192 110 483
30

(134) (54) (IBS)
(842)(65) (255) (522)

Impact on total operating costs {savings/incremental revenues)
MEETOTAL COSTS / CASH FLOWS

(412)(87)(18) (517)
12 ) (517)44

Part. Form of Payment
Transfer Payment DatesPartnership Details (Organization and Contact Name) Amount Notes

MOU Phase III total estimated cost to RCMP
Total estimated project costs (MOU I,II & III)

5,591
6,680

invoice

invoice

Net Annual
Amount Notes

Other Savings:

Incremental Net Cash Flows:

ay
Reviewed and approved Date
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PROCESS FOR P«<^ft»ACEMENT ( PPM )
STATEMENT OF RF.yuiuuExrs (SOR)

22 February 2018

1.0 Initiative Information

Harrington Lake Caretaker House - Security Infrastructure
Benoit J. Seguin, Chief - Property Management, OR Branch

Project Name:
NCC Project Leader:
RCMP Project Leader: Sharon Palmer, Project Leader Protective Operations, RCMP
Project Manager: Steve Robertson, Project Delivery Manager, SPR, OR Branch

DC1516-3Project File No.:
Project No.: TBD

Need, Problem or Opportunity

The NCC is planning to rehabilitate and relocate the existing Caretaker’s Cottage for use
as a Guest Cottage for visitors to Harrington Lake. The current Caretakers Cottage has
been decommissioned and has been closed for several years. In order to meet the security
requirements and improve operations for the new vocation, the RCMP must implement
upgrades to the building.

New and modified components and equipment will require appropriate review and
approval to ensure proper integration within the building and its surroundings.

The opportunity exists during the construction period in 2018/19 to implement this work.
The security upgrade exercise will be entirely funded by the RCMP while the NCC will
provide project management services on a cost recovery basis.

2.0

An MOU between the RCMP and the NCC is required to define the terms of a cost
recovery service agreement including roles and responsibilities and payment schedules
prior to commencing any work.

Goal3.0

To manage project(s) on behalf of the RCMP to ensure that the proposed work is well
integrated within the building and the site and that the project’s impacts are kept to a
minimum.

Objectives4.0

To deliver in a timely and cost effective manner a security upgrade project on behalf of
the RCMP.
Client / User5.0

The principal user/client is the RCMP

Background6.0

A-2020-00048-00133
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As part of the RCMP’s ongoing review of security protection operations at Harrington Lake a
number of security enhancements have been identified to improve security for the Guest
House.

Requirements / Scope of Work7.0

The NCC will collaborate with the RCMP:a.

To develop the concept and plans for the proposed improvements;l.

To provide all project management activities related to planning and
delivering the work package(s). Such activities shall include the
development of the designs, cost estimates, contract documents, tender
packages, construction supervision, commissioning, etc...

To communicate the requirements of this SOR to the author of the joint
project MOU between the RCMP and the NCC that deals with upcoming
improvements for this project. The MOU will delineate the division of
responsibilities for project delivery, future maintenance of works,
provision of services, and transfer of funds between the RCMP to the
NCC in support of the Project.

n.

in.

To develop a communication strategyIV.

b. The NCC will also:

Act to ensure complete and accurate reimbursement of the NCC for
services provided to the RCMP related to this project;

l.

Initiate and manage other activities related to the project, including but not
limited to, land use approval, environmental studies and approvals,
archeological investigation, geotechnical studies, etc...;

u.

Ensure new work is captured with NCC property records;in.

Design Manage and Project Manage non-security related improvements
that the NCC wishes to undertake concurrently.

IV.

8.0 Life cycle Considerations

All works shall be designed to provide for a minimum life cycle of 10 years, unless
security components or equipment preclude this. The project shall also identify
maintenance requirements and provide for consumables and critical spare parts, if
applicable.

2/6PPM SOR, Rev 3 April 2015
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9.0 Issues

Deliver concurrently with other NCC planned work to maximize cost saving to
the RCMP;

a.

b. Minimize disruptions to residents;

Coordination of access to the building to permit the work.c.

d. Consultation and approvals within a reasonable timeline for

• FLUDA approval
« CEAA determination (via internal review) including environmental/habitat

study if required by NCC Environment or other regulations.
• Initiating timely delivery and installation of specialty products.

10.0 Order-of-Magnitude Cost Estimate and Cash-Flow Forecast

The RCMP is bearing full costs of all work including design, project management, and
implementation. An order of magnitude cost estimate will be developed by the NCC and
the RCMP.

Estimated costs for services provided to the RCMP by the NCC will be identified in the
joint project MOU. Reimbursement will be based on the terms of the joint project MOU.

The NCC shall be responsible for all costs associated with non-security work
implemented for the building.

11.0 Management Strategy for the Initiative

The NCC will act as Project Manager and Design Manager for all aspects of the project.
The RCMP will act as Technical Authority for security related aspects of the project.
The NCC PM will promote open lines of communication between the two agencies and
ensure RCMP Technical Authority (TA) and Project Leaders (PL) are kept informed of
project risks, progress, and developments in a timely manner. The NCC PM will report
to the NCC Project Leader at Official Residences on stakeholder related matters.

12.0 Funding Strategy

All NCC project management services will be provided by the NCC to the RCMP on a
cost recovery basis. Conditions for reimbursement of services will be outlined in the
joint project MOU between the NCC and RCMP.

There is no anticipated cost to the NCC.

Further to Article 10 above, approval and funding of any NCC initiated work packages
will need to be approved and secured by Official Residences Branch prior to the work
being included within this project.

3/6PPM SOR, Rev 3 April 2015
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13.0 Functional and Quality Levels

As per industry best practices, and to meet RCMP security requirements.

14.0 Resources Required (human, material, technological, etc.)

Project Leader: Benoit J. Seguin, Chief - Property Management, OR
Project Manager: Steve Robertson, Project Del. Mgr. (Arch.), SPO OR
Backup Project Manager: Larry Yarema, Project Del. Mgr. (Eng.), SPO OR
Construction Manager: TBC, Construction Engineer, D&C, CP
Site Supervisor: Paul Gendron, D&C, CP
Design Manager (Arch): Stephen Robertson, PDM (Arch), SPO OR
Design Manager (Landscape Arch): Valerie Rouette, D&C, CP
FLUDA Determination: TBC, Plans, CP
CEAA Determination: TBC, Environmental, CP
Special Project Advisor: Mark Burleton, Grounds Manager, OR, CS
RCMP Project Leader: Sharon Palmer
RCMP Technical Authority: Roch Seguin (or designate)

15.0 Major Milestones

Milestone:
Initiation Approval :
Planning Approval :
Development Approval :
Implementation :
Interim Acceptance :

Target Dates:
March 2018

May 2018
June 2018

October 2018
June 2019

16.0 Key Stakeholders

RCMP-PMPD, NHQ Assets Managementa.

b. NCC OR

17.0 Impact of Maintaining the Status Quo

There is no alternative to physical security measures being proposed.a.

18.0 Approval Authority for Each End-of-Phase

Project Leader, in consultation with RCMP.a.

4/6PPM SOR, Rev 3 April 2015
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19.0 Approval of Statement of Requirements (SOR)

Prepared by:

Benoit J. Seguin,
Chief - Property Management, OR Branch

February 22, 2018

AppravaTin Principle by:

2^
DateA] rcotte, Director - Official Residences

Approval by:

U /Mp /Pot t .
Catherine Ella, Executive Director, Official Residences Date

Attached: Appendix 1 - Site plan

5/6PPM SOR, Rev 3 April 2015
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APPENDIX 1
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Rideau Hall: Chauffeur's Garage

Project Numbers 0000126 01

Last Update 28-Feb-18

Construction Finish 17-Jan-18

% Complete 99%

On Time

Release of Design Funding A Last Update
(Release of Design Funding A Planned Finish) x % Complete

20-Nov-14
20-Nov-14

17-Jan-18
31-Aug-17

1154 Days
Days1005

On Budget

Baseline
(Project Brief)

4,936,000

Commitments
to Date

% of RemainingProject Authority Actuals to Date Total to Date Pending Forecast Total Remaining

5,340,519 5,340,519 5%5,650,000 5,072,019 268,500 309,481

Actuals to Date / Baseline x Progress Actuals to Date 5,072,019 Baseline x Progress 104%4,886,640

On Scope

Baseline + Change in Scope / Baseline Change in Scope Baseline 105% On Scope234,374 4,936,000

A-2020-00048-00139
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SubmissionProtected B

2018-003eNo.NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION DE LA CAPITALE NATIONALE\ »***' Executive CommitteeTo

For DECISION Date 2018-03-20
Subject/Title
MOU Amendment Approval - Rideau Cottage Improvements 2016-2018
Summary
This submission seeks Executive Committee approval to:

• Amend NCC Agreement 18125 dated 4 August 2016, Memorandum of
Understanding with the RCMP previously approved by Executive Committee 25
July 2016.

Risk Summary
• The RCMP received funding from Budget 2016 for the work and as per the MOU is

responsible for all costs of this project. Should the work exceed the estimate or if
changes are needed in response to evolving threat and risk then it will be
incumbent upon the RCMP to identify additional funding if they wish to implement
all elements of the work.

• NCC costs related to delivery of this work are recoverable from the RCMP.

Recommendation
That the Executive Committee:

• Approve the extension of the project work to March 31st 2019 from March 31st 2018
• Approve the amendment to the MOU (Agreement 18125) between the RCMP and

NCC pertaining to security improvements for Harrington Lake for an estimated total
cost of $3.294M.

• Delegate authority to the Chief Executive Office to sign the MOU Amendment on
behalf of the NCC

Submitted by:
Catherine Ella

Signature

Submission: 2018-003e Page 1 of/de 4
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SubmissionProtected B

1. Strategic Priorities
NCC Mandate
• NCC Mandate: “managing, conserving and protecting NCC assets”; “maintaining

heritage sites in Canada’s Capital Region, such as the official residences and
commemorative sites”.

• NCC Priority 4: “create lasting legacies to serve as sources of pride for Canadians
including the official residences of Canada.

2. Authority

Decision of the Board of Directors Teleconference Meeting of March 29th, 2016, No. C-
201604, articles 2, 3 and 6:

• Article 2. pursuant to section 9(2) of the National Capital Act, the authority be delegated
to the Executive Committee of the Board to approve interim security measures at
Rideau Cottage and security upgrades at Harrington Lake;

• Article 3. pursuant to section 9(2) of the National Capital Act, the authority be delegated
to the Executive Committee of the Board to conduct a full review of the financial details
of the rehabilitation plans for 24 Sussex and the associated outbuildings, interim
security measures at Rideau Cottage and;

• Article 6. Cabinet’s and/or Treasury Board’s approval of the project and the
appropriation of funds for the project be deemed as the Board’s consent for a project
over $500,000.

3. Context

• Arrangement 18125 NCC-RCMP MOU for Rideau Cottage dated 4 August 2016 found
at Appendix A was approved by the Executive Committee on 25 July 2016 for security
improvements at Rideau Cottage.

• The submission for this approval to the Executive Committee and Minutes are found at
Appendix B and C respectively.

• Through mutual consent between the RCMP and the NCC additional work has been
undertaken necessitating the amendment of the MOU, specifically its financial table
Annex A and the forecast completion date, as proposed at Appendix D.

• This amendment has been staffed through NCC Legal and Financial staff per the
Agreement Routing Form found at Appendix E.

4. Options Analysis

• In response to a security threat and risk assessment the RCMP completed extensive
preliminary options analysis leading to the original work. Ongoing analyses of the
effects achieved due to the work to date have led to modifications to the original scope.
Additional work is yet to be designed however the project will proceed on the basis of
funds available to the RCMP.

Submission: 2018-003e Page 2 of/de 4
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5. Financial Details
Per MQtt Amendment proposed January 2018

Rideau Cottage Security Infrastructure improvement 2018-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 Total 3 Years

Staff Services (Time Management) (Notei> 107,820 53,249 181,069
Staff Services defrayed by NCC aJtetment

Administration Fees {15% of contracted services)
: Administration fees defrayed by NCC allotment

122,842 247,943 31,254 402,039

Sub-Total - Staff Services and Fees 230,882 301,192 31,254 583,108
Contracted Services 818,945 1,852,957 208,358 2,680,259

Contracted Services cosf defrayed by NCC allotment
Contracted Services Contingency 50,000 50,000
Sub-total- Contracted Services & Contingency
Total Reimbursement to NCC

818,945 1,652,957 258,358 2,730,259
$ 1,049*607 $ 1,954*149 $ 3,293,367289,612

difference: 595,223 (289,612)(1,026,150) (720,538)

Table A - Reimbursable Costs

Rideau Cottage Security Infrastructure improvement 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total 2 Years

.Staff Services (Time Management) 107,820 53,249 161,069
Administration Fees (15% of contacted services andcontingency) 200,480 114,098 314,577

Sub-Total - Staff Services and Fees 308,299 187,347 475*848

Contracted Services (CS) 1,162.200 661,437 1,823,837
273,546Contracted Services Contingency (15% CS and Admin) 174,330 99,216

Sub-total - Contracted Services £ Contingency 1,336,530 760,653 2,097,183
1,644,829 927,999Total Reimbursement to NCC 2,572,829

Source of Funds: Multi-year TB allocations to RCMP

6. Opportunities and Expected Results

• Adjusting the scope of this project takes advantage of opportunities to address the
RCMP’s iterative threat and risk assessment.

7. Risks and Mitigation Measures
• The amendment of the financial part of the current MOU reflects the planned response

to risk within the project.
Risk Likelihood Impact Planned Response

Change in scope High Moderate The RCMP shall provide written direction for changes. If
change exceeds project budget the RCMP shall be
required to provide additional funding.

Initial estimate for work
inadequate

Medium-

High
Moderate If proposed work exceeds budget the RCMP shall adjust

scope or shall be required to provide additional funding.

NCC and/or RCMP Medium- Minor Adjust start and/or completion dates for work and

Submission: 2018-003e Page 3 of/de 4
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processes or other factors
delay project implementation

High implement as processes/approvals/funding permits.

8. Consultations and Communications
• No change to communications strategies developed at the initiation of the project.

Queries are directed to the NCC and RCMP Communications departments by their
respective staff.

9. Next Steps

• Winter/Spring 2017/18: Complete work and commission Phase I exterior perimeter
work, complete and commission Phase II interior work.

• Spring/Summer 2018/19: Develop and implement Phase III including minor work on the
building envelope and landscape enhancements.

10. List of Appendices
Appendix A - NCC Arrangement 18125 - MOU NCC-RCMP signed 4 August 2016 for
Rideau Cottage Improvements 2016-2018
Appendix B - 2016-P135e Rideau Cottage Improvements 2016-2018 Submission
Appendix C - EC 2016-07-25 in camera approved minutes
Appendix D - Amendment to NCC_RCMP Arrangement 18125 26 Feb 2018
Appendix E - NCC Agreement Routing Form
Appendix F - Financial Information

11. Authors of the Submission
• Catherine Ella, Executive Director,Official Residences Branch

• Larry Yarema, A/Project Delivery Manager,Official Residences Branch

• Benoit Seguin, Chief Property Management,Official Residences Branch

Submission: 2018-003e Page 4 of/de 4
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Arrangement i%' > L >
Dated _i_ August 2016

Memorandum of Understanding
THIS ARRANGEMENT, made in duplicate as of the th day of August 2016

BETWEEN

THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS "RCMP")

AND

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS "NCC")

BACKGROUND

The RCMP and the NCC agree to collaborate on improving security infrastructure at
Rideau Cottage and the surrounding property between April 2016 and March 2018. The
proposed work will be delivered in three phases, Phase I which includes installation of
fencing, access control gates, and shelters and Phase II which includes physical
security improvements to the exterior and interior of the building. Phase III, the removal
of security infrastructure and reinstatement of the building and grounds is anticipated in
2021-22.

The RCMP has agreed to reimburse the NCC for Services provided during this project
including Project Management, Construction Management, Geomatics, and
Procurement as well as for other fees according to the terms of this Arrangement as
outlined below.

At the end of the Prime Minister’s occupancy of the residence the NCC will determine
future use of the residence and decide on the future need for the enhanced physical
security measured installed under this project. If it is decided that these improvements
no longer suit the future use of the residence then the RCMP assumes full responsibility
for the removal of these improvement, restoring the site and building to pre-Project
conditions or better, and for all associated costs, within a year of that decision.
NOW THEREFORE THE PARTICIPANTS INTEND AS FOLLOWS:

1. DEFINITIONS:

In this Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) the following terms, in singular or plural
form according to the context, are defined as follows:

"Arrangement' means this Memorandum of Understanding;

"Participants" means both RCMP and NCC;

"MOU1 means Memorandum of Understanding;

PROTECTED B Page 1 of 7
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Arrangement
Dated August 2016

“OSGG" means the Office of the Secretary to the Governor General;

“Phase I” means all exterior security enhancements including fencing, gates and guard
huts and any adjustments to this scope of work;

“Phase II” means all interior security enhancements including alterations to the
and adjustments to this scope of work;

“PMPD” means the RCMP Prime Minister Protection Detail;

“Project" means work and services delivered under this arrangement; and

"Site" means the Rideau Cottage building and surrounding grounds at Rideau Hall
complex, Ottawa.
2. PURPOSE:

2.1. This MOU establishes the intentions of the Participants and provides a framework
for the relationship between the RCMP and the NCC with respect to the division of
responsibilities for project delivery, future maintenance and removal of works, provision
of services, and transfer of funds between the RCMP to the NCC in support of the
Rideau Cottage Infrastructure Improvements 2016-2018 project (the “Project”).

3. OBLIGATIONS OF THE RCMP:

The RCMP is responsible for:

3.1. Acting as Project Leader for Phases I and II of the Project, including:

3.1.1. planning and definition, design, scheduling, budgeting, implementation,
commissioning, and close-out of all Phases of the Project, and communicating the
progress of these activities for approval and/or information to designated RCMP and
NCC representatives,

3.1.2. Providing to NCC Procurement Services guidance, technical advice and support
related to delivery of security related works, including necessary consultants,

3.1.3. coordinating Project financial matters at the RCMP with respect to this project
including budgeting, securing adequate finances, and transferring funds to the NCC per
the terms of this arrangement, and

3.1.4. leading internal, stakeholder (OSGG, PMPD, NCC), and external communications
strategy and messaging among with RCMP, NCC and OSGG Communications sections,
and developing messaging with respect to the security measures being implemented.

3.2. Acting as Design Authority for security related works delivered under the Project.
3.3. Providing Procurement Services related to delivery and installation of specialized
security equipment, wiring, specialized structures, or structural components during the
Project, including necessary consultants, except where indicated otherwise below.

Page 2 of 7PROTECTEDB
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Dated August 2016

3.4. Engaging and supervising security consultants as required for the successful
delivery of the Project.
3.5. Providing correspondence to the NCC that will ensure appropriate authorization is
in place to facilitate the secure and timely delivery of contracts by NCC Procurement.
3.6. Removal of all security improvements to the site emplaced under this Project and
restoring the site and building to pre-Project conditions or better should the NCC decide
that the security improvements are no longer needed or desired.
3.7. Project costs associated with:

3.7.1. the engagement of engineering, architectural, landscape and security consultants
and necessary specialists i.e. geotechnical, materials testing, etc. related to security
infrastructure works,

3.7.2. the purchase and the installation of security infrastructure components, and the
restoration of the site including landscaping during Phase I,

3.7.3. site preparation and installation of security improvements to the building and
refinishing or replacing building surfaces and finishes to similar or higher standard fit for
occupancy during Phase II,

3.7.4. Project Management, Design, Construction Management, and Procurement
Services, including NCC Services for security related upgrades and related work during
Phase I and Phase II,

3.7.5. Geomatics, Surveying and Drafting Services, and plan/drawing
production/reproduction services in support of Phase I and Phase II that are beyond
those considered contributed by the NCC as described below, and,

3.7.6. the production of as-built drawings and site plans for security related works.

3.7.7. RCMP will recompense the NCC for costs the NCC incurs on behalf of the Project
regarding permitting and other administrative charges essential to the implementation of
the work.
3.8. Future costs associated with:

3.8.1. maintenance, upkeep, and repair of all security improvements to the site
emplaced under this Project shall be the sole responsibility of the RCMP. In accordance
with existing MOU, procedures and rates currently in use between the two parties, at the
request by either party for repair and maintenance work to be done, the NCC will
present a time and material estimates to the RCMP for approval and the RCMP will
reimburse the NCC when work has been completed.
3.8.2. removal of all security improvements to the site emplaced under this Project and
restoring the site and building to pre-Project conditions or better.

PROTECTED B Page 3 of 7
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4. OBLIGATIONS OF THE NCC:

Acting as a knowledgeable custodian, the NCC is responsible for:

4.1. Acting as Project Manager for Phase I and II of the Project, including:

4.1.1. planning and definition, design, scheduling, budgeting, implementation,
commissioning, and close-out of Phase I and II of the Project, and communicating the
progress of these activities for approval and/or information to designated RCMP and
NCC representatives,

4.1.2. coordinating Project financial matters at the NCC with respect to identifying
services for which there shall be reimbursement, initiating invoicing, providing project
financial information for RCMP and NCC financial management sections, and

4.1.3. facilitating internal, stakeholder (OSGG, PMPD, NCC), and external
communications strategy and messaging between RCMP, NCC and OSGG
Communications sections, and developing messaging with respect to the non-security
related improvements and modifications to the grounds and residence.

4.2. Acting as Design Authority and assuming the costs for design of non-security
related works initiated by the NCC (including, but not limited to, structural, architectural
civil, electrical, building mechanical and landscape) modifications delivered under the
Project.

Providing Construction Management services during implementation of Phase I
and II of the Project under the direction and guidance of the Project Manager.

4.4. Providing Procurement Services for supply and installation of security fencing,
vehicle and person gates, access control huts, structural building improvements, and
work related to the restoration of the building and site remediation to at least pre-
construction standards and conditions, including necessary consultants.
4.5. Providing Procurement Services for all other works during the Project, including
necessary consultants, with the exception of delivery and installation of specialized
security equipment, wiring, structures, or related components,

4.6. Providing Project Management, Construction Management, and Procurement
Services during Phase I and II.
4.7. Providing Geomatics, Surveying and Drafting Services as it pertains to providing
adequate site information for contract documents, assistance in siting works during
construction, and for the proper recording of works for NCC property records purposes.

4.8. Project costs associated with:

4.8.1. the contracting of consultants related to NCC initiated infrastructure works,

4.3.

PROTECTEDB Page 4 of 7
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4.8.2. the purchase and installation of NCC initiated non-security related site and
building improvements carried out before, during, or following the installation of security
infrastructure during Phase I and II;

4.8.3. Project Management, Construction Management, and Procurement Services for
NCC initiated non-security related upgrades and related work during Phase I and II.

4.8.4. the procurement of as-built drawings for NCC initiated non-security related works.

4.9. As part of Construction Management Services, effectively communicating the
planned and current working schedule for the current Phase of the Project to the Project
Manager.

4.10. As part of Construction Management Services, communicating risks related to the
schedule and/or budget to both to the RCMP and NCC representatives.

5. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:

5.1. The RCMP will reimburse the NCC for all project costs within the scope of this
MOD, including contracted services, an administration fee of 15% of contracted
services, and staff services provided by the NCC under the terms of this MOU. As of the
date of this agreement, the RCMP’s financial obligation under this MOU is estimated to
be as presented in Table A below, plus applicable taxes.

Table A - Reimbursable Costs

Total 2
Years2017-20182016-2017Rideau Cottage Security Infrastructure Improvement

$ 53,249 $ 161,069$ 107,820Staff Services,(Time Management)
314,577200,480 114,098Administration Fees (15% of contracted services and contingency)

167,347 475,646308,299Sub-Total - Staff Services and Fees

1,162,200 661,437 1,823,637Contracted Services
273,546Contracted Services Contingency (15%) 174,330 99,216

2,097,1831,336,530 760,653Sub-total - Contracted Services & Contingency

$ 2,572,829$ 1,644,829 $ 927,999Total Reimbursement to NCC

5.2. Tender award for any contract under this Project will proceed only with RCMP
approval.
5.3. The RCMP will reimburse the NCC for expenses on a quarterly basis for each
Fiscal Year in which the services were provided and upon receipt of an invoice from the
NCC enumerating the expenses.
5.4. Payment by the RCMP shall be made to the NCC within 30 days of issued
invoice.

Page 5 of 7PROTECTED B
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5.5. Amounts owing to the NCC under this Arrangement are to be paid by cheque or
money order payable to the 'National Capital Commission';

5.6. All payments must be sent to the NCC at:

National Capital Commission
202-40 Elgin Street, Ottawa, ON K1P 1C7

Attention: Accounts Receivable

or personally delivered to the NCC's Security Services on the 2nd floor at 40 Elgin Street;

5.7. The Arrangement number on page one (1) of this MOU must be clearly indicated
on the front of all cheques and money orders.
6. TERM:

This Arrangement will commence upon execution by the Participants and will expire on
March 31, 2021.

7. DEPARTMENTAL REPRESENTATIVES:

The following officials are designated as the departmental representatives for purposes
of this Arrangement and any notices required under this Arrangement will be delivered
as follows:

For the RCMP:
Project Leader:
Anna Chow, Project Lead Protective Operations
Tel: 613-843-5881 Ceil:
Anna.Chow@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Technical Authority;
Roch Seguin,
In-Charge National Electronic Security Section, Protective Technical Systems
Branch
Tel: 613-993-9020 Cell:
Roch.Seguin@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
For the NCC:
Director Design and Construction
Claude Robert
Tel: 613-239-5678 x5651
Claude.Robert@ncc-ccn.ca
For the NCC:
Project Manager:
Lawrence Yarema, Project Manager, Design and Construction
Tel: 613-239-5678 x5063 Cell 613-716-3205
Lawrence.Yarema@ncc-ccn.ca

PROTECTEDB Page 6 of 7
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Arrangement
Dated August 2016

8. LIABILITY:

Each of the Participants will be responsible for any damages caused by the conduct of
its employees or agents in carrying out the terms of this Arrangement.
9. DISPUTE RESOLUTION:

In the event of a dispute arising from the interpretation or operation of this Arrangement
which the Departmental Representatives are either unable or unauthorized to resolve,
the matter in dispute will be referred to the authorized signatories of this MOU who will
use their best efforts to resolve the matter amicably.

10. MONITORING:

Upon termination of this Arrangement, the participants will meet to evaluate and review
the effectiveness of this Arrangement.

11. ACCESS TO INFORMATION:

The Participants acknowledge that each are subject to the Access to Information Act
and may, as a result of a request made under the Act, be required to release this MOU
or any other documents related to this MOU.

12. TERMINATION:

This Arrangement may be terminated by either of the Participants upon thirty (30) days
written notice. Termination does not release either of the Participants from any
obligations which accrued while the Arrangement was in force.
13. AMENDMENT TO THE ARRANGEMENT:

This Arrangement may only be amended by the written consent of the Participants.
Signed by the authorized officers of the Participants:

For the RCMP:

.-V
1 ki. v-" Date:

* i'Sheila Ja
Director ,.general, Real Property Management Branch, RCMP

son

For the NCC:

/ '?//?
if rDate:-V

Dr. Mark Kristmanson
Chief Executive Officer, National Capital Commission

PROTECTED B Page 7 of 7
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No.: 2016-P135e
Executive Committee
Teleconference

Date: 2016/07/25

To:

For: DECISION

1. TITLE

Rideau Cottage Improvements 2016-2018 (security)

2. PURPOSE OF THE SUBMISSION

To obtain NCC Executive Committee's approval for the NCC to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding
agreement with the RCMP, covering RCMP funded security infrastructure improvements to Rideau Cottage and
surrounding grounds.

3. AUTHORITY

Decision of the Board of Directors Teleconference Meeting of March 29th, 2016, bearing No. C-201604, articles 2
and 3:

“pursuant to section 9(2) of the National Capital Act, the authority be delegated to the Executive
Committee of the Board to approve interim security measures at Rideau Cottage and security upgrades at
Harrington Lake;”
“pursuant to section 9(2) of the National Capital Act, the authority be delegated to the Executive
Committee of the Board to conduct a full review of the financial details of the rehabilitation plans for
24 Sussex and the associated outbuildings, interim security measures at Rideau Cottage. ..”

2.

3.

4. RECOMMENDATION

THAT the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors authorize to proceed with the project and approve the
signature of the MOU between the NCC and the RCMP, to an estimated recoverable amount of $2,573K, to cover
all consultant fees and soft costs and construction costs to 100% implementation and close-out for Rideau Cottage
Improvements (security).

5. BACKGROUND

Need:

Following the decision for the Prime Minister to reside at the Rideau Cottage temporarily, the RCMP have identified
improvements they wish to implement to the building and on the grounds surrounding Rideau Cottage.

Implementing physical security infrastructure improvements of the nature proposed in this project will ensure that
the Prime Minister Protective Detail (PMPD) can provide the same level of security at Rideau Cottage as was
available at 24 Sussex.

Submission: 2016-P135e Page 1 of 4
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Minimum deliverables include:
A perimeter security fence
Three vehicle gates
Two prefabricated access control huts (slab on grade
Three pedestrian gates
Electrical and communications sendees
Landscape enhancements to complement security fence
Modifications to the exterior and interior of the house

All work will be carried out in designated areas within Rideau Hall grounds.

The RCMP is bearing full costs of all work including design, project management, and implementation of the above
noted work packages.

All work is considered reversible and, except for the interior modifications, the RCMP will be responsible for
removal when it is no longer needed to serve its original intended purpose.

There may be opportunities for the NCC to carry out maintenance and/or construction works on the grounds and
building in conjunction with the work being delivered by this project. All costs associated with NCC initiatives will
be borne by the NCC.

Objectives:

Provide NCC Project Management, Design, Construction Management, Geomatics, and Procurement Services on a
cost recoverable basis in order to deliver:

a. exterior work outlined above no later than November 2016
b. building works no later than end of September 2017, and
c. removal of the works by end of Fiscal Year 21/22 (to be confirmed)

Post-Implementation:

The existing NCC-RCMP Property and Maintenance Management Service Agreement will be amended to include
the maintenance requirements of the new infrastructure. If the work is removed by the stated time there are no
infrastructure life cycle implications arising with this project.

6. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS AND RISKS

• The expedited nature of this project and RCMP standards for the level of protection required leaves few
options to this proposed infrastructure installations;

• The temporary nature of the installations on the grounds minimizes the long term risk to the site;
• Improvements to the building will enhance security for any future occupant;
• The RCMP have identified available funding and per the MOU and are responsible for all costs of this project.

Should the installations in Phase I outstrip the estimates then it will be incumbent upon the RCMP to identify
additional funding if they wish to accomplish the Phase II objectives.

Submission: 2016-P135e Page 2 of 4
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Financial Summary

Thousands Commentsi

Funding requested: $0
Source of funding

Total estimated project cost $0
$0Funding from partner(s):
$0NCC funding previously approved:

$0Reserved funding as per 2016-2017 Corporate Plan

$0Impact on future NCC operating costs: Net savings (costs)

N/AInternal Rate of Return (IRR)
N/AProject payback (in years)

Details are provided in Appendix 1 — Financial Details

7. STRATEGIC LINKS

NCC Mandate

This project links to the NCC mandate of maintaining heritage sites in Canada’s Capital Region, such as the official
residences and commemorative sites.

8. CONSULTATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS

The plans for improvements to Rideau Cottage have been communicated and discussed with the staff of the Office
of the Secretary of the Governor General and this communication continues as the design is refined and developed.

So as to minimize inconvenience to either resident, the fence location was developed with input of the Governor
General's and the Prime Minister's security details and staff (GGPD and PMPD).

The Project Manager convened a communications working group specific to the project composed of
Communications Branch senior staff from each of the NCC (Chief of Communications), the RCMP and OSGG.
An information release strategy was developed and public messaging, media appropriate Q&A, and information for
Rideau Hall tour guides were prepared and approved within this working group. Release of information needs to be
coordinated with Communications strategy for other two Prime Minister residence projects (24 Sussex and
Harrington Lake).

NCC Board:
This presentation is the first opportunity to seek Board counsel and direction on this project.

FLUDA/NCC Heritage Manager and NCC Environmental Services:
• May 2016 — introduction of the proposed work to NCC-FLUDA staff and NCC Heritage Manager
• July 2016 — NCC and RCMP environment sections approval of Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures

FHBRO:
• August 20165-Anticipated introduction of the proposed project to seek FHBRO and FLUDA approval

Submission: 2016-P135e Page 3 of 4
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RCMP:
• Since March 2016 — Weekly working session to discuss the Prime Minister's accommodations and to coordinate

project delivery.

OSGG:
• Since March 2016 — Weekly working session with OSGG staff to discuss the Rideau Cottage requirements and

to coordinate project delivery;
• This project is now addressed with the seven other 2016 projects at Rideau Hall at a weekly coordination

meeting led by the NCC Project Delivery Management Team and attended by Official Residences Directorate
and OSGG staff

9. NEXT STEPS

Summer/Fall 2016:

• August — Direct procurement from RCMP specified manufacturer of fence material and associated gates and
hardware

• August — Invitation to competitive tender to manufacturer certified installers for fence, barriers and huts
• August — Site preparation by NCC contracted certified arborist under supervision of OR Grounds personnel
• September — Installation of infrastructure on grounds
• November — Site recuperation as required

10. LIST OF APPENDICES

Appendix 1 — Financial Details

11. SUBMISSION AUTHORS
Lawrence Yarema, Engineer and Project Manager, Design and Construction, Capital Planning Branch
For:

Claude Robert, Acting Executive Director, Capital Planning Branch
Michel Houle, Executive Director, Corporate Services and Chief Financial Officer

Submission: 2016-P135e Page 4 of 4
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rsiCC Cost Projections ($’000)

Rideau Cottage Improvements - RCMP MOU

Submission number: 2016-P135e * Protected B

Submission Date: TBD
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Construction Contract
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Executive Committee Comite directeur

Monday, July 25, 2016
40 Elgin Street, Ottawa

IN CAMERA MEETING BY
TELECONFERENCE

Le lundi 25 juillet 2016
40, me Elgin, Ottawa

SEANCE A ETUIS CLOS PAR
TELECONFERENCE

MINUTES PROCES-VERBAL
The committee approved these minutes on April 5, 2017. Le comite a adopte ce proces-verbal le 5 avril 2017.

*bv phone/par telephone

Committee Members Membres du comite
Members Mark Kristmanson

*Bob Plamondon
*Michael Poliwoda

Membres

Chaiperson for the meeting Kay Stanley Presidente pour la seance

NCC Staff Personnel de la CCN
Executive Director, Corporate Services and
Chief Financial Officer
Acting Director, Design and Construction
Acting General Counsel and Commission
Secretary
Chief, Corporate Financial Management
Legal Counsel
Acting Executive Director, Capital Planning

Directeur general, Services generaux et Chef
des services financiers

Directeur par interim, Design et construction
Avocate generale et secretaire de la

Commission par interim
Chef, Gestion fmanciere de Pentrepnse

Conseillere jutidique
Directeur general par interim, Amenagement de

la capitale
Lawrence Yarema Gestionnaire de pro jets, ingenierie de structures

*Michel Houle

Greg Kehoe
Anne-Julie

Lalonde
Alain LeQuere

Katya Permiakova
Claude Robert

Project Manager, Structural Engineering

Chief, Commission Secretariat Chantal Bedard Chef, Secretariat de la Commission

Opening of the Meeting
The Chairperson called the committee meeting to
order at 3:30 p.m.

Adoption of the Agenda
It was proposed by Bob Plamondon, seconded by
Michael Poliwoda, that the agenda be approved as
follows:

2016-P135 — Rideau Cottage Improvements 2016-

2018 (security) (D)
Adjournment of Meeting

1 Ouverture de la seance
La presidente declare la seance du comite ouverte a
15 h 30.
Adoption de Pordre du jour
II est propose par Bob Plamondon, appuye par
Michael Poliwoda, que Pordre du jour soit adopte
comme suit :

2016-P135 — Amelioration du Rideau Cottage
2016-2018 (securite) (D)
Levee de seance

2

3

4

EC / CD 2016-07-25
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MOTION APPROUVEE.MOTION CARRIED.

Federal Land Use, Design and Transactions
Approvals (D)
Members asked questions and commented on the
following:

• Information to be made available to the
public

• Re-purposing some of the materials

• Public access to the grounds
Having considered a recommendation of Claude
Robert, it was moved by Michael Poliwoda, seconded
by Bob Plamondon that the Memorandum of
Understanding between the NCC and the RCMP, to
an estimated recoverable amount of $2,573K, to cover
all consultant fees and soft costs and construction
costs to 100% implementation and close-out for
Rideau Cottage Improvements (security), be signed
and that the project proceed.

3 Approbations federates d’utilisation du sol, de
design et de transactions (D)
Les membres posent des questions et font des
commentaires surles sujets suivants:

• Information a etre divulgue au public

• Reaffection de certains materiaux

• Acces au terrain par le public
Ayant pris en consideration une recommandation de
Claude Robert, ll est propose par Michael Poliwoda,
appuye par Bob Plamondon, que le protocole
d’entente entre la CCN et la GRC, jusqu a une valeur
recouvrable estimee maximale de 2 573, 000$,
couvrant tous les honoraires de consultant, les couts
penphenques et les couts de construction pour 100%
de la mise en oeuvre, et ce, jusqu a la des travaux de
restauration de Rideau Cottage (en ce qui a trait a la
securite), soit signe et que le projet aille de favant.
MOTION APPROUVEE.MOTION CARRIED

Adjournment of Meeting
There being no further business, the meeting was
adjourned at 3:55 p.m.

4 Levee de seance
L’ordre du jour etant epuise, la seance est levee a 15 h
55.

Chief, Commission Secretariat

CHANTAL BEDARD
Chef, secretariat de la Commission

EC / CD 2016-07-25
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Memorandum of Understanding
(hereinafter referred to as “MOU”)

Arrangement 18125

AMENDMENT # 1

BETWEEN : The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(hereinafter referred to as “RCMP” )

National Capital Commission
(hereinafter referred to as the “NCC”)

AND :

WHEREAS on August 5, 2015 the Participants entered into an MOU to facilitate the
delivery of the Rideau Cottage Infrastructure Improvements 2016-2018 project
(hereinafter “the Project”);

AND WHEREAS NCC now wishes to amend Section 5. Financial Arrangements, Table A
- Reimbursable Costs, and Section 7. Departmental Representatives;

NOW THEREFORE, the participants, for good consideration, hereby agree to make the
following amendments to the MOU:

1. Amend “Background” paragraph to read “March 2019” instead of “March 2018”

2. Replace Section 5, Article 5.1, Table A in its entirety with:

Table A - Reimbursable Costs

Rideau Cottage Security Infrastructure
Improvement 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 Total 3 Years

Staff Services (Time Management) (Note 1) 107,820 53,249 161,069
Staff Services defrayed by NCC allotment

Administration Fees (15% of contracted services)
Administration fees defrayed by NCC allotment

122,842 247,943 31,254 402,039

Sub-Total - Staff Services and Fees 230,662 301,192 31,254 563,108
Contracted Services 818,945 1,652,957 208,358 2,680,259

Contracted Services cost defrayed by NCC allotment
Contracted Services Contingency 50,000 50,000
Sub-total - Contracted Services & Contingency 818,945 1,652,957 258,358 2,730,259

$ 1,049,607 $ 289,612 $ 3,293,367$ 1,954,149Total Reimbursement to NCC

3. Amend Section 7, Departmental Representatives, to read as follows:

Replace:
For the NCC
Director Design and Construction
Claude Robert

Page l of 2
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Tel: 613-239-5678 x5651
Claude.Robert@ncc-ccn.ca

With:

For the NCC:
Executive Director, Official Residences
Catherine Ella
Tel: 613-239-5678 x5700
Catherine.Ella@ncc-ccn.ca

All other terms and conditions of the MOU remain unchanged.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Participants have affixed the signatures of their duly
authorised officers and acknowledge the terms of this Amendment.

For the RCMP:

Date:
Sheila Jamieson
Director General, Real Property Management Branch, RCMP

For the NCC:
ft

3^ S

Date:
Dr. Mark Kristmanson
Chief Executive Officer, National Capital Commission

Page 2 of 2
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Agreement Routing Form
NCC FILE: A717G-18125 AGREEMENT INITIATING COST CENTER: 359 AGREEMENT ID: 18125 - 1

Section DESCRIPTION OF THE AGREEMENT
Description: Ricfeau Cottage Security Infrastructure Upgrade 2016-18

Amendment / Notice: ( X ) Portfolio: OUL ( ) QUL ( ) GB ( ) GP ( ) OR { ) Leasing ( )

Agreement Category: Joint-Initiative

Type: Construction

Prepared From / By: Other Organization

Business Party Name: Royal Canadian Mounted Police / Gendarmerie rovale du Canada

Sub-Type: N/A

Template Name: N/A

Request to Modify Agreement Document! ) Agreement Language: English Obligations Start Date: 15 May 2016 End Date: 31 Mar 2021

Comments:

Section 2 SUMMARIZED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Finance Type: Receivable

$3,293,368.00 (Amount Before Taxes) GST ( ) PST ( ) OHST ( ) QST ( ) HST ( ) BCHST ( )Monetary:

Financial Coding: COST CENTER ACCT S-ACCT MDC PROJ ASSET ID

GST ( ) PST ( ) OHST ( ) QST ( ) HST ( ) BCHST ( )Non-Monetarv: A (Amount Before Taxes)

Financial Coding: f:|i||g||T|p ACCT S-ACCT MDC PROJ ASSET ID

Monetary: (Amount Before Taxes) GST ( ) PST ( ) OHST ( ) QST ( ) HST ( ) BCHST ( )

COST CENTER 'Financial Coding: S-ACCTACCT MDC PROJ ASSET ID

Section 3 REQUIRED APPROVAL

CEOSubject to approval in accordance with the Act and By-Laws #1 and #2

Approval Required: EC or NCC ( w ) TB & GIC ( Presented to: EMC { ) Modified by LS (i„) '"LS Stamp ( 4
Section 4A INITIATED BY Section 4B ROUTED BY

MfYVAT,Name: Tel: Name:
ajx£§ s m s Date:

* CY\ P

Branch: Division:

TO BE REVIEWED BSection 5

15/at7l /f
Portfolio Manager/Events/Marketing Manager Date Date

o2.
Manager, Cadastral Surveys Chief, Financial Operations Date

JS >z
imager, Procurement ServicesLegal Services Date

ONLY FOR AGREEMENTS TO BE SIGNED BY THE CEOSection 6

Director, Initiating Division Date Executive Director, Initiating Branch Date

A-2020-00048-00160
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NCC Cost Projections {$'000} 2018-003e Protected BSubmission number:

Project Name:Rideau Cottage improvements 2016-2018 (RCIViP MOU) Submission Date: 20-Mar-18-

~n

I
i l l ;

Studies & Design:
Construction Contract
Construction Contingency
Miscellaneous
Other Contingencies (Heritage,Environmental, DSS etc..)
Future Year Inflation
Total Estimated Project Cost
Funding From Partner(s)

#DiV/0i

#D!V/0
I #DiV/0

f
#DiV/G

SDIV /OI*
)iW0

NCC Funding Required
NCC Funding Previously Approved
Funding Requested

NCC Funding required for futures years
Reserved funding as per 2018-2019 Corporate Plan
Funding Required

HMKWmsBNmmmi»nuesj
3,293MOU Phase I & II (Fencing, Control Gates,Shelters and Security)

NCC Salaries and Benefits Recovery
1,9541,050

(108)
290

(53) (1617

Consultation and Communication Costs
Contracted Services Cost Recovery
Contingency Cost Recovery
Administrative Services - 15% of Contracted Services Cost

(2,680)(819) (1,653) (208)
(50) 4 (SO;
(31)(123) (248) (402:

10 )impact on total operating costs (savings/incremental revenues)
[ NET TOTAL COSTS / CASH FLOWS

Form of
Amount Pari.Transfer Payment

Payment
Dates NotesPartnership Details (Organization and Contact Name)

Net Annual
Amount Notes

Other Savings/Costs:

incremental Net Cash Flows:

- C) 3
TT Daten (Y
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MemorandumofUnderstanding
(hereinafter referred to as “MOU”)

Arrangement 18125

AMENDMENT # 1

BETWEEN : The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(hereinafter referred to as “RCMP” )

AND : National Capital Commission
(hereinafter referred to as the "NCC”)

WHEREAS on August 5, 2015 the Participants entered into an MOU to facilitate the
delivery of the Rideau Cottage Infrastructure Improvements 2016-2018 project
(hereinafter “the Project”);

AND WHEREAS NCC now wishes to amend Section 5, Financial Arrangements, Table A
- Reimbursable Costs, and Section 7. Departmental Representatives;

NOW THEREFORE, the participants, for good consideration, hereby agree to make the
following amendments to the MOU:

1. Amend “Background” paragraph to read “March 2019” instead of “March 2018”

2. Replace Section 5, Article 5.1, Table A in its entirety with:

Table A - Reimbursable Costs

Rideau Cottage Security Infrastructure
Improvement 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 Total 3 Years

Staff Services (Time Management) {Note 1) 107,820 53,249 161,069
Staff Services defrayed by NCC allotment

Administration Fees (15% of contracted services)
Administration fees defrayed by NCC allotment

122,842 247, 943 31,254 402,039

Sub-Total - Staff Services and Fees 230,662 301,192 563,10831,254
Contracted Services 818,945 1 ,652,957 208,358 2 ,680,259

Contracted Services cost defrayed by NCC allotment
Contracted Services Contingency 50,000 50,000
Sub-total - Contracted Services & Contingency 818,945 1,652,957 258,358 2,730,259

$ 1,954,149 $ 289,612 $ 3 ,293,367$ 1 ,049,607Total Reimbursement to NCC

3. Amend Section 7, Departmental Representatives, to read as follows:

Replace:
For the NCC
Director Design and Construction
Claude Robert

Page l of 2
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Tel: 613-239-5678 x5651
Claude.Robert@ncc-ccn.ca

With:

For the NCC:
Executive Director, Official Residences
Catherine Ella
Tel: 613-239-5678 x5700
Catherine.Ella@ncc-ccn.ca

All other terms and conditions of the MOU remain unchanged.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Participants have affixed the signatures of their duly
authorised officers and acknowledge the terms of this Amendment.

For the RCMP:

n/
Date: V'mf. 4f i / i:V" i0?'

Sheila Jamieson
Director General, Real Property Management Branch, RCMP

For the NCC: Review^flees m '

jurtdiq ».y

7.i f
Date:

Dr. Mark Kristmanson
Chief Executive Officer, National Capital Commission

Page 2 of 2
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PROCESS FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT (PPM)
STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS (SOM)

October 1, 2018

1» Initiative Information

Rideau Cottage- RCMP Modular Building 2018-19

Benoit J« Seguin, Chief Property Management, ORB

Anna Chow, RCMP

Ashley Goggin, Project Manager, D&C

Project Name:

Project Leader:

Project Manager:

Project File No.: TBD

Need, Problem or Opportunity2.0

In October 2015, immediately following the fall election, the Prime Minister and
family were relocated to Rideau Cottage. In support to the RCMP requirements to
provide security, the NCC project managed the installation of temporary office and
washroom trailers in close proximity of the cottage. A maintenance contract, to the
serving the washroom trailer, was setup in 2015. This twice-a-week service is very
costly for the RCMP and disruptive to the operations of the RCMP and disruptive to
the operations of the RCMP and the NCC.

Since the requirements for an on-site RCMP facility will be for a several more years,
the RCMP would like to replace their existing trailers with a more appropriate and
functional modular building.

The NCC will project manage, on behalf of the RCMP, the installation of the modular
building. The scope of work includes the grading of the site, the design and
installation of site services and constriction of the building. The site services will
include water, sanitary and natural gas. Services are available on Dufferin Street
through either directional drilling or open trench excavation. A fire hydrant / stand
pipe shall also be installed near the building.

The RCMP will be responsible for all associated costs including the NCC’s time.
They will also be responsible for the procurement and delivery of the building to site.

PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015

1
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3.0 Goal

To support the RCMP in the delivery of their mandate by project managing, on their
behalf, the installation of a new modular building at Rideau Cottage.

Objectives4.0

To deliver this project in a timely and cost effective manner while minimizing the
impact on the residents.

5.0 Client / User

RCMP

6.0 Background

* See Section 2

7.0 Requirements

Meet all applicable codes.
Obtain all necessary approvals.
Implement the work while the residents are away in order to minimize impacts.

" Respect the built heritage of the site.

Life cycle Considerations8.0

New civil services to provide for a minimum 50 year life cycle.

9.0 Issues

Approvals.
Access for implementation phase.

Order-of-Magnitude Cost Estimate and Cash-Flow Forecast10.0

Project budgetary cost estimate of $150K.

Project Manager to provide a detailed cost estimate at the Project Brief stage.

11.0 Management Strategy for the Initiative

The Project is to be managed as per the requirements of the NCC Process for Project
Management.

PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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Funding Strategy12.0

The Project is to be funded in its entirety by the RCMP though the existing NCC &
RCMP Service and Maintenance MOU.

Functional and Quality Levels13.0

Meet all applicable codes.

Resources Required (human, material, technological, etc.)14.0

Benoit J. Seguin
Anna Chow
Ashley Goggin
Pat Dinelle

Project Leader:

Project Manager:
Construction Manager:

Major Milestones15.0

Complete civil infrastructure installation by December 30, 2018.
Complete installation of building by March 31, 2019

High-Level Roles and Responsibilities16.0

Benoit J. Seguin, Chief Property Management, ORD
Anna Chow, RCMP.

Project Leader:.1

Project Manager: Ashley Goggin, Project Manager, D&C.2

Key Stakeholders17.0

RCMP

Impact of Maintaining the Status Quo18.0

Added O&M cost for the RCMP
More disturbance for the residents

Approval Authority for Each End-of-Phase19.0

Initiation Phase, Statement of Requirements.1

The Statement of Requirements is to be approved by the Executive Director of
the Official Residences Branch.

3PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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.2 Planning Phase, Project Brief:

The Project Brief is to be approved by the Executive Director of the Official
Residences Branch.

Project Plan, Development Phase:.3

The Project Plan is to be approved by the Project Leader.

.4 Implementation Phase, Acceptance Certificate:

The Project Leader is to be notified if any significant changes are made to the
plan in this phase and a determination made of the approval authority
required.

The Acceptance Certificate is to be approved by the Project Leader.

Close-out Phase, Close-out Report.5

The Close-out Report is to be approved by the Project Leader.

Approval of Statement of Requirements (SOR)20.0

Prepared by:

Benoit J. Seguin, Chief Property Management, ORB, CP October 1, 2018

ApprovalrtafPrincipIe by:

Art Marcotte, Director, ORB

IQ/lto/lS
Date

PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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November 1, 2018

1. Initiative Information

Rideau Hail -RCMP Control Room-Server Cooling 2018

Benoit J. Seguin, Chief Property Management, ORB

Anna Chow, RCMP

Ashley Goggin, Project manager, D&C

Project Name:

Project Leader:

Project Manager:

Project File No.: TBD

Need, Problem or Opportunity2.0

The RCMP has recently installed new equipment at the Rideau Hall control room.
The existing cooling equipment does not have the capacity to meet the added cooling
requirements and is reaching the end of its life cycle.

There is an opportunity to replace the existing aging equipment with a more reliable
and energy efficient system. Redundancy will also be incorporated in the new design.

This project will be managed by the NCC and is 100% cost recoverable from the
RCMP.

3.0 Goal

To design, procure and install a new server room cooling system.

Objectives4.0

To deliver this project in a timely and cost effective manner while minimizing the
impact on the RCMP’s operation.

Client / User5.0

RCMP

1PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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Background6.0

See Section 2

Requirements7.0

Meet all applicable codes.
Maintain operation of server room equipment during project.
New equipment to be energy efficient

* Respect the built heritage of the asset.

Life cycle Considerations8.0

New equipment to provide for a 15 year life cycle.

9.0 Issues

Access for implementation phase.
* Time is of the essence as the RCMP is currently renting temporary cooling

equipment

10.0 Order-of-Magnitude Cost Estimate and Cash-Flow Forecast

$ 4.OK
S17.5K

Detailed Design Package:
Construction estimate:

$21.5K
$ 3.3K

Sub total:
Contingency 15%

$ 24.8KTotal:

Project budgetary cost estimate of $25.OK

Project Manager is to provide a detailed cost estimate at the Project Brief stage.

11.0 Management Strategy for the Initiative

The project is to be managed as per the requirements of the NCC Process for Project
Management.

12.0 Funding Strategy

The project is 100% cost recoverable through the NCC/RCMP Property and
Maintenance Service Agreement # A7170-14822.
The RCMP is responsible for all cost associated with this project including NCC
hours.

PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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Functional and Quality Levels13.0

Meet all applicable codes

Resources Required (human, material, technological, etc.)14.0

Benoit J. Seguin
Anna Chow
Ashley Goggin
Michel Saint-Denis

Project Leader:

Project Manager:
Construction Manager:

15.0 Major Milestones

New system to be commissioned by December 30, 2018.FY2018/19:

16.0 High-Level Roles and Responsibilities

Project Leader: Benoit J. Seguin, Chief Property Management, ORD
Anna Chow, RCMP

.1

Project Manager: Ashley Goggin, Project Manager, D&C.2

17.0 Key Stakeholders

RCMP
NCC

18.0 Impact of Maintaining the Status Quo

The rental of temporary portable cooling equipment is cost prohibitive.
| * * * ?

Approval Authority for Each End-of-Phase19.0

.1 Initiation Phase, Statement of Requirements

The Statement of Requirements is to be approved by the Executive Director of
the Official Residences Branch.

Planning Phase, Project Brief:.2
The Project Brief is to be approved by the Executive Director of the Official
Residences Branch.

PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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Project Plan, Development Phase:.3
The Project Plan is to be approved by the Project Leader.

Implementation Phase, Acceptance Certificate:.4
The project leader is to be notified if any significant changes are made to the
plan in this phase and a determination made of the approval authority
required.

The Acceptance Certificate is to be approved by the Project Leader.

Close-out Phase, Close-out Report.5
The Close-out Report is to be approved by the Project Leader.

Approval of Statement of Requirements (SOR)20.0

Prepared by:

November 1, 2018Benoit J. Seguin, Chief Property Management, ORB, CP

Approval in Principle by:
/

/

A /u CY/// ; / 9
DateArt Marcotte, Director, ORB

11/6/ Ift
ci^veD^eetd?Df ORB Date

4PPM SOR, Rev 3
April 2015
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S3 Project budgetrevision(1- ncc) - Revision ID:REV-002934, Submitted, Projectbudget revision:REV-002934 mami

m i Budget revision [ General

fjJView approved allocation
B m

m m Q|iExpense forecast

jrjjltem forecast

Fee forecast

Forecast

ili i
Import 1 Allocate

w budget
Hour

forecast
Project budget I

balances
Related informImport Allocate

mIf : M:

r jf$ Project - Revised Budget workflow [Latest action taken: 2018-12-03 4:04:00 PM User:

- 0000229_01 : OP-HL Perimeter.Grounds Security

David Cruder] Actions

ii

| A General
Identification Information

Description:

Requested date:

fp^4':2|®jpii Revision workflow status:

*Requester

Type:

Requested by:

1 96: Additional Funding per MOURevision ID: KEV-002934 Customer v
External reference: 12/3/2018 04:04:27 pm I

V ' V ' - VI
Revision date: 12/3/2018 Subffttted 3

A Costs
:

ifr New ^( Delete ip? Reallocate amounts j§§ Details

Activity 1 Transaction type 1 Category
/S.w.' .nx I' >'.sV/'-V"'' w

!Project I
j

yr (v v i V

mozz9jxx C1P for Capital Hi0,00 wmWExpense a
G&S Contracted Serv..0000229 01 Expense 1.00 0.00 0.00

I G86 Contracted 5erv...! 0000229 01 Expense 1.00 0.00 0.00I
G86 Prof- Contracte...0000229 01 Expense 385,273.00 391,815.00 777,088.00

s

Total previous approved budget: J 391,815.00/ New totai budget: f38%i27£M30 Total budget revision: 777,090,00

i t> Revenues

| Submb ttie project budget revision to worfcfkw, 1^1i ®in < it w i m DB: DAX CAD ncc DGruder Production Close AL-J
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Gruder, David

Turgeon, Eric
Wednesday, November 28, 2018 10:48 AM
Kristmanson, Mark; Kenney, Greg; Champagne, Daniel; Houle, Michel; Menard, Anne
Marcotte, Art (art.marcotte@ncc-ccn.ca); Cova,Stephane; Gruder, David
GRF#296 - HL - Perimeter & Grounds Security/Building Infrastructure Security -
Implementation

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Recipient

Kristmanson, Mark

Kenney, Greg

Champagne, Daniel

Houle, Michel

Menard, Anne

Tracking: Response

Approve: 11/30/2018 2:52 PM

Approve: 12/3/2018 12:02 PM

Approve:11/28/2018 10:50 AM

Approve:11/28/20181:00 PM

Approve:11/28/2018 4:32 PM

Marcotte, Art (art.marcotte(g)ncc-ccn.ca)

Cova,Stephane

Gruder, David

Good morning,

The NCC has undertaken security improvements at Harrington Lake on behalf of the RCMP. An MOU with an overall
project cost of $1.15M was signed and part of that funding has already been allocated. This email seeks your approval to
release the balance of the funding in order to pursue its implementation.

It's important to note that a revised MOU, which will include additional scope and project costs, is currently circulating.
Once approved, a subsequent funding allocation request will be sent to you for approval.

Please indicate your approval by Friday,November 30th 2018.

PROCESS FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT (PPM)
Gate Release Form (GRF)

Date:November 26, 2018 GR #: 296

Project Information:

Project #: 000229_0i/000229_04
Project Name: HL - Perimeter & Grounds Security/Building Infrastructure
Security
Phase: Implementation

Budget Overview:

1
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Project Authority
Authority to Date

Authority Requested

Total Authority

1,150,000 Current MOU

1,150,000

Gate Release
Released to Date
Funds Requested

Total Funds Released 1,150,000

758,185
39h8i5

Source of Funds:
Project funded by the RCMP

PPM Documents:
HiLEI

50R - Harrington
Lake * Perime...

Thank you,

Eric Turgeon
Senior Manager, Branch Management Services
Gestionnaire superieur, Services de gestion de la direction
Eric.Turgeon@ncc~ccn.ca
«613-239-5678, ext / poste 5075
“ 343-998-2510

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitale nationale

2
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PROCESS FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT (PPM)
STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS (SOR)

13 July 2017

1.0 Initiative Information

Harrington Lake Grounds Improvements 2017-19
Benoit J. Seguin, Chief - Property Management, OR Branch

Project Name:
NCC Project Leader:
RCMP Project Leader: Sharon Palmer, Project Leader Protective Operations, RCMP
Project Manager: Lawrence A. Yarema, Project Manager, D&C, CP

(TBC)DCProject File No.:

Need, Problem or Opportunity2.0

The RCMP needs to implement security upgrades to the Harrington Lake grounds access
points. The new infrastructures will provide for added security and will improve
operations. Some work may be required in future years

Any new structures and equipment will require appropriate review and approval to ensure
proper integration within their surroundings.

An opportunity exists during 2017 to implement this work. The exercise will be entirely
funded by the RCMP while the NCC would provide project management services on a
cost recovery basis.

An MOU between the RCMP and the NCC is required to define the terms of a cost
recovery service agreement including roles and responsibilities and payment schedules
prior to commencing any work.

Goal3.0

To manage project(s) on behalf of the RCMP to ensure that the proposed work is well
integrated within the site and that the project’s impacts are kept to a minimum.

4.0 Objectives

To deliver in a timely and cost effective manner a security upgrade project on behalf of
the RCMP.

5.0 Client / User

The principal user/client is the RCMP

6.0 Background

As part of the RCMP’s ongoing review of security protection operations at Harrington Lake
a number of security enhancements have been identified to improve security,

A-2020-00048-00175
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Requirements / Scope of Work7.0

The NCC will collaborate with the RCMP:a.

To develop the concept and plans for the proposed improvements;l.

To provide all project management activities related to planning and
delivering the work package(s). Such activities shall include the
development of the designs, cost estimates, contract documents, tender
packages, construction supervision, commissioning, etc...

n.

To communicate the requirements of this SOR to the author of the joint
project MOU between the RCMP and the NCC that deals with upcoming
improvements to Harrington Lake, both grounds and buildings. The MOU
will delineate the division of responsibilities for project delivery, future
maintenance of works, provision of services, and transfer of funds
between the RCMP to the NCC in support of the Project.

in.

To develop a communication strategyIV.

b. The NCC will also:

Act to ensure complete and accurate reimbursement of the NCC for
services provided to the RCMP related to this project;

i .

Initiate and manage other activities related to the project, including but not
limited to, land use approval, environmental studies and approvals,
archeological investigation, geotechnical studies, etc...;

i i .

Ensure new work is captured with NCC property records;in.

Design Manage and Project Manage non-security related improvements
that the NCC wishes to undertake concurrently.

Life cycle Considerations

IV.

8.0

All works shall be designed to provide for a minimum life cycle of 10 years. The
projects shall also identify maintenance requirements and provide for consumables and
critical spare parts.

9.0 Issues

Deliver as quickly as possible to maximize cost saving to the RCMP;a.

b. Minimize disruptions to residents;

2/6PPM SOR, Rev 3 April 2015
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Resolution of real property matters related to the proposed areas of work.c.

Consultation and approvals within a reasonable timeline ford.

• FLUDA approval
• CEAA determination (via internal review) including environmental/habitat

study if required by NCC Environment or other regulations.
• Initiating timely delivery and installation of specialty products.

10.0 Order-of-Magnitude Cost Estimate and Cash-Flow Forecast

The RCMP is bearing full costs of all work including design, project management, and
implementation. Order of magnitude cost estimate will be developed by the NCC and the
RCMP as design develops.

Estimated costs for services provided to the RCMP by the NCC will be identified in the
joint project MOU. Reimbursement will be based on the terms of the joint project MOU.

Should the NCC elect to cany out non security work at the same it shall be responsible
for all cost associated with such work. To date no additional work has been identified.

11.0 Management Strategy for the Initiative

The NCC will act as Project Manager and Design Manager for all aspects of the project.
The RCMP will act as Technical Authority for security related aspects of the project.
The NCC PM will promote open lines of communication between the two agencies and
ensure RCMP Technical Authority (TA) and Project Leaders (PL) are kept informed of
project risks, progress, and developments in a timely manner. The NCC PM will report
to the NCC Project Leader at Official Residences on stakeholder related matters.

12.0 Funding Strategy

All NCC project management services will be provided to the RCMP on a cost recovery
basis. Conditions for reimbursement of services will be outlined in the joint project
MOU between the NCC and RCMP.

There is no anticipated cost to the NCC.

Further to Article 10 above, approval and funding of any NCC initiated work packages
would be approved and secured by Official Residences Branch prior to the work being
included within this project.

13.0 Functional and Quality Levels

As per industry best practices, and to meet RCMP security requirements.

3/6PPM SOR, Rev 3 April 2015
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14.0 Resources Required (human, material, technological, etc.)

Project Leader: Benoit J. Seguin, Chief - Property Management, OR
Project Manager: Lawrence A, Yarema, Project Del. Mgr. (Engr), SPO OR
Construction Manager: TBC, Construction Engineer, D&C, CP
Site Supervisor: TBC, Construction Site Supervisor, D&C, CP
Design Manager (Arch): Stephen Robertson, PDM (Arch), SPO OR
Design Manager (Landscape Arch): TBC, D&C, CP
FLUDA Determination: TBC, Plans, CP
CEAA Determination: TBC, Environmental, CP
Special Project Advisor: Mark Burleton, Grounds Manager, OR, CS
RCMP Project Leader: Sharon Palmer
RCMP Technical Authority: Roch Seguin (or designate)

15.0 Major Milestones

Milestone:
Initiation Approval :
Planning Approval :
Development Approval :
Implementation :
Interim Acceptance :

Dates:
17 July 2017

29 September 2017
27 October 2017

23 February 2017
31 March 2017

16.0 Key Stakeholders

RCMP-PMPD, NFIQ Assets Managementa.

b. NCC OR

17.0 Impact of Maintaining the Status Quo

There is no alternative to physical security measures being proposed.a.

18.0 Approval Authority for Each End-of-Phase

Executive Director, Official Residences, in consultation with RCMP.a.

4/6PPM SOR, Rev 3 April 2015
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19.0 Approval of Statement of Requirements (SOR)

Prepared by:

/

M
Benoit J. Seguin, Chief -/ /OR Branch Date

Approval in Principle by:
•V It :/ I/ f S n/ ryil I T$4 A 1

Aryytarcotte, Director - Official Residences Date

Approval by:

^>/07 /ii •
Catherine Ella, Executive Director. Official Residences Date

Attached: Appendix 1 - Site plan

5/6PPM SOR, Rev 3 April 2015
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lyi!Project budget (1-ncc)-Project ID:0000305_01, OP-RH-RCMP Modular Building

Budget General

%View approved a11ocation

^Carryforward budgets

ii
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{ ? i

Expense forecasts
jUfftem forecasts

UFee forecasts

Forecast

r
;

|| Import j Allocate
budget

New Revisions I Hour
forecasts

Project budget
balances

: Related inform.., I

t II
i revisionii

Import Allocate Revisei

jf|lProject - Original budget workflow [Latest action taken: 2018-12-11 9:18:00 AM User: David Gruder] ActionsIj[ j0000305_01 : OP-RH-RCMP Modular Building
-

I A General
Budget information
Project budget ID:

Description:

? Workflow status

Forecast models
Original budget: |ORG§lj|>"""v|

*per Agreement A7170-H322 Remaining budget; |REWD ^7J
\ i

H
js

Submitted:

i A Costs :

ifr New Delete ^Reallocate amountsr ;£S Detailss

I r H W / i w v.I M V Y X«•‘ v*v;v v:«r U*4V.i'.;U.II>Y <X«A vIvvJvVtoMOti* ",r ‘.Viiv.'tri.u-'.to-rsAM iV /i> r>;-. v/J i-r/v.' /•WWM*Vv\ .V-V^XV/.W W W'.,- /-I Activityr Proin I Original I Unapproved r<gory — |’/ftiction type Walbud - 1j liH
^ I0000305 01* I mi: "rI :

i

acted Serv.Re 0.00
i mmsm 1.00 0.00 »0,00 .;e1 f#lSi; 0*

G86 Contracted Services0000305 01 Expense 74,998.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
G86 Prof- Contracted 5e...0000305 01 Expense 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

i i

ii

I J

Total unapproved revisions:| 0.00 Total approved budget: JTotal original budget: Jj 75,000*00 Total approved revisions: pif 0,00 0100

> Revenues
if •

•

ib I

it
!

I JKW j DB:DAX
.. . . . . . . . .

( 0 j Submit the project original budget to workflow
'

I : I1« < M CAD ncc DGruder I Production Close
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Cruder, David

From:
Sent:

Anna Chow <Anna.Chow@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Tuesday, November 13, 2018 8:53 AM
Seguin, Benoit
Anne Richards
Civil work and Hook-Up for PMPD Modular Building at Rideau Cottage

To:
Co.-
Subject:

Good morning Benoit,

This is to confirm that we will use the MOU #A7160-17868 Additional Services for NCC to carry out the civil
infrastructure work required to hook up a RCMP building modular building that will be delivered hopefully in
March/April 2019 or sooner. RCMP will also require NCC to hook up the gas, electrical and plumbing once the modular
building is in place.

Grateful if you could provide a separate invoice or billing line for this work and in accordance to fiscal year time lines.

Thank you

Anna

1
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/

SERVICE AGREEMENT

Protected
SA ID: 14822NCC File: A7170-14822

Property and Maintenance Management Service Agreement

between

National Capital Commission
(hereinafter “the NCC")

and

Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(hereinafter "the RCMP”)

1.0 Vision

To support the RCMP program objectives by delivering efficient, innovative and cost
effective real property services for the RCMP owned or occupied buildings located on
NCC Official Residences properties.

2.0 Purpose and Context of the Service Agreement

This Service Agreement (SA) provides a framework for developing a business
relationship between the RCMP and the NCC that will facilitate the delivery by the
NCC of real property management services in support of the RCMP program delivery
at the Official Residences;

2.1

The RCMP has a need for real property management services which the NCC is able
and prepared to provide;

2.2

This agreement consists of:
- Appendix A - Listing of buildings covered under this Agreement;
- Appendix B-Services;
- Appendix C-Budget;
- Appendix D - Charging and Payments.

3.0 Application

This Property and Maintenance Management SA applies to all RCMP owned or
occupied buildings located on the NCC Official Residences properties, as listed in
Appendix A.

1 of 13
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Si!Project budget (1 - ncc) - Project ID:0000306_01, OP-RH-RCMP ControlRoom Server Cooling -JDI x|
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^View approved allocation
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Forecast
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i
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j ® Project - Original budget workflow [Latest action taken: 2018-12-11 11:14:00 AM User:
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ActionsDavid Cruder]
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Project budget ID:
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!& III ': yr | ^ 1y IMm
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Gruder, David

From:
Sent:

Anna Chow <Anna.Chow@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Wednesday, November 28, 2018 3:46 PM
Seguin, Benoit
Re: AC Unit in RCMP server room

To:
Subject:

Hi Benoit,

Yes I had agreed to fund through our MOU for As and When.

Thanks

Anna

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
From: Seguin, Benoit<benoit.seguin@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2018 8:52 AM
To: Anna Chow
Subject: RE: AC Unit in RCMP server room

Hey Anna,
Yes I would say between $25K to $30K.
Let me know.
Thanks,

Benoit J. Seguin
Off 613.239.5678 X4025
Ceil : 613.795.2718

From: Anna Chow [mailto:Anna.Chow@rcmp-grc.gc.ca]
Sent: Tuesday,November 27, 2018 10:17 PM
To: Seguin, Benoit
Subject: Re: AC Unit in RCMP server room

Hi Benoit,

Was this for about 27'? Sorry but I'm in toronto for the remainder of the week and have no info with me.

Anna

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
From: Seguin, Benoit<benoit.seQuin@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 2:21 PM
To: Anna Chow

l
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Subject: RE: AC Unit in RCMP server room

Anna,
Did you ever approve this? I cannot find the email.
Thanks,

Benoit J. Seguin
Off 613.239.5678 X4025
Cell : 613.795.2718

From: Seguin, Benoit
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2018 9:50 AM
To: RCMP - Anna Chow - RCMP (Anna.Chow@rcmp-arc.ac.ca')
Cc: Seguin, Benoit
Subject: FW: AC Unit in RCMP server room

Hello Anna,
See Karl's email at the bottom. Are you ok with funding this initiative?
As a budgetary cost estimate I would guess the hardware to be in the range 10 to 15K, plus design fee and our fee.
So budget 20 to 25K (likely too high). Let me know if you want us to proceed.
Thanks

Benoit J. Seguin
Off 613.239.5678 X4025
Cell : 613.795.2718

From: Seguin, Benoit
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2018 2:12 PM
To: Trabelsi, Faouzi
Cc: Laurin,Roland; Seguin, Benoit
Subject: RE: AC Unit in RCMP server room

Hello Faouzi,
Have you had a chance to look into this one?
Thanks

Benoit J. Seguin
Off 613.239.5678 X4025
Cell : 613.795.2718

From: Laurin, Roland
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2018 12:48 PM
To: Trabelsi, Faouzi; Seguin, Benoit
Subject: RE: AC Unit in RCMP server room

Faouzi

It's the unit that feeds

Roily Laurin
Commission de la Capitale Nationale -Residences Officielles
National Capital Commission -Official Residences

2
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Off: 613-239-5678 ext. 4010
Cell: 613.864.5637
Fax : 613.993.8244
Email: roland.laurin(5)ncc-ccn.ca

From: Trabelsi, Faouzi rmailto:faouzi.trabelsi(5)ncc-ccn.ca1
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2018 11:29 AM
To: Seguin, Benoit
Cc: Laurin, Roland
Subject: RE: AC Unit in RCMP server room

Hello Benoit

control room, the design is proving a new HP to meet all requirementsIf you are referring to the
for heating and cooling:

Let me know if this is the space you are referring to below.

If not please send me a plan with the location of this space.

Cheers,

3
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Faouzi Trabelsi, P.Eng.
Project Manager Engineering-Energy Services
Gestionnaire de projets - Services d’energie
Faouzi.Trabelsi@ncc-ccn.ca

c?
0* a

*613-239-5678, ext. / poste 5646

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitale nationale
r mm%

Think about it... do you really need to print? Pensez-y . . .est ce que vous avez besoin d’imprimer?

From: Seguin, Benoit
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2018 4:05 PM
To: Trabelsi, Faouzi
Cc: Laurin, Roland; Seguin, Benoit
Subject: FW: AC Unit in RCMP server room

Hello Faouzi,
Please see email below from RCMP regarding the heat load in the RH control room. Roily was mentioning that as part of
the HVAC project coming up you are looking at the unit for that section. Will the new unit be upsized to address these
requirements?
Thanks

Benoit J. Seguin
Off 613.239.5678 X4025
Cell : 613.795.2718

From: Laurin, Roland
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 3:06 PM
To: Karl Charette
Cc: Seguin, Benoit
Subject: Re: AC Unit in RCMP server room

Hi Karl

I will discuss with Ben Seguin and will advise.

Regards

Roily Laurin
NCC - Official Residences
613 864 5637

On Wed, Jul 25, 2018 at 2:49 PM -0400, "Karl Charette" <karl.charette@,rcmp-grc.gc.ca> wrote:
4
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Hi Roily,

The AC unit in our server room in the GG control room doesn't seem to be as cold as before, and this is before
the heat wave. We will be installing more equipment in that room in the next coming weeks. Would it be
possible for someone to look at it as the temperature will rise even more as the new equipment goes online.

Thanks,

Karl Charette
Supervisor Service and Maintenance
National Electronic Security Support Section
Protective Technical Services Branch
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

1426 St-joseph blvd.
Mailstop 130
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0R2
Tel: (613) 993-9842
Cell:
Fax. (613) 990-7198

5
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SERVICE AGREEMENT

Protected
SA ID: 14822NCC File: A7170-14822

Property and Maintenance Management Service Agreement

between

National Capital Commission
(hereinafter "the NCC”)

and

Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(hereinafter "the RCMP")

Vision1.0

To support the RCMP program objectives by delivering efficient, innovative and cost
effective real property services for the RCMP owned or occupied buildings located on
NCC Official Residences properties.

Purpose and Context of the Service Agreement2.0

This Service Agreement (SA) provides a framework for developing a business
relationship between the RCMP and the NCC that will facilitate the delivery by the
NCC of real property management services in support of the RCMP program delivery
at the Official Residences;

2.1

The RCMP has a need for real property management services which the NCC is able
and prepared to provide;

2.2

This agreement consists of:
- Appendix A - Listing of buildings covered under this Agreement;
- Appendix B -Services;
- Appendix C - Budget;
- Appendix D - Charging and Payments.

Application3.0

This Property and Maintenance Management SA applies to all RCMP owned or
occupied buildings located on the NCC Official Residences properties, as listed in
Appendix A.

1 of 13
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4.0 Term

This SA will officially take effect on 1 April, 2013 and will remain in effect for three
years, with options for renewal as agreed upon by both parties.

Notice of termination shall not be given by either party unless there is a fundamental
breach of this Agreement, and such notice must be provided in writing 48 hours in
advance;

4.1

Not withstanding the above, either party may terminate this Agreement, each in its
unfettered discretion, at any time during the term provided that the party terminating
this Agreement provides the other party six months prior written notice of such
termination;

4.2

If the NCC wishes to renew this Agreement, it shall submit a written notice to the
RCMP, together with a detailed written proposal on or before January 31, 2016. The
RCMP shall respond in writing within 30 days indicating whether it wishes to negotiate
a new Agreement with the NCC. In the event the parties agree to enter into a new
Agreement, each party shall conduct negotiations in good faith and in a diligent
manner.

4.3

5.0 Amendments

Amendments to this SA must be prepared in writing by either of the parties’
representatives and approved by:

5.1

Jean-Frangois Trepanier
Chief Executive Officer
National Capital Commission
202-40 Elgin Street,
Ottawa, Ontario, K1P-1C7

And

Sheila Jamieson
Director General
Strategic Investments & Project Management
73 Leikin Drive, M1-4th Floor
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A-0R2

Amendments must be made at least 30 days prior to implementation, must be
acceptable to both parties and will become an integral part of this Agreement and be
added as an Addendum;

2 of 13
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Any notice of termination or amendment to this Agreement shall be in writing and may
be delivered personally or mailed as follows:

5.2

NCC:

National Capital Commission
202 - 40 Elgin St.
Ottawa, Ontario,
K1P 1C7

Art Marcotte, Director, Official Residences,
Capital Experience & Official Residences

Attention:

RCMP:

Royal Canadian Mounted Police
73 Leikin Drive
Ottawa, Ontario,
K1A 0S5

Andrew Hope, Director, NHQ Assets Mgmt.
Strategic lnvestments& Project Management

Attention:

6.0 Principles

6.1 The following guiding principles apply to this SA:

a) The delivery of timely and competitively priced quality real property services to
ensure optimum value to the RCMP;

b) The delivery of services agreed upon in the SA will be based on sound judgment,
clear accountability for performance and results, strong financial and risk
management, and transparent reporting;

c) The SA will be developed to take advantage of economies of scale, and to seek
benefits from the pooling of specialized expertise, resources and NCC in-house
capacity to deliver services;

d) In order to ensure that strategic and financial objectives are met, the business
partnership will seek out innovative opportunities and, if required, jointly explore
private sector alternatives to fulfill requirements;

e) Real property services will be provided within the government of Canada
legislation, policies, standards, directives, guidelines, procedures and fiscal
frameworks;
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f) Services will be provided in a manner consistent with the principles of sustainable
development by ensuring that sustainable practices and operations contribute to
the government’s environmental agenda.

7.0 Accountabilities

Both organizations agree to carry out shared and distinct responsibilities that reflect
their accountabilities within the business relationship established in the SA;

7.1

The RCMP as recipient of real property services is accountable for:7.2

a) Providing strategic direction regarding its program driven requirements;

b) Understanding, defining and communicating service requirements to the NCC in
an effective manner;

c) All request shall be submitted to the NCC in writing by email to the appropriate
property manager;

d) Ensuring adequate funding is available to cover the costs of the prescribed
services;

e) Ensuring compliance with all appropriate codes, regulations, directives and
standards as they apply to the requested services;

f) Provide for security clearance review and escorting requirements as required;

g) The point of contact within the RCMP for direction pursuant to this agreement shall
be the assigned Facility Manager.

The NCC, as service provider, is accountable for:7.3

a) Providing quality real property sen/ices as set out in Appendix B - “Services", that
meet the requirements and specifications of the RCMP in a timely manner while
exercising a high regard for prudence, probity and value for money;

b) Developing an environment that is oriented toward client service, promotes choice
and flexibility, and adopts cost-effective and business-like operations responsive to
the needs of the RCMP;

c) Developing, in consultation with the RCMP meaningful and appropriate standards
of service and performance for the delivery of the Services; and putting in place a
communication and reporting structure which would ensure client satisfaction;

d) Ensuring compliance with all appropriate codes, regulations, directives and
standards as they apply to the services provided, and the application of all health
and safety standards/regulations during the performance of such;
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e) Ensuring that the capacity to continue to offer the Services is retained by
safeguarding and maintaining these resources in the form of physical
infrastructure, systems, skill, information and culture;

f) The administration of this agreement on behalf of the NCC shall be the
responsibility of the Chief of Property Management, ORD;

g) The point of contact within the NCC for the services to be provided by the NCC
pursuant to this SA shall be the assigned Property Manager;

h) The NCC shall be responsible for all claims, cost and expenses related to this
Agreement that arise from injury or death of any person or from damage to or loss
property, to the extent such injury, death, damage or loss is caused by any acts or
omissions on the part of the NCC, its agents, service contractors or anyone for
whom the NCC is responsible in law.

8.0 Services

The NCC will diligently perform the services listed in Appendix B of this Agreement.

9.0 Performance Management and Reporting

Performance will be reviewed annually to evaluate customer satisfaction with respect
to the performance of the service delivery team. Adjustments will be made as
required and as mutually agreed.

10.0 Charging Regime

10.1 The pricing schedule details are included in Appendix D - Charging and Payments;

10.2 The RCMP shall pay the NCC the amounts listed in Appendix C - Budget plus
applicable taxes. The RCMP shall pay the NCC within a period of 60 days that an
invoice is received;

10.3 All invoices shall include details of taxes.

11.0 Dispute Resolution

Disputes, which may arise over rates, performance shortfalls, or any other aspect of
this Agreement, which cannot be resolved at the operational level between the Chief,
Property Management of the Official Residences for the NCC and the Senior Client
Accommodation Specialist for the RCMP, shall be resolved by the next highest
managerial level until a resolution is obtained.
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12.0 Acceptance

Signed and accepted:

*

Jean-Frangote-Tre^anier
Chief Executive Officer
National Capital Commission

Date

rievi
Le

Xu 30,2-01?'k Y £l a
Sheila Jamies ate
Director General,
Strategic Investments & Project Management
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
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APPENDIX A

Listing of buildings covered under this Agreement

NCC Bldg # Property
Manager

Owner of buildingBuilding Name

Rideau Hall
RH1 P. Pucci RCMPMain Entrance Guard Hut
RH2 P. Pucci RCMPPrincess Ann Gate Guard Hut
RH3 P. Pucci RCMPGuard Hut near Foot Guard House
RH4 P. Pucci RCMPRCMP Detachment
RH5 P. Pucci NCC
RH6 P. Pucci NCCGymnasium

24 Sussex
SU-1 M. Dostaler NCC10 Sussex
SU-2 M. Dostaler RCMPWest Guard Hut
SU-3 M. Dostaler RCMPEast Guard Hut

Harrington Lake
HL-1 M. Dostaler RCMPRCMP Detachment & Trailer
HL-2 M. Dostaler NCCNCC Garage
HL-3 M. Dostaler RCMPGuard Hut at main gate

7 of 13
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APPENDIX B

“Services”

Under the overall direction of the Official Residences’ Chief of Property Management, the
NCC undertakes the responsibility for the coordination and delivery of the following real
property services for the properties listed in Appendix A. Such services shall be delivered in
an efficient and diligent manner consistent with applicable health and safety standards and
regulations, federal and provincial laws and codes, and the Labor Canada guidelines and
limitations. Whenever possible the NCC utilizes the provincial technical authorities such as
the Ontario Electrical Safety Authority (ESA), the Technical Standards and Safety Authority
(TSSA) and the Quebec Regie du batiment for final inspection and code compliance review.

Base Contract:

The Base Contract shall include the following services:

a) Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systems:
Operate and maintain the heating, cooling and ventilation systems, built-in humidity
systems and other related systems and components in accordance with NCC
standards;- Perform regular maintenance and minor repairs;
Includes for the replacement of consumables;
All major repairs are excluded - see note 1;
Rental equipment excluded.

b) Plumbing
Operate and maintain plumbing related equipment and systems (potable water supply
and sanitary sewer);

• Perform regular maintenance work and minor repairs;
Includes for the replacement of consumables;- All major repairs are excluded - see note 1;
Rental equipment excluded.

c) Electrical Distribution System:
Annual inspections;
Perform regular maintenance and minor repairs or modifications;

• Includes for the replacement of consumables;
All major repairs are excluded - see note 1;
NCC or its subcontractor will not perform work on RCMP security equipment other
than for the provision of a source of power;- Rental equipment excluded.

d) Building Envelopes / Interior & Exterior Finishes
Perform minor maintenance work and repairs;
All major repairs or works are excluded for RCMP owned buildings - see note 1;
Perform yearly inspection and provide building condition reports.
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Note 1: Major repairs definitions
Major repairs to building systems shall include for the repair or replacement of all
components not considered as consumables. Such components include but are not
limited to items such as natural and propane gas valves, fan motors, heat exchangers,
compressors, toilets, urinals, faucets and taps, sinks, septic field work. Complete unit
or system replacement shall also be considered major repairs;
Building envelope major repairs shall include items such as the replacement of broken
doors or windows, roof repairs or replacement, replacement of interior finishes,
replacement of exterior finishes, etc;
All major repairs will be chargeable on a time and material basis. See Appendix C for
details.

Service Contracts

a) The NCC may subcontract the following services:
Janitorial services
Fire protection maintenance services

• Emergency power generator maintenance and servicing
Roof snow removal
Carpet cleaning

• Pest control
b) The NCC may elect at its own discretion to subcontract any or all of the services it will

provide to the RCMP whether they are part of the base contract or considered additional
services;

c) All subcontracted work will be charged to the RCMP. See Appendix C for details.

Additional Services

a) Additional Services:
If requested by the RCMP, the NCC further agrees to deliver, within the time frame
acceptable to both parties and in accordance with instructions from the RCMP,
additional services including but not limited to:
> The replacement of electrical and mechanical equipment;
> Upgrades to the building envelope and finishes - walls, floors, roofs, ceilings,

windows, etc;
> Other services as may be requested from time-to-time.
For such projects the NCC shall be responsible for the calling of tenders, awarding of
contracts, the execution, management, and administration of said contracts on behalf
of the RCMP;
The NCC shall, when required by RCMP, prepare and submit to the RCMP for
decision, a detailed recommendation on tenders received;
For those additional services requested by the RCMP, the RCMP is to be responsible
for all associated costs incurred by the NCC in delivering these works or projects.
See Appendix C for details.
Any additional services requested by the RCMP pursuant to this agreement shall be
carried out in accordance with a duly authorized Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) and payment will be made in accordance with the terms identified in the MOU.
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b) A number of RCMP building systems (HVAC, electrical, and plumbing) reaching the end
of their useful life cycle shall be replaced within the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015 fiscal
years. The NCC will perform building condition inspection when this agreement becomes
in force and will provide the RCMP with a report and budgetary cost estimates. Such
expenditures, including the building inspection will all be charged back to the RCMP as
additional services on a time and material basis. The RCMP funding request should
account for these projects. Some of the systems requiring replacement include:

RH1 HVAC equipment
RH2 HVAC equipment
SU1- HVAC equipment

24 Hour Emergency Call Service

The NCC shall provide real property management services to the RCMP on a 24/7 basis.

As much as possible all requests shall be forwarded to the assigned Property Manager (see
Appendix A) during regular working hours.

For emergency calls during off-hours, weekends and statutory holidays the RCMP shall call
the NCC Emergency Service. For the purpose of this agreement an emergency constitute a
situation where if the situation or problem is not remedied immediately it will result in
damages to the building’s systems or envelopes.

a) Regular Working Hours
• Regular working hours are defined as 07:00hr to 15:00hr;

All calls during regular working hours shall be forwarded to the assigned property
manager.
See Appendix A for the property manager responsible for each property;
> Marc Dostaler:

o Office #: 613.998.0861
o Cell #: 613.222.1136
o Email: marc.dostaler@ncc-ccn.ca

> Perry Pucci
o Office #: 613.993.0143
o Cell #: 613.292.7284
o Email: perry.pucci@ncc-ccn.ca

b) Off-Hours, Weekends and Statutory Holidays:
Off-hours are defined as 15:00hr to 07:00hr;
All calls after regular working hours shall be forwarded to the NCC Emergency Service
Desk. The operator will forward the call to the on-call NCC Duty Officer.

National Capital Commission
24 hrs Emergency Services Desk

- 613.239.5353 -
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APPENDIX C

“Budget”

1. Base Contract

The lump sum yearly cost for the base contract is $121,671.00
plus applicable taxes.

Base Contract:

The costs for major repairs are not included in the Base Contract
and shall be charged out on a Time & Material basis as follows.

Major repairs:

Time:. NCC technicians shall be charged out at a blended hourly rate
of $90.00. Minimum of four hours;. NCC engineering, architectural, project management and
construction supervision services shall be charged out at a
rate equal to three time their salaries;. Contractors’ time shall be charged at a cost + 20% for
overhead and profit.

Material:. All materials utilized shall be charged at cost + 20% for
overhead and profit.

2. Service Contracts

The NCC may contract out for the services listed below.

Estimated Yearly CostServices
$95,541.00Janitorial
$2,613.00Pest Control
$3,823.00Emergency Power Generator
$4,931.00Fire Protection System Maintenance

All cost associated with the sub-contracting of said services shall be charged out to
the RCMP at the NCC’s cost + 20% for overhead and profit. Other contracts may
also be added to the list in the future.

3. Additional Services

All cost associated with Additional Services shall be charged to the RCMP on a Time
& Material basis as follows.

Time:
NCC technicians shall be charged out at a blended hourly rate of $90.00 plus
applicable taxes. Minimum of four hours;
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NCC engineering, architectural, project management and construction supervision
services shall be charged out at a rate equal to three time their salaries;
Contractors’ time shall be charged at a cost + 20% for overhead and profit, plus
applicable taxes.

Material:
All materials utilized shall be back charged at cost + 20% for overhead and profit
plus applicable taxes.

Contracts and Tenders:
All contracts and tenders cost associated with Additional Services shall be charged
to the RCMP at cost + 20% for overhead and profit, plus applicable taxes.

4. Inflation

The NCC will on a yearly basis increase its hourly charge out rates based on the
Consumer Price Index.
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APPENDIX D

Charging and Payments

On or before January 31 of each year of this agreement, the NCC shall submit to the RCMP
for its review the anticipated budget for the next fiscal year. The RCMP must provide written
approval of the proposed budget within 60 days following its reception. The approved budget
shall form an integral part of this Agreement.

The proposed budget document shall include for RCMP review and approval a list of non-
recurring repairs and capital works related to building HVAC equipment and all related
systems. Such a list shall be put together by the NCC performing annual building condition
report and the RCMP requests.

Any agreed to change in service, including the addition or deletion of a specific regularized
activity, or an increase or decrease in the frequency of a specific activity, shall be reflected in
the cost for the period of time in which such changes are in effect. (NOTE: Either party can
request changes)

The NCC shall keep accurate financial records of services performed for the RCMP under
this Agreement. The NCC financial records will be available for inspections by the RCMP
upon request.

The NCC shall ensure that its numerical system and building names reflect those of the
RCMP or are cross-referenced to those of the RCMP.

The NCC will submit invoices to the RCMP bi-annually. The first invoice shall be issued in
the month of July for one half (1/2) of the Base Contract value. A second and final invoice
will be issued within forty-five days of fiscal year-end. The RCMP shall provide funding to the
NCC on the basis of the invoices within 60 days of receipt of invoice.

Any additional services requested by the RCMP pursuant to Appendix B which are not
identified in the Base Contract shall be carried out in accordance with a duly authorized and
executed Memorandum of Understanding. Payments for such works shall be made in
accordance with the terms of individually approved MOUs.
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PROCESS FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT (PP
PROJECT BRIEF

To: Project Leader for Review
April 23 , 2019 DRAFT

PROTECTED B1.0 Project Information

Project Name :

Project Leader:

Project Manager:

Budget:

Project Financial No.:
Project File No.:

Harrington Lake Farmhouse Rehabilitation — Security Infrastructure
Benoit J. Seguin, Chief - Property Management, OR Branch

Dominique Gagnon, D&C, CP Branch

$375K
0000320 01

DC1516-1

Goal2.0

To manage project work on behalf of the RCMP to ensure that proposed security infrastructure is well
integrated within the farmhouse building, during it’s rehabilitation, and that the project’s impacts are kept
to a minimum.

Objectives3.0

To design and implement, in a timely and cost effective manner, security infrastructure on behalf of the
RCMP.

4.0 Performance Indicators

Incorporate project objectives in the building rehabilitation.

Gain support / approval for the infrastructure design from:
o The RCMP Project Leader.
o The NCC Project Leader and NCC Official Residences Branch,

o The NCC’s Federal Design Approval process.

Complete detailed design for the project scope to the standard approved by the RCMP
Project Leader.

Implement the project within project scope and funding approved in the MOU between the
NCC and RCMP and any Project Leader approved amendments thereto.

Implement the infrastructure work concurrently with the farmhouse rehabilitation project
being undertaken by the NCC.

5.0 Background

The NCC is responsible for the Official Residences of Canada in the National Capital Region. The
NCC’s role includes long-term planning, capital works and ongoing maintenance at these residences. In
this capacity the NCC is planning the rehabilitation and repurposing of the farmhouse at Harrington Lake
in order to safeguard this 19th century farm house from further deterioration and to provide a flexible
multipurpose building at this site. This building could be used as temporary accommodation during the
rehabilitation of the main residence planned for 2019 and 2020. The RCMP have requested that security
requirements be incorporated in the farmhouse while it is under costruction.

PPM PB 1
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6.0 Options, Analysis and Summary of Recommended Option

The RCMP have completed a threat and risk analysis of the site and building and this has guided RCMP
subject matter experts to develop apppropriate infrastructure requirements and is the basis for the MOU
scope of work.

Scope7.0

Security infrastructure scope is described in the approved MOU between the NCC and RCMP.

Generally the work consist of electrical power, data, and communication systems, and physical
architectural elements. As the details are sensitive information they are not described in this Project
Brief.

Formal Consultations and Advice Received8.0

® RCMP Project Leader and RCMP Subject Matter Experts
® NCC Official Residences
• NCC Federal Design Approval Team (FLUDA)
© NCC Strategic Communications-Have consulted with project partners and developed a joint

communications plan - ongoing.
© Municipal Building Permit

9.0 Identification and Analysis of Issues and Risks

As described in the MOU, between the RCMP and NCC, all costs risks related to the design and
implementation of this work shall be borne by the RCMP. The infrastructure shall be
incorporated within the schedule established by the NCC and stakeholders.

Risks associated with this work are considered to be relatively low. However, there is inherent
risk of RCMP directed change in scope or additional scope and therefore an allowance of $25K
has been included in the NCC/RCMP MOU budget to account for this risk.

Project Team, Including Roles and Responsibilities10.0

NCC Project Leader-B. Seguin
RCMP Project Leader-S. Palmer, R. Seguin
Project Manager - D. Gagnon / Acting Project Manager - C. Enright
NCC Design Lead -S. Robertson
RCMP Subject Matter Experts: Assigned by RCMP Project Leader as required
Senior Procurement Officer-A. Lapensee
FLUDA Officers-H. Thompson, J. Hutchison, J. Galendez
Communications Officer-J. Wolf
Design Consultants-grc Architects and Subconsultants
Constructor-Construction Manager

11.0 Key Stakeholders

RCMP
NCC Official Residences Branch

12.0 Project Resources

Human Resources and Capital ( Funding by MOU between RCMP and NCC ).

13.0 Development and Implementation Strategy

Detailed building infrastructure design will be completed by a consulting design team
consisting of an Architect and Engineers.

Construction will be implemented by Construction Manager.

PPM PB 2
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14.0 Project Commissioning Requirements

Commissioning quality assurance(QA) will provide verifications and documentation
confirming that systems are planned, designed, procured, installed and tested in compliance
with the criteria outlined in project documents to satisfy the projects scope, RCMP Subject
Matter Experts, the design Consultants, and the Construction Manager shall be involved in
the QA.

Schedule15.0

A summary of the project milestones is as follows:

Project Initiation (Statement of Requirements)
MOU Approval
Project Approval (Project Brief)
Federal Design Approval
Project Plan Approval
Substantial Performance
Security Work, Commisisoning
Final Completion (Deficiencies / Warranty)

Feb 2018
April, 2019
April, 2019
Sept 2018
May 2019
June, 2019
TBD by RCMP
June 2020

16.0 Cost

Refer to MOU between NCC and RCMP. The total project budget for the infrastructure work
is projected to be $375,144.

Project Close-Out Requirements17.0

As this work is incorporated within the work of the building rehabilitation the close out
requirements will be incorporated into those that are being prepared for building
rehabilitation. Generally this is expected to include1

The Project will include:
• Close Out Report (including Certificates of Substantial Performance and Completion)
• Procedures to maintain the building (O&M Manual and Record Drawings)
• Financial summary
• Deficiencies and outstanding issues
• Warranties
® PPM documents
® Federal Design Approval
• Evaluation of results compared with the performance indicators established in the

approved Project Plan

Project Management and Control Processes18.0

.1 Quality Management

Quality assurance and quality control during work of design Consultants will be monitored by project and
functional managers.

Quality assurance and quality control during construction will be monitored by the RCMP Project Leader
and Subject Matter Experts, design Consultant, Project Manager and managed by NCC’s project
management services.

2 Communications Management

The Project Manager will provide regular project status reports to project team members and
management.
The Strategic Communications Division has developed a communications plan that will be supplemented
as the project develops.

Not all close out requirements may be applicable to the security infrastructure.
PPM PB 3
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.3 Risk Management

The Project Manager will conduct ongoing review and ranking of risks, and assign action responsibility.

A risk allowance is included in the project budget.

A Procurement Management

Professional service contracts will be procured through NCC procurement means. The Construction
Manager will act as the Constructor and will competitively tender Subcontracts.

Approval of Project Brief19.0

Prepared by: Stephen Robertson, Architecture Section, CP Branch

Preliminary Project Approval by:

Dominique Gagnon, Project Manager, CP Branch Date

Iulia Madularu, Chief - Project Management, CP Branch Date

Daniel Champagne, Executive Director, CP Branch Date

:>
f

Benoit J. Seguin, Chief - Property Management, OR Branch Date

L 9
irectok, OR Branchreg Kenney, Exe<

PPM PB 4
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Memorandum of Understanding
th day of January 2019THIS ARRANGEMENT, made in duplicate as of the

BETWEEN

THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS "RCMP”)

AND

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS "NCC")

Project Title

Harrington Lake Farmhouse Security Infrastructure

BACKGROUND

The RCMP and the NCC agree to collaborate on incorporating security infrastructure
into the Harrington Lake Farmhouse Cottage during proposed rehabilitation work for the
building. The rehabilitation work is expected to be delivered during 2018 and 2019. The
proposed work will generally include, but is not limited to:

and some site work (excavation and
security infrastructure.backfilling and landscape reinstatement)

The RCMP has agreed to reimburse the NCC for Services provided during this project
including Project Management, Construction Management, Design Services, Technical
Services, and Procurement as well as other fees according to the terms of this
Arrangement as outlined below. It is assumed that this security work will be done at the
same time as the Farmhouse rehabilitation.

NOW THEREFORE THE PARTICIPANTS INTEND AS FOLLOWS:

1. DEFINITIONS:

In this Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) the following terms, in singular or plural
form according to the context, are defined as follows:

"Arrangement' means this Memorandum of Understanding;

"Participants" means both RCMP and NCC;

PROTECTED B Page 1 of 9
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"MOU' means Memorandum of Understanding;

“PMPD” means the RCMP Prime Minister Protection Detail;

“Project” means work and services delivered under this arrangement; and

"Site" means the Harrington Lake Official Residence property including all surrounding
grounds and all buildings associated with the Official Residence at Harrington Lake.

2. PURPOSE:

This MOU establishes the intentions of the Participants and provides a framework
for the relationship between the RCMP and the NCC with respect to the division of
responsibilities for project delivery, provision of services, and transfer of funds between
the RCMP to the NCC in support of the Harrington Lake Farmhouse Security
Infrastructure Improvements project (the “Project”).

2.1.

3. OBLIGATIONS OF THE RCMP:

The RCMP is responsible for.

3.1. Acting as the Technical Design Authority and Project Lead for all security
elements outlined with the various requirements documents pursuant to the Project,
including:

3.1.1. Establishing Functional and Technical Programs of Work, Definition of Security
Project Requirements, Design Concept based on Concept of Operations, Indicative
Construction Budgeting, Specification/Integration of all Technical Security Systems,
Factory Acceptance Authority on any Security Equipment if applicable, Protection Level
Certification Authority on any Security Design Elements if applicable, Commissioning of,
or Commissioning Acceptance Authority for any RCMP or NCC installed Security
Equipment or Element.

3.1.2. Acting as the Technical Design Authority responsible to provide guidance to the
NCC project management team throughout the project cycle including Initiation,
Planning, Design Development, Implementation, Commissioning and Close out.

3.1.3. Coordinating Project financial matters at the RCMP with respect to this project
including budgeting, securing adequate finances, and transferring funds to the NCC per
the terms of this arrangement.

3.1.4. Leading internal, stakeholder (PMPD, NCC), and external communications
strategy and messaging with RCMP and NCC Communications sections, and
developing messaging with respect to the security measures being implemented.

Providing Procurement Services related to delivery and installation of specialized
security equipment, wiring, specialized structures, or structural components during the
Project, including necessary consultants, except where indicated otherwise below.

3.2.

PROTECTED B Page 2 of 9
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3.3. Engaging and supervising security consuitants as required for the successful
delivery of the Project.

3.4. Providing correspondence to the NCC that will ensure appropriate authorization is
in place to facilitate the secure and timely delivery of contracts by NCC Procurement.

3.5. Project costs associated with:

3.5.1. The engagement of architectural, engineering, landscape and security
consultants and necessary specialists i.e. geotechnical, materials testing, archaeology
hazardous material, underground service locates, etc. related to security infrastructure
works,

3.5.2. The purchase and the installation of security infrastructure components, and the
restoration of the site including landscaping,

3.5.3. Site preparation and installation of security improvements to the building and
refinishing or replacing building surfaces, finishes and components, while respecting
aesthetic value and heritage value, to similar or higher standard fit for occupancy,

3.5.4. Project Management, Design, Construction Management, and Procurement
Services, including other NCC Services for security related upgrades and related work,

3,5.5. Geomatics, surveying, drafting and technical services, and plan/drawing
production/reproduction services in support of the Project that are beyond those
considered contributed by the NCC as described below.

3.5.6. The production of as-built drawings and site plans for security related works.

3.5.7. Permitting and other administrative charges essential to the implementation of the
work.

3.5,8. Security escorts / commissionaires required during the implementation of the
Project.

3.6. Future costs associated with:

3.6.1. Maintenance, upkeep, and repair of all security improvements to the site
emplaced under this Project - these shall be the sole responsibility of the RCMP and in
accordance with existing MOU, procedures and rates currently in use between the two
parties. At the request of either party for repair and maintenance work, the NCC will
present time and material estimates to the RCMP for approval and the RCMP will
reimburse the NCC when work has been completed.

3.6.2. Removal of any and all security improvements to the building and site emplaced
under this Project and restoring the building and site to pre-Project conditions or better
should the NCC decide that the security improvements are no longer needed or desired.

PROTECTED B Page 3 of 9
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4. OBLIGATIONS OF THE NCC:

Acting as a knowledgeable custodian, the NCC is responsible for:

Acting as Project Manager for the Project, including:

4.1.1. Planning and definition, design, scheduling, budgeting (not including indicative
costing), implementation, commissioning, and close-out of the Project, and
communicating the progress of these activities for approval and/or information to
designated RCMP and NCC representatives,

4.1.2. Coordinating Project financial matters at the NCC with respect to identifying
services for which there shall be reimbursement, initiating invoicing, providing project
financial information for RCMP and NCC financial management sections, and

4.1.3. Facilitating internal, stakeholder (PMPD, NCC), and external communications
strategy and messaging between RCMP and NCC Communications sections, and
developing messaging with respect to the non-security related improvements and
modifications to the grounds and residence.

4.1.

Acting as Design Authority and assuming the costs for design of non-security
related works initiated by the NCC (including, but not limited to architectural, structural
civil, electrical, building mechanical, interior decor and landscape) delivered under the
Project.

4.2.

Liaising with Advisory Groups and coordinating applications for design,
environmental, and land use approvals. Note: The NCC cannot guarantee security
related proposals will be granted approvals.

4.3.

NCC will be acting as a contracting agent for the RCMP for the purpose of
incorporating construction services relating to security infrastructure requirements. This may
include consultant and construction management services, construction activities, including
specialized equipment. In doing so, they will follow government of Canada regulations,
contracting policies, and free trade agreements.

4.4.

4.5. Providing Project Management, Construction Management, and Procurement
Services during the Project.

Providing Geomatics, Surveying, Drafting and Technical Services as it pertains to
providing adequate site information for contract documents, assistance in siting works
during construction, and for the proper recording of works for NCC property records
purposes.

4.6.

4.7. Project costs associated with:

4.7.1. The contracting of consultants related to NCC initiated work

PROTECTED B Page 4 of 9
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4.7.2. The purchase and installation of NCC initiated non-security related site and
building improvements carried out before, during, or following the installation of security
infrastructure for the Project,

4.7.3. Project Management, Construction Management, and Procurement Services for
NCC initiated non-security related upgrades and related work.

4.7.4. The procurement of as-found drawings for NCC initiated non-security related
work.

4.8. As part of Construction Management services, effectively communicating the
planned and current working schedules for the current Phase of the Project to the
Project Lead.

4.9. As part of Construction Management Services, communicating risks related to the
schedule and/or budget to RCMP and NCC representatives.

Information Management5.

The information disclosed under this arrangement will be administered,
maintained, and disposed of in accordance with the law that applies to record retention
and personal information and all applicable policies and guidelines. This includes the
Privacy Act, the Library and Archives of Canada Act and the Policy on Government
Security.

5.1.

5.2. Each Participant will:

5.2.1 Promptly notify the other of any unauthorized use or disclosure of the information
exchanged under this MOU and will furnish the other Participant with details of such
unauthorized use or disclosure. In the event of such an occurrence the Participant
responsible for the safeguarding of the information will take all reasonably necessary
steps to prevent a re-occurrence;

5.2.2 Immediately notify the other if either receives a request under the Privacy Act, the
Access to Information Act or other lawful authority, for information provided under this
MOU. If requested, the Participant will endeavor to protect the information from
disclosure to the extent permitted by law;

5.2.3 Return any information that should not have been provided to it by the other
Participant;

5.2 Each participant will ensure that the information, if exchanged electronically, uses a
technology approved to electronically transmit (process or store) information
commensurate with its sensitivity.

Page 5 of 9PROTECTED B
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6. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:

The RCMP will reimburse the NCC for all project costs within the scope of this
MOU, including contracted services, an administration fee of 15% of contracted
services, and project management services provided by the NCC under the terms of this
MOU calculated at 17% of contracted services. Refer to Tables A and B at the end of
this MOU.

6.1.

As of the date of this agreement, the RCMP’s financial obligation under this MOU is
estimated to be as presented in Table B in Annex A, to which applicable taxes will be
added.

The breakdown of the construction and related activities is estimated to be as presented
in Table A in Annex A, to which applicable taxes will be added.

6.2. Tender award for any contract under this Project will proceed only with RCMP
approval.

The RCMP will reimburse the NCC for expenses on a quarterly basis, or other
agreed timing, for each Fiscal Year in which the services were provided and upon
receipt of an invoice from the NCC enumerating the expenses.

6.3.

6.4. Payment by the RCMP shall be made to the NCC within 30 days of issued
invoice.

6.5. Amounts owing to the NCC under this Arrangement are to be paid by cheque or
money order payable to the 'National Capital Commission';

6.6. All payments must be sent to the NCC at:

National Capital Commission
202-40 Elgin Street, Ottawa, ON K1P 1C7
Attention: Accounts Receivable

or personally delivered to the NCC's Security Services on the 2nd floor at 40 Elgin Street;

The Arrangement number on page one (1) of this MOU must be clearly indicated
on the front of all cheques and money orders.
6.7.

7. TERM:

This Arrangement will commence upon execution by the Participants and will expire on
March 31, 2020.

PROTECTED B Page 6 of 9
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8. DEPARTMENTAL REPRESENTATIVES:

The following officials are designated as the departmental representatives for purposes
of this Arrangement and any notices required under this Arrangement will be delivered
as follows:

For the RCMP - Project Leader:
Anna Chow, NHQ Asset Management
Tel: 613-843-5881 Cell:
Anna.Chow@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

For the RCMP - Senior Technical Authority:
Roch Seguin,
Director, Protective Technical Services Branch
Tel: 613-993-9020 Cell:
Roch.Sequin@jcmp-grc.gc.ca

For the RCMP - Technical Authority
Sharon Palmer, Security Project Lead
Tel: 613-993-8977 Cell:
Sharon.Palmer@rcmp-qrc.qc.ca

For the NCC - Executive Director, Official Residences:
Greg Kenney
Tel: 613-239-5678 x 5723
Greq.kennev@ncc-ccn.ca

For the NCC - Project Manager:
Dominique Gagnon
Tel: 613-239-5678 x 5631 Cell 613-316-4202
dominique.gagnon@ncc-ccn.ca

For the NCC - Design Manager:
Stephen Robertson
Tel: 613-239-5678 x 5627 Cell 613-240-1397
Stephen.robertson@ncc-ccn.ca

PROTECTED B Page 7 of 9
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9. LIABILITY:

Each of the Participants will be responsible for any damages caused by the conduct of
its employees or agents in carrying out the terms of this Arrangement.

10, DISPUTE RESOLUTION:

In the event of a dispute arising from the interpretation or operation of this Arrangement
which the Departmental Representatives are either unable or unauthorized to resolve,
the matter in dispute will be referred to the authorized signatories of this MOU who will
use their best efforts to resolve the matter amicably.

11. MONITORING:

Upon termination of this Arrangement, the participants will meet to evaluate and review
the effectiveness of this Arrangement.

12. ACCESS TO INFORMATION:

The Participants acknowledge that each are subject to the Access to Information Act
and may, as a result of a request made under the Act, be required to release this MOU
or any other documents related to this MOU.

13. TERMINATION:

This Arrangement may be terminated by either of the Participants upon thirty (30) days
written notice. Termination does not release either of the Participants from any
obligations which accrued while the Arrangement was in force.

14. AMENDMENT TO THE ARRANGEMENT:

This Arrangement may only be amended by the written consent of the Participants.

Signed by the authorized officers of the Participants:

For the-RCMP:
9f £yDate: /9 /0 i
/i&

/Maria Loffreda
A/Director General, Real Property Management Branch, ROMP

For t C:

m Date:3^nney
xecutive Director, Official Residences of Canada
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ANNEX A

TABLE A- CONSTRUCTION & RELATED COSTS [REVISED DECEMBER 13, 2018]
Opinion of

probable cost
(000)

DescriptionNo.

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8

9

10
11

$25,00012 Construction Management Coordination
Subtotal $191,150

5% $ 9,557
10% $20,071
15% $33,117
10% $25,389

2% $ 4,916

Design Contingency
Consultants

Construction Contingency
Risk

CM Fee
Subtotal $284,200

Non-Recoverable Tax $ 14,210
Total $298,410

TABLE B- REIMBURSABLE COSTS [REVISED DECEMBER 13, 2018]

Total 2
years

2018- 2019-
20202019CARETAKER SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE

Project Site Management & Internal Services [17% of contracted
services]
Administration Fees [15% of contracted services]

$43,483 $ 4,831 $48,314
$38,367 $ 4,263 $42,630
$ 81,850 $ 9,094 $ 90,944Sub-Total - Staff Services & Fees

$255,780 $28,420 $284,200Sub-Total - Contracted Services & Contingency

$337,630 $37,514 $375,144Total Reimbursement to NCC [plus applicable taxes]
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Gruder, David

From:
Sent:

Gruder, David
Tuesday, June 11, 2019 9:55 AM
Kenney, Greg
Lafleur, Marie-Josee; Lamontagne, Mona
GRF#391 - Chauffeur's Garage - Phase 2

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Good morning Greg,

There was a project, recently completed,at Rideau Hall to restore and upgrade the Chauffeur's Garage as per an
agreement between the NCC and the RCMP.

Recently, deficiencies were found in the structure which require additional work in order to bring it up to the
deliverable standard.

We are considering our options for correcting these deficiencies. In the meantime, the NCC will assume the financial risk
as per the table below.

Please indicate your approval using the voting button on this email.

PROCESS FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT (PPM)
Gate Release Form (GRF)

Date: June 10, 2019 GR #: 391

Project Information:

Project #: 0000126_04
Project Name: Rideau Hall - Chauffeur's Garage - Phase 2
Phase: Implementation

Budget Overview:

Project Authority

Authority to Date
Authority Requested

Total Authority

RH-Chauffeur's
6,680,000 Garage

6,680,000

Gate Release
Released to Date
Funds Requested

Total Funds Released

5,563,161
65,000

5,628,161
1
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Source of Funds:
2019-2020 Major Ops Fund.

PPM Documents:
\

PDF PDF

0000126_01 MOU 000G126JD1 MOU
III.pdf II #17508 RCMP. . . .

David Gruder/

•» / J#? Branch Business Administrator
Administrateur des ressources de la direction
david.gruder@ncc-ccn.ca

I

y'

j -%a\W
613-239-5678, ext. / poste 5866

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitale nationale

m* 114 JS.
.ariacftt

2
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Gruder, David

From:
Sent:

Kenney, Greg
Wednesday, June 12, 2019 2:30 PM
Gruder, David
Approve:GRF#391- Chauffeur's Garage - Phase 2

To:
Subject:

l
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Memorandum of Understanding Phase II
THIS ARRANGEMENT,made in duplicate as of the 15th day of September 2015

BETWEEN

THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE
{HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE ’RCMP’)

AND

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE 'NCC’)

Collectively referred to as the "Participants’’

BACKGROUND

The RCMP needs to replace its detachment at Rideau Hall due to inadequate
accommodations for the increasing number of security personnel as well as the
deterioration of the building envelope and obsolescence of the mechanical and
electrical systems. While the RCMP is the custodian of the existing Rideau Hall
Detachment structure, the NCC is the custodian of the underlying property. In order to
better align the RCMP’s future accommodations with the architectural sensitivities
involved with development at Rideau Hall, the NCC and RCMP propose to rehabilitate
and expand the Chauffeur's Garage to address the functional requirements of the
RCMP at Rideau Hall (the “Project”).

The parties entered into a MOU on October 2014 to work on the Project Management
Planning Phase (MOU Phase I).
The parties now wish to enter into a MOU to articulate the basis for the NCC’s and
RCMP’s relationship with respect to the Development Phase of the Project (the MOU
Phase II or “this MOU").

H-]
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

The development and long term operation and maintenance of the New RCMP Rideau
Hall Detachment will be addressed through several phases and agreements. They are
as follows:

Deliverable:Preliminary design
This phase will be completed as of August 31, 2015
bringing the previous MOU Phase i to an end.

Planning:

Development:
This MOU addresses the activities up to the end of
the NCC Process for Project Management
Development Phase. This MOU confirms the roles
and responsibilities for finalization of design and
preparation of tender ready documents for the New
RCMP Rideau Hal!Detachment. Furthermore, this
MOU covers the roles and responsibilities for
selective demolition, removals and abatement in the
existing Chauffeurs Garage building.

Implementation and Close-out
A future MOU for Phase III is planned, to address
activities to the end of the implementation and Close-
out Phases, as defined under the NCC’s Process for
Project Management. At present, it is expected that
this Phase III MOU will cover the role and
responsibilities for tendering, construction,
commissioning and close-out of the New RCMP
Rideau Hall Detachment.

Operation & Maintenance: The existing NCC-RCMP Property and Maintenance
Management Service Agreement is to be amended to
include the maintenance requirements of the New
RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment, and taken into
account the possible temporary use of the existing
detachment by the NCC.

Lease Agreement: A long-term leasing agreement for the New RCMP
Rideau Hail Detachment is to be developed to
address charges such as, but not limited to, ground
lease, utility charges and payments in lieu of taxes.

[2]
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NOW THEREFORE THE PARTICIPANTS INTEND AS FOLLOWS:

1. DEFINITIONS:

In this MOU the following terms, in singular or plural form according to the
context, are defined as follows:

“NHQ Assets Management" means National Headquarters Assets Management
the directorate within the RCMP’s Corporate Management & Comptrollership
Branch responsible for managing the RCMP’s real property and fleet assets in
the National Capital Region.

“National Capita! Commission" and “NCC" means the agency charged with the
administration of the NCC’s official residences portfolio including the property
located at 1 Sussex Drive known as Rideau Hall and the Design and
Construction division.
“Arrangement” means this Memorandum of Understanding.
“MOU Phase II" means this Memorandum of Understanding

“New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment" means the RCMP detachment building, to
be located in the expanded Chauffeur's Garage, including its associated parking,
associated landscape elements, associated infrastructure and utilities, and any
associated security infrastructure.
“Chauffeurs’ Garage” means the existing Chauffeurs’ Garage building including
the associated landscape.
“Previous MOU" shall mean the MOU PhaseI, jointly developed and authorized
in October 2014 by the NCC and the RCMP for the planning and to 30%
preliminary design of the project.

2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE:

The purpose of this MOU is to establish the roles, responsibilities and schedule
for the activities to complete the Development Phase for the project to relocate
the RCMP’s Rideau Hall Detachment into a rehabilitated and expanded
Chauffeurs Garage building.

[3]
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The RCMP is seeking to define these matters to facilitate its collaboration with
the NCC on this project. Given the NCC’s custody of the Chauffeur’s Garage,
the NCC will manage the design, construction, and commissioning of the new
RCMP Detachment at Rideau Hall in consultation with the RCMP to ensure all
RCMP operational requirements are addressed.

3. OBLIGATIONS OF THE RCMP:

3.1 The RCMP intends to:

a) fulfill the role and responsibilities of occupant and client.
b) continue to operate a detachment at Rideau Hall to fulfill its security

mandate there;
c) provide consulting expertise to identify the security requirements, outline

the required infrastructure for security fit-up, and provide specifications for
the security equipment, wiring and installations for the New RCMP Rideau
Hall Detachment

d) collaborate with the NCC on the establishment and maintenance of the
security infrastructure at Rideau Hall to address the RCMP’s operational
requirements;

e) collaborate with the NCC on the development of design to 100% in
consideration of adjusting scope of work and/or project funding and in the
preparation of the plans and specifications for the RCMP’s New Rideau
Hail Detachment;

f) carefully weigh the NCC's architectural and cultural priorities and
obligations against the RCMP’s operational requirements in the design
process for the RCMP's New Rideau Hall Detachment, and

g) review and approve the NCC’s plans and specifications for the RCMP’s
New Rideau Hall Detachment to ensure they address the RCMP’s
operational requirements.

h) approve and sign the NCC’s Process for Project Management end of
phase deliverables, including the Project Plan.

3.2 The RCMP will:

a) review proposed building intervention and systems against functional,
operational and project budget requirements for the New RCMP Rideau
Hall Detachment; provide feedback throughout the project;

b) participate actively in decision making;

{4}
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c) participate in NCC integrated design roundtable discussions and project
meetings as required;

d) provide the NCC project team with recommendations ensuing from a
project specific Threat and Risk Assessment completed by RCMP;

e) pay one hundred percent (100%) of the NCC’s total costs for activities
(e.g. contractors and consultants) provided, plus a fifteen (15%)
administration fee plus all applicable taxes;

f) pay one hundred percent (100%) of the NCC’s total project management
cost, plus twenty-six percent (26%) for employees benefits, plus eighty
percent (80%) overhead costs (of both project management and employee
benefit percentage), plus all applicable taxes;

g) provide the NCC with consulting and technical expertise for the design
and specification of security infrastructure requirements for the New
RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment;

h) coordinate access to Rideau Hall site through NCC Corporate Security,
which shall approve all access to the Rideau Hall site for the purposes of
the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment project;

i) provide payments for ail invoices NET 60 days after receipt, and
j) be responsible for interior furniture design layout in coordination with the

development of base building plans and specifications.
k) be responsible for the purchase and installation of interior furniture and

partitioning systems, purchase and installation of security equipment and
accessories.

L) be responsible for coordination and provision of telephone system, data,
voice and internet/cable wiring, services and connections.

4. OBLIGATIONS OF THE NCC:

4.1 The NCC intends to;

a) accommodate the RCMP’s security infrastructure requirements at Rideau
Hal! within the expanded Chauffeur’s Garage;

b) fulfil its architectural and cultural heritage priorities and obligations at
Rideau Hail in light of the historic significance of the campus and related
structures;

c) be responsible for carrying out the activities to complete the Development
Phase to the completion of tender ready contract documents in
accordance with applicable codes, regulatory requirements, heritage
conservation and green design guidelines in accordance with the NCC’s
policies, practices and standards;

[5]
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d) carefully weigh the RCMP’s operational requirements against the NCC's
architectural and cultural heritage priorities and mandate in the design
process for the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment;

4.2 The NCC will:

a) fulfill the role of project manager for the Chauffeurs Garage rehabilitation
and expansion project as per the NCC’s Process for Project Management.

b) fulfill the role of property manager for the operation and maintenance of
the rehabilitated and expanded Chauffeurs Garage building.

c) satisfy the RCMP’s functional programming data as recorded in the
"Project Requirements" document produced in MOU Phase I to 30%
design for the New Rideau Hall Detachment;

d) arrange Integrated Design Roundtable sessions with RCMP involvement
on the design development of the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment
development to 100%, and preparation of tender ready contract
documents.

e) provide the RCMP with a Substantive estimate of probable cost {+/- 15%)
for approval to proceed to a further MOU Phase III covering the roles and
responsibilities for the tender, implementation and close-out phases for
the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment.

f) obtain approvals and conduct any necessary environmental assessments
to support the proposed New RCMP Rideau Hail Detachment;

g) invoice the RCMP for costs in the fiscal year in which they were incurred;
h) provide the RCMP with a breakdown of costs incurred and invoiced;
i) conduct security screening of all design, construction and maintenance

personnel involved with the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment project;
j) coordinate and approve all access to the Rideau Hail site for the project;
k) maintain and share with the RCMP and Commissionaires a current list of

security screened employees, contractors, and sub-contractors involved
with the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment project;

L) support, at the RCMP’s cost, the implementation of the recommendations
of the RCMP’s threat and risk assessment 0*HA) for Rideau Hall including
any amendments thereto necessitated by circumstances beyond the
RCMP’s control; include project specific recommendations;

m) support the RCMP’s document sharing security protocols;

t«l
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n) invoice the RCMP for all project related costs within the scope of this MOU
as follows:

a. one hundred percent (100%) of the NCC's total cost for activities
(e.g. contractors and consultants) provided, plus a fifteen percent
(15%) administration fee plus all applicable taxes, and

b. one hundred percent (100%) of the NCC’s total project
management cost, plus twenty six percent (26%) for employees
benefits, plus eighty percent (80%) overhead cost (of both
management and employees benefits percentage), plus all
applicable taxes;

o) lead, as required, project related media communications, in consultation
with the RCMP.

5. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:

Total costs for all MOU Phase II activities associated with the New Rideau Hall
Detachment will be funded from current RCMP capital funds. The NCC will
invoice the RCMP for these costs and RCMP will reimburse the NCC for these
costs in the manner stipulated in this MOU Phase II.

The “total costs" referenced above includes but is not limited to the costs of:
• all consulting fees for project, including translation, environmental

consulting and commissioning;
• all NCC project management cost and overhead;
• cost of tendering and implementation, commissioning and close-out on

site for any selective demolition, abatement and removals

® cost of any boreholes, testpits, and soil investigations;
undertaken during MOU Phase II, at/for the New Rideau Hall RCMP
Detachment.

At the time of writing of this agreement the RCMP’s financial obligation under Unis
agreement shall be up to a maximum value of seven hundred thousand dollars ($
700,000) plus applicable taxes. It is anticipated that the full $7Q0K will be accrued
against 2015-16FY.
As part of the MOU Phase it deliverables, the NCC shall provide the RCMP by
the end of December 2015 tender-ready contract documents and a substantive
estimate of probable costs for the implementation of the New RCMP Rideau Hail
Detachment;

m
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Cash-flow and amounts for future MOU Phase HI are yet to be determined.

6. TERM:

This agreement will expire upon 100% completion offender ready contract
documents for the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment and formal acceptance
of the Project Plan for the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment project, to be
delivered at the end of the Development Phase, as per NCC’s Process for
Project Management.

7. DEPARTMENTAL REPRESENTATIVES:

The following officials are designated as the departmental representatives for
purposes of this Arrangement and any notices required under this Arrangement
will be delivered as follows:

For the RCMP:
Steve McGirr
Director Real Property Program
Management
Strategic Investments & Project
Management
73 Leikin Drive, Ottawa, ON K1A 0R2
(613)

For the NCC:
David Scarlett
Chief Architect,
Design and Construction
Capital Planning Branch
National Capital Commission
202-40 Elgin Street, Ottawa, ON K1P 1C7
(613) 239-5678 X 5677

8. LiABILiTY:

Each Participant will be responsible for any damages caused by the conduct of
Its employees or agents in carrying out the terms of this Arrangement.

9. DISPUTE RESOLUTION:

In the event of a dispute arising from the interpretation or operation of this
Arrangement, it will be referred to the Participants' representatives set out above,
who will use their best efforts to resolve the matter amicably. If such negotiation
fails, the Participants intend to refer the matter to their respective
superior/commanding officer for resolution.

[8]
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10. MONITORING:

Upon termination of this Arrangement. Participants will meet to audit, evaluate
and review the effectiveness of this Arrangement.

11. TERMINATION:

This Arrangement may be terminated by either Participant upon thirty (30) days
written notice. Termination does not release a Participant from any obligations
which accrued while the Arrangement was in force.

12. AMENDMENT TO THE ARRANGEMENT:

This Arrangement may only be amended by the written consent of the
Participants.

Signed by the authorized officers of the Participants:

For the RCMP:
?

Sheila Jamieson
Director General
Strategic Investments & Project Management
73 Leikin Drive. M1-4th Floor
Ottawa, ON K1A 0R2
(613) 843-3808

ML 3-°&Date:

For the NCC:

t\ n
f~ A . 27 / v

Date: t i
Dr. Mark Kristmanson
Chief Executive Officer
202 - 40 Elgin Street
Ottawa, ON K1P 1C7
(613) 239-5678, ext. 558

A

*/ \kr
i
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Memorandum of Understanding Phase III
THIS ARRANGEMENT, made in duplicate as of the 22nd day of June 2016

BETWEEN

THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE ‘RCMP’)

AND

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE ‘NCC’)

Collectively referred to as the “Participants”

BACKGROUND

The RCMP needs to replace its detachment at Rideau Hall due to inadequate
accommodations for the increasing number of security personnel as well as the
deterioration of the building envelope and obsolescence of the mechanical and
electrical systems. While the RCMP is the custodian of the existing Rideau Hall
Detachment structure, the NCC is the custodian of the underlying property. In order to
better align the RCMP’s future accommodations with the architectural sensitivities
involved with development at Rideau Hall, the NCC and RCMP propose to rehabilitate
and expand the Chauffeur’s Garage to address the functional requirements of the
RCMP at Rideau Hall (the “Project”).

The exigence of this project has increased with the establishment of the interim
residence for the Prime Minister on the Rideau Hall grounds in the fall of 2015.

The parties entered into a MOU (Phase I) on October 2014 to work on the Project
Management Planning Phase and MOU (Phase II) on October 2015 to complete the
Design Development phase to tender ready Contract documents.

P H
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The parties now wish to enter into a MOU III to articulate the basis for the NCC’s and
RCMP’s relationship with respect to the Implementation Phase of the Project, (“this
MOU”).

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The development and long term operation and maintenance of the New ROMP Rideau
Hall Detachment will be addressed through several phases and agreements. They are
as follows:

Deliverable: Preliminary design
This phase was completed August 31, 2015 bringing
the MOU Phase I to an end.

Planning:

Development: Deliverable: Design Development phase.
The MOU for Phase II addresses the activities up to
the end of the NCC Process for Project Management
Development Phase. The MOU Phase II confirms the
roles and responsibilities for finalization of design and
preparation of tender ready documents for the New
RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment. This phase is to be
completed as of June 31, 2016 bringing the MOU
Phase II to an end.

Implementation and Close-out Deliverable: Completed Implementation (building
renovation, new construction and associated
landscaping) and Close-out for transfer to the RCMP
by May 31, 2017.
This MOU for Phase III addresses activities to the end
of the Implementation and Close-out Phases, as
defined under the NCC’s Process for Project
Management. This MOU confirms the roles and
responsibilities for tendering, construction,
commissioning and close-out of the New RCMP
Rideau Hall Detachment. This phase is to be
completed as of June 30, 2017.

[2]
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The existing NCC-RCMP Property and Maintenance
Management Service Agreement is to be amended to
include the maintenance requirements of the New
RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment, and taken into
account the possible temporary use of the existing
detachment by the NCC.

Operation & Maintenance:

A long-term leasing agreement for the New RCMP
Rideau Hall Detachment is to be developed to
address charges such as, but not limited to, ground
lease, utility charges and payments in lieu of taxes.

Lease Agreement:

NOW THEREFORE THE PARTICIPANTS INTEND AS FOLLOWS:

1. DEFINITIONS:

In this MOU the following terms, in singular or plural form according to the
context, are defined as follows:

“NHQ Assets Management” means National Headquarters Assets Management
the directorate within the RCMP’s Corporate Management & Comptrollership
Branch responsible for managing the RCMP’s real property and fleet assets in
the National Capital Region.

“National Capital Commission” and “NCC” means the agency charged with the
administration of the NCC’s official residences portfolio including the property
located at 1 Sussex Drive known as Rideau Hall and the Design and
Construction division.

“Arrangement” means this Memorandum of Understanding.

“MOU Phase III” means this Memorandum of Understanding

“New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment” means the RCMP detachment building, to
be located in the expanded Chauffeur’s Garage, including its associated parking,
associated landscape elements, associated infrastructure and utilities, and any
associated security infrastructure.

[3]
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“Chauffeurs’ Garage” means the existing Chauffeurs’ Garage building including
the associated landscape.

“Previous MOU” shall mean the MOU Phase I, jointly developed and authorized
in October 2014 by the NCC and the RCMP for the planning and to 30%
preliminary design of the project and MOU Phase II, jointly developed and
authorized in November 2015 by the NCC and the RCMP for the design
development phase and to 100% tender ready contract documents.

2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE:

The purpose of this MOU is to establish the roles, responsibilities and schedule
for the activities to complete the Implementation and Close-out Phase for the
project to relocate the RCMP’s Rideau Hall Detachment into a rehabilitated and
expanded Chauffeurs Garage building.

The RCMP is seeking to define these matters to facilitate its collaboration with
the NCC on this project. Given the NCC’s custody of the Chauffeur’s Garage,
the NCC will manage the design, constrOction, and commissioning of the new
RCMP Detachment at Rideau Hall in consultation with the RCMP to ensure all
RCMP operational requirements are addressed.

3. OBLIGATIONS OF THE RCMP:

3.1 The RCMP intends to:

a) fulfill the role and responsibilities of occupant and client.
b) continue to operate a detachment at Rideau Hall to fulfill its security

mandate there;
c) provide consulting expertise during the installations of security

infrastructures under this MOU to coordinate with security equipment,
wiring and systems installations to be implemented by the RCMP following
transfer of the completed base building to the RCMP;

d) collaborate with the NCC on the establishment and maintenance of the
security infrastructure at Rideau Hall to address the RCMP’s operational
requirements;

e) collaborate with the NCC during the implementation phase for the
adjustment of scope of work and/or contract documents in consideration of
existing site conditions;

[4]
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f) carefully weigh the NCC’s architectural and cultural priorities and
obligations against the RCMP’s operational requirements during the
implementation phase for the RCMP’s New Rideau Hall Detachment;

g) participate in regular site meetings during the implementation phase;
h) review and approve shop drawings and work on site related to the

building’s security equipment and systems infrastructure for the RCMP’s
New Rideau Hall Detachment to ensure they address the RCMP’s
operational and technical requirements;

i) approve and sign the NCC’s Process for Project Management end of
phase deliverables, including the Substantial and Final Completion
certificates, the Acceptance Certificate for the Transfer of the completed
base building and the final Close-Out document.

3.2 The RCMP will:
a) review proposed building intervention and systems against functional,

operational and project budget requirements for the New RCMP Rideau
Hall Detachment; provide feedback throughout the project;

b) participate actively in decision making;
c) participate in NCC integrated roundtable discussions and project site

meetings as required;
d) provide the NCC project team with recommendations ensuing from a

project specific Threat and Risk Assessment completed by RCMP;
e) pay one hundred percent (100%) of the NCC’s total costs for activities

(e.g. contractors and consultants) provided, plus a fifteen (15%)
administration fee plus all applicable taxes;

f) pay one hundred percent (100%) of the NCC’s total project management
cost, plus twenty-six percent (26%) for employees benefits, plus eighty
percent (80%) overhead costs (of both project management and employee
benefit percentage), plus all applicable taxes (to an upset ’CAP’ limit of
one hundred eighty-eight thousand dollars ($188K) plus applicable taxes
forMOUs I, II and III);

g) provide the NCC with consulting and technical expertise for the installation
of security infrastructure as per the contract documents for the New
RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment;

h) coordinate access to the Rideau. Hall site through NCC Corporate
Security, which shall approve all access to the Rideau Hall site for the
purposes of the implementation of the New RCMP Rideau Hall
Detachment project;

i) provide payments for all invoices NET 60 days after receipt,
j) be responsible for the supply and installation of wiring and cabling for

voice, data and internet systems and installation of security equipment,
hardware and systems following receipt of transfer of the completed base
building from the NCC.

[5]
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k) be responsible for interior furniture design layout in coordination with the
development of base building plans and specifications,

L) be responsible for the purchase and installation of interior furniture and
partitioning systems, security equipment, hardware and accessories and
vehicle related storage appliances and washing equipment following
receipt of transfer of the completed base building from the NCC.

m) be responsible for coordination and installation of telephone system, data,
voice and internet/cable wiring, services and connections following receipt
of transfer of the completed base building from the NCC,

n) explore with the NCC opportunities to accelerate the completion of the
project while respecting project parameters.

4. OBLIGATIONS OF THE NCC:

4,1 The NCC intends to:

a) accommodate the RCMP’s security infrastructure requirements at Rideau
Hall within the expanded Chauffeur’s Garage;

b) fulfill its architectural and cultural heritage priorities and obligations at
Rideau Hall in light of the historic significance of the campus and related
structures;

c) proceed with the tender to a list of no less than six pre-qualified general
contractors for the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment in accordance
with federal procurement guidelines and regulations applicable to the
NCC;

d) provide an analysis of tendered bids and recommendation to award
e) be responsible for carrying out the activities to complete the

Implementation and Close-Out Phase in accordance with applicable
codes, regulatory requirements, heritage conservation and green design
guidelines in accordance with the NCC’s policies, practices and standards;

f) carefully weigh the RCMP’s operational requirements against the NCC’s
architectural and cultural heritage priorities and mandate in the
implementation process for the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment;

4.2 The NCC will:
a) fulfill the role of project manager for the Chauffeurs Garage rehabilitation

and expansion project as per the NCC’s Process for Project Management.
b) fulfill the role of property manager for the operation and maintenance of

the rehabilitated and expanded Chauffeurs Garage building.
c) satisfy the RCMP’s functional programming data as recorded in the

“Project Requirements” document produced in MOU Phase I to 30%
design for the New Rideau Hall Detachment;

[6]
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d) arrange regular site meetings and Integrated Roundtable sessions as
required with RCMP involvement during the implementation and close-Out
phase of the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment.

e) provide the RCMP with regular Project Financial Summaries during the
implementation and close-out phase for the New RCMP Rideau Hall
Detachment.

f) ensure the work of the implementation and close-out phase is in
accordance with environmental, federal and municipal approvals obtained
for the proposed New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment;

g) invoice the RCMP for costs in the fiscal year in which they were incurred;
h) provide the RCMP with a breakdown of costs incurred and invoiced;
i) to the satisfaction of the Departmental Security Officers of the RCMP and

the NCC, conduct security screening of all consultants, construction and
maintenance personnel involved with the implementation and close-out
phase of the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment project;

j) coordinate and approve all access to the Rideau Hall site for the
implementation and close-out of the project;

k) maintain and share with the RCMP and Commissionaires a current list of
security screened employees, consultants, contractors, and sub-
contractors involved with the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment project;

L) integrate in the implementation and close-out, at the RCMP’s cost, the
recommendations of the RCMP’s threat and risk assessment (TRA) for
Rideau Hall including any amendments thereto necessitated by
circumstances beyond the RCMP’s control; include project specific
recommendations;

m) support the RCMP’s document sharing security protocols;
n) invoice the RCMP for all project related costs within the scope of this MOU

as follows:
a. one hundred percent (100%) of the NCC’s total cost for activities

(e.g. contractors and consultants) provided, plus a fifteen percent
(15%) administration fee plus all applicable taxes, and

b. one hundred percent (100%) of the NCC’s total project
management cost, plus twenty six percent (26%) for employees
benefits, plus eighty percent (80%) overhead cost (of both
management and employees benefits percentage), plus all
applicable taxes (to an upset ‘CAP’ limit of one hundred eighty-
eight thousand dollars ($188K) plus applicable taxes for MOUs I, II
and III );

o) lead, as required, project related media communications, in consultation
with the RCMP;

p) explore with RCMP, opportunities to accelerate the completion of the
project while respecting project parameters.

[7]
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5. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:

Total costs for all MOU Phase III activities associated with the New Rideau Hall
Detachment will be funded from current RCMP capital funds. The NCC will
invoice the RCMP for these costs and RCMP will reimburse the NCC for these
costs in the manner stipulated in this MOU Phase III.

The “total costs” referenced above includes but is not limited to the costs of:
• all consulting fees for project, including translation, environmental

consulting and commissioning;
• partial NCC project management cost and overhead;
• cost of tendering and implementation, commissioning and close-out;
• cost of permits, testing, certification and approvals related to the

implementation;

At the time of writing of this agreement the RCMP’s financial obligation under this
agreement is estimated at a value of four million, eight hundred and five
thousand dollars ($ 4,805,000) plus applicable taxes. It is estimated that $4,563K
will be accrued against the 2016-17FY fiscal year and $ 242K will be accrued
against the 2017-18 fiscal year.

The total estimated project value (MOUs I to III) is $ 5,865,000.

As part of the MOU Phase III deliverables, the NCC shall transfer to the RCMP
by the end of May 2017 a completed base building for tenant fit-up and
occupancy by the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment;

6. TERM:

This agreement will expire upon 100% completion and transfer of commissioning
and Close-Out documents for the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment and
formal Acceptance of Transfer of the completed base building for occupancy by
the New RCMP Rideau Hall Detachment ,as per NCC’s Process for Project
Management.

[8]
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7. DEPARTMENTAL REPRESENTATIVES:

The following officials are designated as the departmental representatives for
purposes of this Arrangement and any notices required under this Arrangement
will be delivered as follows:

For the NCC:
Claude Robert
Director,
Design and Construction
Capital Planning Branch
National Capital Commission
202-40 Elgin Street, Ottawa, ON K1P 1C7
(613) 239-5678 X 565

For the RCMP:
Stephen McGirr
Acting Director, National Headquarters
Assets Management
Real Property Management Branch
73 Leikin Drive, Ottawa, ON K1A 0R2
(613) 825-2326
(613)

8. LIABILITY:

Each Participant will be responsible for any damages caused by the conduct of
its employees or agents in carrying out the terms of this Arrangement.

9. DISPUTE RESOLUTION:

In the event of a dispute arising from the interpretation or operation of this
Arrangement, it will be referred to the Participants' representatives set out above,
who will use their best efforts to resolve the matter amicably. If such negotiation
fails, the Participants intend to refer the matter to their respective
superior/commanding officer for resolution.

10. MONITORING:

Upon termination of this Arrangement, Participants will meet to audit, evaluate
and review the effectiveness of this Arrangement.

[9]
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11. TERMINATION:

This Arrangement may be terminated by either Participant upon thirty (30) days
written notice. Termination does not release a Participant from any obligations
which accrued while the Arrangement was in force.

12. AMENDMENT TO THE ARRANGEMENT:

This Arrangement may only be amended by the written consent of the
Participants.

Signed by the authorized officers of the Participants:

For the RCMP:

/y -A.C' / /yDate:
Sheila Jamiesop V
Director Gener^/Real Property Management Branc
73 Leikin Drive,
Ottawa, ON K1A 0R2
(613) 843-3808

For the NCC:

2-r. ?. U
Date:

Dr. Mark Kristmanson
Chief Executive Officer
202 - 40 Elgin Street
Ottawa, ON K1P 1C7
(613) 239-5678, ext. 558

Revie evu
Legal Services^Services juri^on?
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Memorandum of Understanding
(hereinafter referred to as "MOU")

Arrangement 18125

AMENDMENT #2

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(hereinafter referred to as "RCMP")

BETWEEN:

National Capital Commission
(hereinafter referred to as the "NCC")

AND:

WHEREAS on August 5, 2015 the Participants entered into an MOU to facilitate the delivery of the
Rideau Cottage Infrastructure Improvements 2016-2018 project (hereinafter "the Project"};

AND WHEREAS the NCC now wishes to amend Section 5,Financial Arrangements,Table A -
Reimbursable Costs,and Section 7, Departmental Representatives;

NOW THEREFORE, the participants, for good consideration,hereby agree to make the following
amendments to the MOU:

1. Amend "Background" paragraph to read "March 2021" instead of "March 2019".
2. Replace Section 5,Article 5.1,Table A in its entirety with:

Table A- Reimbursable Costs

Rideau Cottage Security Infrastructure
Improvement

2017-2018 2018-20192016-2017 2019-2020 2020-2021 Total 5
years

Staff Services (Time Management) (Notei) 107,820 53,249 161,069
Staff Services defrayed by NCC

allotment
Administration Fees (15% of contracted
services)

Administrationfees defrayed by NCC
allotment

122,842 247,943 32,08731,254 466,73532,609

Sub-Total- Staff Services and Fees 230,662 301,192 31,254 32,087 32,609 627,804
Contracted Services 818,945 1,652,957 208,358 213,913 217,391 3,111,564

Contracted Services cost defrayed by
NCC allotment
Contracted Services Contingency 50,000 50,000 50,000 150,000
Sub-Total- Contracted Services &
Contingency 818,945 1,652,957 263,913 267,391258,358 3,261,564

$289,612$1,954,149 $300,000$1,049,607 $296,000Total Reimbursement to NCC $3,889,368

3. Amend Section 7,Department Representatives, to read as follows:

Page1of 2
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Replace:
For the NCC
Executive Director,Official Residences
Catherine Ella
Tel: 613-239-5678 x 5700
Catherine.Ella@ncc-ccn.ca

With:

For the NCC:
Vice President, Official Residences
Greg Kenney
Tel: 613-239-5678 x 5723
Greg.Kenney@ncc-ccn.ca

All other terms and conditions of the MOU remain unchanged.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Participants have affixed the signatures of their duly authorised officers and
acknowledge the terms of this Amendment.

For the RCMP:

Date:! *

DenistTrim
Director General,Real Property Management Branch, RCMP

For the NCC:

+ hDate:
Tobi Nussbaum
Chief Executive Officer,National Capital Commission

Page 2 of 2
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Rideau Hall: Chauffeur's Garage - Budget Analysis - 2019-2020 Q3
Project
Costs

Admin Fee Salary Grand Total

MOU Phase I (14-15) (15-16)
MOU Phase II (15-16) (16-17)
MOU Phase III (16-17)
MOU Phase III (17-18)
RCMP Additional Work

271,000
487,000

2,448,000
2,344,000

70,000

40,650
73,050

367,200
351,100

10,000

188,000

a>
Ma
3

CO
5,620,000

30,000
842,000 188,000 6,650,000

NCC Funding as per Board 2017-P80
Total budget 5,650,000 842,000 188,000 6,680,000

GAAR (14-15)
GAAR (15-16)
GAAR (16-17)
GAAR (17-18)
GAAR (18-19)
GAAR (19-20) Commitment
GAAR (19-20) Actuals
Unresolved CNs
Delay claim

210,485
224,844

1,732,788
3,341,042

(18,792)
46,031
1,188

86,316

55,000
133,000

QJ
to
C
0)
Q.
X

LU

128,250
Total expenses 5,623,904 128,250 188,000 5,940,154

Available authority 26,096 713,750 739,846
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Chauffeur's Garage Reconciliation

Expenses
Total2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19

GAAR 210,485.40 224,844.40 1,732,788.49 3,341,042.44 38,431.32 5,547,592 5,537,588 10,004

Facturation 210,485.40 224,848.00 1,732,788.49 3,325,367.66 5,493,489.55
(3.60) 15,674.78 38,431.32 54,102.50

(30,000.00)Budget for NCC costs
Balance to be invoiced to RCMP 24,102.50

Recoveries 15% admin Salaries
210,485.40 31,572.81
224,848.00 33,727.20

1,703,114.80 255,467.22
29,673.69 4,451.05

2,217,816.89 332,672.53
1,029,578.03 154,436.70

77,972.74 11,695.91

Benefits 80% Overhead
24,551.86

Total
297,299.89
391,783.20

1,958,582.02
34,124.74

2,550,489.42
1,184,014.73

89,668.65

Invoice #
27686
28655
28526
28648
29093
29332
29351

24,357.00
133,208.00

6,332.82

5,493,489.55 824,023.43 157,565.00 6,332.82 24,551.86 6,505,962.66
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RCMP MOU Phase I $
RCMP MOU Phase II $

RCMP MOU Phase III $
RCMP Additional Work $

NCC Funding $
Total budget $

499,650
560,050

5,510,300
80,000
30,000

6,680,000

Project Authority $
Spent to Date $

Current Commitments $
Unresolved CNs $

Delay claim $
Total Forecast $

Remaining Authority $

6,680,000
5,679,557

46,031
86,316

128,250
5,940,154

739,846
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Gruder, David

Turgeon, Eric
Monday, February 10, 2020 3:28 PM
Nussbaum, Tobi; Kenney, Greg; Vaillancourt, Pierre (Pierre.Vaillancourt@ncc-ccn.ca);
Menard, Anne; Houle, Michel
de Passille, Veronique; Copelli, Ivana; Penna, Maurizio; Gruder, David
GRF#511 - Rideau Hall Chauffeur's Garage

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Tracking: Recipient

Nussbaum, Tobi

Response

Approve: 2/12/2020 5:49 PM

Approve: 2/11/2020 12:38 PMKenney, Greg

Vaillancourt, Pierre (Pierre.Vaillancourt@ncc-ccn.ca)

Menard, Anne Approve: 2/10/2020 3:43 PM

Approve: 2/11/2020 9:21 AMHoule, Michel

de Passille, Veronique

Copelli, Ivana

Penna, Maurizio

Gruder, David

Vaillancourt, Pierre Approve: 2/12/2020 8:29 AM

Good afternoon,

Your approval is required to release funds for projects over $500k.

The Chauffeur's Garage Rehabilitation project at Rideau Hall was initiated in FY 2014-2015 based on an MOU with the
RCMP. In the course of the project, the MOU was amended several times bringing the total Project Authority to
$6.680M including $30k of additional work to be funded by the NCC.

Although this project was completed last year,ongoing disputes with the General Contractor Ed Brunet and Associates
have only recently been settled. This e-vote seeks your approval to release additional funding to the Chauffeur's Garage
project in the amount of the claim ($200k), well with the project's PA of $6,680K. Source of the funding has been
identified as the NCC's operating reserve; however,Capital Planning has been instructed to temporarily leverage unused
operating project funding in order expedite payment.

Please indicate your approval using the voting button on this email by Wednesday,February 12th 2020.

PROCESS FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT (PPM)
Gate Release Form (GRF)

Date: February 10, 2020 GR #: 511

Project Information:

1
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Project #: ooooi26_oi
Project Name: Rideau Hall - Chauffeur's Garage
Phase: Implementation

Budget Overview:

Project Authority

Authority to Date
Authority Requested

Total Authority 6,680,000

6,680,000

Gate Release
Released to Date
Funds Requested

Total Funds Released

5,628,161
200,000

5,828,161

Source of Funds:
NCC operating reserve.

Thank you,

Eric Turgeon
Senior Manager, Branch Management Services
Gestionnaire superieur, Services de gestion de la direction
Eric.Turgeon@ncc-ccn.ca
^613-239-5678, ext. / poste 5075
3343-998-2510

National Capital Commission
Commission de ia capitale nationale

l. m t ^w f A
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Cost Recovery and Deferred Revenue Projects
Variance (Project
Funds to be
Deposited to
Date)

Variance (PM
Costs to be
Deposited to
Date)

MOU Total
Project

MOU PM Total
PM Costs

MOU Total Admin
Fees

Project Funds
Deposited to Date

PM Costs
Deposited to Date

Agreement
NumberProject Number Project Name Project Manager End Date Invoiced to DatePartner Program Agreement Type Start Date Comments

0000126 01 Rideau Hall - Chauffeur's Garage Receivable (5,793,855)Rita Tadi RCMP Major Ops 18077 5,793,855

$161,069 of the variance is salary cost, the other $402,039 is
Administration Fees for the NCC. Send an email to finance to
enquire about the missing salary budget.Q0Q0167 Q1 Rideau Cottage Improvements Ashley Goggin RCMP Major Ops Receivable 15-May-16 31-Mar-21 18125 2,730,259 2,730,260 ill

0000173 01 Rideau Hall - Porte Cochere Front Entrance Doors Ashley Goggin (125,000)125,000
Dominique Gagnon /
Philippe Malepart0000229 Harrington Lake - Security Receivable (2) Remaining amount is 2020-21MOU funding.RCMP Major Ops 31-Aug-17 31-Mar -21 19547 2,289,056 1,821,058

0Q0Q3Q5 01 RCMP Modular Building (75,000) Variable MOU value (depends on project cost).Ashley Goggin RCMP Major Ops Receivable Ol-Apr-13 31-Mar-16 14822 75,000
0000306.01 RO RH RCMP Control Room Server Cooling Ashley Goggin Receivable Variable MOU value (depends on project cost).RCMP Major Ops 01-Apr 13 31-Mar -16 14822

NR tax was calculated but then not included in the MOU value.
Funding has been put in place.0000320..01 Harrington Lake - Farmhouse Security Infrastructure Receivable (42,630)Dominique Gagnon RCMP Major Ops 06-Apr-18 31-Mar-20 20166 301,070 48,314 42,630 284,200 90,944 16,870

(5,976,988) (42,630)5,320,385 48,314 42,630 10,829,373 90,944
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